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PREFACE 

Businesst'. and their managers, professional staff, team leaders 
and other employees are confronted with a host of challenges 
as they approach the twenty first century. Change is occuring 
at an accelerating rate. The number of competitors is increas-
ing dramatically. Business is globalizing. New technology is 
being introduced at a rapid pace. The workforce is increasingly 
diverse. There is a scarcity of certain resources, including highly 
skilled workers. There is a transformation occuring from an 
industrial to a knowledge based society. Economic and market 
conditions are increasingly unstable, especially on a global ba-
sis. Constituents are more demanding. And finally, the entire 
business environment is becoming more complex. 

To meet these challenges and the opportunities they create, 
businesses are embracing creative problem solving and inno-
vation as never before. To achieve effective and efficient levels 
of creative problem solving and the innovation which results, 
an organization must improve the creativity of its work groups 
and individuals, and it must create the right kind of organiza-
tional culture which will turn that creativity into innovation. 

One of the key ways in which individuals and groups can im-
prove their creativity is through learning creativity processes, 
techniques that take advantage of innate intuitive and creative 
abilities, techniques that channel these abilities to create new or 
enhanced products or services, or create more effective and ef-
ficient organizational processes. This book describes the basic 
creative problem solving (CPS) model and then describes 101 
techniques for unleashing individual and group creativity. 
These techniques follow the CPS model. 

Managers, professionals, team leaders, and any other employee 
interested in improving his or her job performance or that of 
the work group, or for that matter, the entire company, will find 
this book beneficial. This book is readily useable in company 
training programs. Organizational creativity training programs 
have grown rapidly in recent months, and this book is designed 
to meet the needs of such programs. 



011,1 	 this smile author, both to be published in 
W.., 	tin other two aspects of increasing organizational 
alum. Innovate 	Evaporate: Test and Improve Your 
...al ion's IQ—Its Innovation Quotient, identifies the set of 

(.1 LI deristics common to the innovative organization. It pro-
v ides numerous descriptions of organizational programs for 
achieving high levels of innovation performance. Escape from 
the Maze: Increasing Personal and Group Creativity provides a 
roadmap for improving individual and group creativity per-
formance. For individuals, this means learning to overcome 
the psychological barriers to creativity imposed by society and 
the organization, and learning how to increase levels of intu-
ition. For the group, this means learning proper group dynam-
ics to take advantage of group creativity processes. Order forms 
for the books can be found in the latter pages of this book. 

THANKS 

No book is the work of the author alone. I want to thank sev-
eral people for their critical inputs into this book. First, Keri 
Caffrey, one of the most creative people I've ever known, has 
illustrated and designed this book in an artful yet fun manner 
for the reader. Susan Crabill spent several hundred hours work-
ing through numerous drafts, all done with great patience. 
Susan Novotny managed to put all of this together in the final 
hectic stages of production. Carolyn Smith, my developmental 
editor on two of my college texts, did an outstanding job of 
making this book user friendly. Several hundred MBA students 
provided important feedback about the book, and how to make 
it more useable. My business reviewers, Phil Harris, Vice Presi-
dent and General Manager of Paperboard for the James River 
Corporation, Allan Nagle, former CEO of Tupperware, Valerie 
Oberle, Vice President, Walt Disney Companies, and Rod 
Waddell, quality consultant and President of Dynamic Resource 
Development, Inc., have provided important insights about the 
potential impact of this book. And finally, my wife Susan, has 
provided tremendous support during this lengthy writing and 
publication process. 
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Four Types cif 

Innovation 

INN V TE OE EVAPORATE 
Profit, thy name is creativity. 

— Business Week 

When giant PC chipmaker Intel was confronted with new 
and unusually tough competitors that used clones of its chips 
to compete on price, CEO Andrew Grove turned to innova-
tion. Intel launched an accelerated schedule for new-product 
development that produced the 386, 486, and Pentium chips 
and left competitors in the dust.' 

When Johnson & Johnson, the health care and consumer 
products conglomerate, found itself at a cost disadvantage 
compared to competitors, it launched a program to develop 
innovative processes that would cut overhead costs. For 
example, CEO Ralph Larsen created customer support cen-
ters, employee teams working on customer sites to facilitate 
distribution and ordering. The teams eliminated overlap-
ping services in most of the firm's 166 businesses. 2  

When Nordstrom, the Seattle-based department store chain, 
analyzed its markets, it realized that providing high levels 
of customer service would be an innovative marketing ap-
proach in the discount-oriented retail industry. That strat-
egy worked extremely well, giving Nordstrom an edge in a 
rapidly changing marketplace.' 
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%% 11.11 	hitPackard realized that it was at a competitive 
ingloba 1 markets beca use bureaucratic require-

!' wilt.. were nv the product development process, it re-
(1(...iroied its organizational structure to speed up product 
development.' 

Surviving and prospering in business have never been easy. 
There are always problems to be solved and opportunities 
to be taken advantage of. But during the next few years, 
from. now through the first decade of the 21st century, busi-
ness organizations, their managers, and their other employ-
ees will be confronted with a number of strategic challenges 
unmatched in business history. The primary challenges are 
these: 5  

1. Every facet of business is changing at an 
accelerating rate. 

2. Competition is increasing. 
3. Business is becoming increasingly global 

in scope. 
4. New technologies are being introduced at 

a breathtaking rate. 
5. The composition of the 

work force is changing, as 
are its members' values and 
expectations. 

6. There are increas-
ing shortages of re-
sources ranging 
from water to 
skilled employees. 

7. The U.S. economy is 
being transformed from an industrial 
economy to one based on knowledge and in-
formation. 
Market and economic conditions throughout 
the world are extremely unstable. 

. Constituents, such as shareholders and environ-
mentalists, are making greater demands on the 
organization. 

10. Not only is the business environment changing rapidly, 
but it is becoming much more complex. 



Asa consequent e tit ille. challenge. 	facet Of host 
ness, from overall strategy to daily operations, is lull of new 
problems and opportunities. And the task of just "doing 
business" remains. This in itself is difficult enough without 
all of these additional burdens. How can a business or any 
part of it survive and prosper in the face of such challenges? 

By innovating! Virtually every leading authority on business, 
including Fortune 500 CEOs, researchers, and consultants, agrees 
that there is only one way firms can cope with all the challenges 
confronting them in the 1990s, not to mention those they'll have to 
face in the twenty-first century. They must be innovative.' Intel, 
Johnson & Johnson, Nordstrom, and Hewlett-Packard all inno-
vated in order to survive and prosper. Innovate or evaporate. 

INNOVATION AND 
CREATIVITY 
Innovation is how a firm or an indi-
vidual makes money from creativity. 
Organizations, their managers, 
and other employees seek to cre-
ate original ideas and concepts 
that will end up as innovations, 
such as new or enhanced products 
or services, processes that in-
crease efficiency, highly competi-
tive marketing campaigns, or su-
perior management. The process of 
generating something new is known 
as origination. 

Something original is something_ 
new, something that didn't existi  
before. Creativity is the proce§§' -ofIetterating som 
new that has value. There are many original ideas and con-
cepts, but some may not have value and hence may not be 
considered creative. A creation is something original that 
has value. 

Innovation is the process of creating something new that has 
significant value to an individual, a group, an organization, 
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11iill'AIN, 	SOCIet t '. y An innovation thus is a !cation 
th.lt ha....iyouticant value. 

I 11(..A. distinctions may seem superficial and academic, but 
1110V a re not. This is so for several reasons, all of which are 
related to the ultimate goal of innovation. First, you need to 
learn how to tell whether the ideas you generate are creative 
or merely original. Original ideas just aren't enough. Sec-
ond, to be innovative you need to go beyond merely being 
creative. You need to know whether the ideas you generate 
have the potential for significant value, that is, the potential 
to become innovations. Finally, firms as well as individuals 
must learn to turn creations into innovations. Unfortunately, 
while U.S. firms and their employees are not nearly as cre-
ative as they should be, their performance record is even 
worse when it comes to turning creations into innovations. 
On average, only one idea in ten that is developed in a labo-
ratory ever gets to market.' As a result, the global competi-
tive positions of U.S. firms have eroded significantly in re-
cent years and will continue to do so unless those firms be-
come more innovative. 

Moreover, in meeting the other strategic challenges and in 
"doing business" every day, firms will not be as effective or 
efficient as they should be if they cannot be innovative. Solv-
ing problems and pursuing opportunities require solutions, 
many of which may be unique to the specific situation. There-
fore, creativity and the resultant innovation are fundamen-
tal to the survival and prosperity of the firm. 

Creativity, the Springboard to 
Innovation 
Before we can have innovation, we must have creativity. 

Expanding on our earlier definition, creativity, then, is the 
skill to originate the new and to make the new valuable' 
The new key word is skill. Creativity is a skill. It is not some-
thing mystical, available only to a few. It can be learned by any-
one. Everyone possesses an innate capacity for creativity. But the 
development of this capacity into a skill has been thwarted, for the 
most part by parents, teachers, and bosses who provide and enforce 
rules about what is acceptable behavior and because only a few 

4 
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to develop 	to unleash your untapped potential. This book 
is about becoming more creative by learning techniques which en-
hance creativity in problem solving. 

Creativity can be incremental, occurring in a series of small 
progressive steps, such as the lengthy, painstaking research 
that led to the development of polio vaccine. Conversely, 
creativity can involve giant leaps of progress in which many 
links in the evolutionary chain of concepts are hurdled by a 
single effort. The main workings of Apple Computer's 
Macintosh personal computer, a highly advanced system, 
were a giant leap in technology at the time that they were 
introduced. 

The product of the creative effort need not be a tangible physi-
cal object. It may be an idea, an association of facts, an in-
sight, or a more effective or efficient process as well as a new 
product or service. Each of these, when fully expressed and 
functioning, has value. 

For an organization, one of the critical steps in achieving in-
novation is developing the creative problem-solving skills of 
its human resources—its managers, professionals, and other 
employees. This book is designed to help in developing those 
skills. The following chapters present 101 techniques or pro-
cesses for making problem solving more creative. 



How the 4 P'S Fit 

VITTEoko.Sv 	Together with Creativity 
and Innovation 

Creativity can be increased both by learning techniques (pro-
cesses) and by increasing personal and group creativity. If 
these occur within the right organizational culture (possi-
bilities), the result is innovation, as shown in Figure 1.1. 

Creativity 

Processes (Techniques) 
Personal and Group 

Creativity 

Organizational Culture 

Possibilities 

Innovation 

Product 
4 Types of Innovation: 

Product, Process, 
Marketing, Management 

menihers levels of personal and group' 
■■ III 111)1 he able to cope with the ten strategic Lila I- 

1, lent 1 f ied earlier, nor will it be able to solve its other 
)1, , h1t.nls as well as it might otherwise. It won't have the 

products it needs to sur-
Iv(' and prosper. 

Figure 1.1 How the Four Ps Relate to Each Other 

The Product 
The product is the result of the creation/innovation process. 
It can be a physical product, a service, or an enhancement to 
these; a process for increasing effectiveness and/or efficiency; 
a more innovative approach to marketing, or a better way to 
manage. To be a true creative product it must have value 
and not just be original. To be innovative, it must have sig-
nificant value. 

6 



!low do von iletelmine what has potentially signiticant 
value? Sometimes by analysis. Sometimes by intuition. 
Value is relative, both to the value systems of the evaluator 
and to the time during which the creation occurs. For ex-
ample, twelve Hollywood studios turned down the "Star 
Wars" movie concept. Finally Twentieth Century Fox agreed 
to take the risk and made the most financially successful 
movie of all time. Similarly, some inventors and their inves-
tors offered to sell a new idea to IBM, General Motors, 
DuPont, and several other major firms and were turned down 
by all of them. Finally, they decided to build and market the 
product themselves and became multimillionaires. The pro-
cess was photocopying. The company became Xerox. 9  

Even successful entrepreneurs may misjudge the value of a 
creation and, hence, its potential to become an innovation. 
Victor Kiam, of Remington Razor fame, was once offered the 
patent to Velcro for $25,000; he turned it down, believing it 
had no future. 1 ° Velcro products have sold for about $6 bil-
lion since their inception through 1988. 

Later in this book, in Chapter 6, 
some ways for determining 
whether a product is innova-
tive will be discussed. 

The Possibilities 
For innovation to occur, the pos-
sibilities for creativity and in-
novation must exist. Regard-
less of your creative talents, 
however great your knowledge 
or skill, you will not be able to 
create many innovations if you 
are not functioning in a fa-
vorable situation. If the 
organization's culture, in the broad-
est sense, does not support and even 
require innovation, it is unlikely that innovation will occur. 
The evidence indicates that organizational innovation results 
from careful management of the organization's culture. This 
can be readily understood in terms Of managing the 
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S' ► " ot organizational success: strategy, structure, 
•.h.m.. (management), style (leadership), staffing, skills 

(..4 synergies), and shared values (organizational cul-
ture). 'rile term shared values  includes values related to the 
other six S's. 

The Processes 
Numerous techniques can be used to increase the creativity 
of problem solving within an organization. Learning these 
takes time and effort but you can master them. These pro-
cesses are directed at increasing creativity in all stages of the 
problem-solving process. Chapters 3, 4, 5, and 6 review these 
techniques for individuals and groups. 

Personal and Group Creativity 
Increasing personal creativity involves a two-pronged effort: 
increasing the use of the right brain (left brain if left handed) 
to raise your levels of intuition, and freeing yourself from 
socialization that has restricted your creativity. The latter in-
cludes not only resocializing yourself but also learning new 
habits that will help you be more creative. The individual 
functions within a group, so it is very important to properly 
manage group dynamics in order to increase creativity. 

A Trilogy of Books on Creativity and 
Innovation 
These four P's are the subjects of the three books in this se-
ries, which form a trilogy on creativity and innovation. 

1. 101 Creative Problem Solving Techniques: The Handbook of 
New Ideas for Business reviews the processes (techniques) 
that individuals and groups can use in the creative prob-
lem solving process to make their use of it more creative. 

2. Innovate or Evaporate: Test and improve Your Organization's 
IQ—Its Innovation Quotient discusses both the product (the 
four types of innovation, which are defined briefly in the 
next section of this chapter) and the possibilities for 
achieving the product. 

8 
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taiVity Poientral ti iy,cusses how to raise personal creativity 
levels by working to improve intuition and by removing 
barriers to creativity. Abrief discussion of how to improve 
group dynamics in order to improve group creativity is 
included. 

THE FOURTYPES 
OF INNOVATION 
There are four principal types of inno-
vation (the product or result of the in-
novation effort): product, process, mar-
keting, and management. 12  

I. Product innovation results in new 
products or services, or enhance-
ments to old products or services. 
The opening paragraph in this chap-
ter on Intel described a product in-
novation situation. 

2. Process innovation results in im-
proved processes within the organi-
zation—for example, in operations, 
human resources management, or fi-
nance. It focuses on improving effec-
tiveness and efficiency. The Johnson 
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& Johnson example at the beginning of the chapter de-
scribed process innovation. 

3. Marketing innovation is related to the marketing func-
tions of promotion, pricing, and distribution, as well as to 
product functions other than product development (for 
example, packaging or advertising). Nordstroms, as de-
scribed in the third paragraph of this chapter, used ser-
vice as a marketing innovation. 

4. Management innovation improves the way the organi-
zation is managed. Hewlett-Packard's restructuring as dis-
cussed in the fourth paragraph of this chapter, was a man-
agement innovation. 

9 



•.t11,11... ► ,, 	organit,itions suggest that LI n 	tic!•ign 
products and concepts, utilize their resourc ,s more 

'sill., lively efficiently, market their products more cre-
t iv til y„md manage more effectively than less successful 

organizations." 

I t is creativity in managing all of the economic functions—
marketing, operations, finance, human resources, research 
and development, and information management that sepa-
rates the truly successful companies from the less successful 
ones. This can be seen in the discussion of Steelcase con-
tained in The Innovative Edge in Action 1.1. Note that 
Steelcase is not a high-tech firm but operates in a basic manu-
facturing industry. An important lesson to learn from this 
reading is that innovation is applicable to most jobs in all 
kinds of industries. 

The Innovative Edge in Action 1.2 describes Banc One, a ser-
vice firm that has found that innovation is necessary for sur-
vival. One lesson to learn from this reading is how innova-
tion can be applied in a service industry. 

1 0 



$ IMPROVING INNOVATION AT 
STEELCASE 

The pyramids of Egypt symbolize a culture that was 
inert and set in its ways long before its eventual 
demise. In Grand Rapids, Michigan, there is a pyra-
mid that symbolizes innovation and change. It is 
the seven-story corporate development center of 
Steelcase Company, an office furniture manufacturer with annual 
sales of $1.6 billion. 

Like many large, long-established American corporations, Steelcase 
was making a stodgy and boring, though in this case, high-qual-
ity, product. Its closest competitor, Herman Miller, Inc., posed a 
significant competitive threat because of its innovative spirit. Miller 
is credited with creating the "open office" by using "systems fur-
niture" based on movable panels and furniture modules, and with 
leading in the design of the "ergonomic" chair, which constantly 
adjusts to changes in the user's position. In the 1970s, Steelcase 
was just a follower. 

Seeking to increase its dominance of the market, Steelcase has ac-
quired a number of small, high-profile design companies. It now 
has a line of wooden office furniture and the rights to furniture 
designed by architects Frank Lloyd Wright and Le Corbusier. It 
has also rebuilt its physical facilities and reorganized its opera-
tions. The $111 million, 128-foot-tall pyramidal office building, 
the most visible change, clearly demonstrates the company's new 
commitment to innovation and style as well as quality. 

Previously, the company's designers, engineers, and marketing per- 
sonnel were housed in separate buildings. Now they are grouped 
together to facilitate employee interaction, a necessary requirement 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 12 
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and creative products are to be developed (man-
drielliellt innovation). However, physical closeness alone 
does not generate cooperation and innovation. The show-
piece building is more than just a flashy shape. Steelcase's 
idea is that everything that happens there is work, from 
coffee breaks to board meetings. Every inch of the build-
ing is dominated by a light and airy central atrium, called 
the town square. There are exterior terraces where people 
can work or eat. Coffee-break stations have marker 
boards to promote open exchange of ideas, and there are 
"caves" where individuals can go for solitude. 

The new building is already inspiring its employees. The 
company has introduced a sleek new line of furniture, 
the Context line (product innovation). In the words of 
James C. Soule, vice-president of the international divi-
sion, "The bottom line for us is whether we produce bet-
ter products." Steelcase is improving its already high 
quality and cutting costs by adopting autonomous work 
teams, investing heavily in plant and equipment, and 
performing work re-engineering (process innovation). A 
71-foot pendulum, computerized to follow the sun, has 
been installed as a symbol of the company's commitment 
to continuing change. A video about the firm touts its 
new innovative spirit (marketing innovation). 

Sources: Jana Schilder, "Work Teams Boost Productivity," Personnel Journal (February 1992), 
pp. 67-71; Michael A. Verespej, "America's Best Plants: Steelcase," Industry Week (Octo-
ber 21,1992), pp. 53-54; John A. Sheridan, "Frank Merlotti: A Master of Empowerment," 
Industry Week (January 7, 1991), pp. 24-27; Allen E. Alter, "The Corporate Make-Over," 
CIO (December 1990), pp. 32-42; John A. Sheridan, "World-Class Manufacturing (Part 
1)," Industry Week (July 2,1990), pp. 36-46; and Gregory Witcher, "Steelcase Hopes Inno-
vation Flourishes Under Pyramid," Wall Street Journal (May 26, 1989), pp. 131, B8. 
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BANC ONE: USING 
CREATIVITY TO PROSPER 
The banking industry has undergone a massive 
amount of change. Indeed, it is no longer really 
just the banking industry but the financial services 
industry. Commercial banks, savings banks, and 
credit unions now offer services in brokerage, in-
surance, and financial planning. And because of the trend toward 
diversification, a "commercial bank" offering a full line of services, 
such as Banc One, finds itself in competition with domestic rivals 
such as Sears, American Express, and Merrill Lynch, as well as 
with global banks and insurance firms. Banks now have to think 
of themselves as retailers. They have to create visual excitement, 
and sell to their customers when they come into the bank. Com-
petition is increasing and the rate of change in the industry is 
accelerating. 

Banc One's operation in upper Arlington, Ohio looks a lot more 
like a small shopping mall than it does a bank these days. It 
incorporates several small boutiques, an insurance agency, a real 
estate office, a travel agency, and a discount stock brokerage (prod-
uct innovations). Across from these boutiques, at the bank itself, 
are three tellers, an automated teller machine, and a new-accounts 
desk. The impact of a high-tech decor is heightened by large, bright 
informational banners (marketing innovations). "This is a sur-
vival issue," says John F. Fisher, senior vice president of Banc One 
Corporation, Banc One's parent company. "Our old branches don't 
work for what we need them for today, we must learn to compete 
with Sears and K-Mart [which offers banking at some stores] in all 
the things they do." 

Banc One uses several techniques to maintain its creative edge. It 
works hard to develop new products. For example, in 1993, 400 
branches opened personal investment centers where customers 
can receive investment counseling (product innovation). But, it 
innovates not only in products but in processes, marketing, and 
management as well. One of its principal strategies for success is 
bringing its unique version of tight controls to the banks it ac-
quires. Yet, unlike other acquisition oriented banks, it doesn't fire 
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I sta Ifs of the banks it acquires, rather it works closely 
with them to show them how the other banks in a group 
heca me successful, and it cajoles them into following suit 
(management innovation). In a different area of control. 
It has even developed a video which it sends to delin-
quent credit card accounts. This video has resulted in 
increased payments and reduced delinquency rates (pro-
cess innovation). It is considered to have leading edge 
technological applications in several areas (process in-
novation). Finally, it has produced a series of clever ads 
touting its resources (marketing innovation). 

Many bankers are not prepared for such changes. They 
cannot utilize their computers fully and are not prepared 
to make creative decisions, having spent much of their 
careers in a regulated environment with almost guaran-
teed returns on investment. With limited competition 
and no change, decision making was routine and pro-
grammed. Largely structured, easy decision rules were 
available. That is not the case any more. 

The bank that intends to survive has to be creative and 
competitive. Research has shown that a creative indi-
vidual makes better decisions than one who is strictly 
rational. This is as true of bankers as of anyone else. 

Source: "Banc One Corporation 1992 Annual Report," (Columbus, Ohio: Banc One, Feb-
ruary 3993), pp. 5-10; "Banc One: Mightier Than Its Parts," Economist (December 19, 1992), 
p. 76; James S. Hirsch, "Growing Ambition: Fast-Rising Banc One, Already Big in Texas, 
Looks at Other Areas," Wall Street Journal, December 26, 1990, pp. A2, A10; Steve Weiner, 
"Banks Hire Retailing Consultants for Helping Become Financial Products Stores," Wall 
Street Journal, May 20, 1986, p. 31. 
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THE 
CREATIVE 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
PROCESS 

Creativity is the only American competitive 
advantage left. 

— John G. Young 
Former CEO, Hewlett-Packard 

Problem solving is an integral part of organizational life. 
Everytime a manager or leader directs people in producing 
a product or service, problems are being solved, decisions 
made. Every time any member of an organization thinks of 
a new way to reduce costs, invents a new product or service, 
or determines how to help the organization function better 
in some way, problem solving is taking place. But, whether 
the problem solving occurring in these situations is truly cre-
ative is another question, one that deserves a closer look. 

For individuals, the development of creative problem-solving 
skills is a necessity, not a luxury. Because organizations too must 
solve problems, the development of these skills in their mem-
bers is also a necessity. The most innovative individuals and 
organizations are the ones most likely to survive and prosper. 
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Environmental 
Analysis 

Problem 
Recognition 

Problem 
Identification 

Making 
Assumptions 

Generating 
Alternatives 

Evaluation 
and Choice 

Implementation Control 

\\ 	(11()%1' 	hl) \' to start solving problems 
el\ 	more creatively taking advantage of Op- 

it nimhe ,,, both on the job and elsewhere. The chapter be- 
by describing the traditional problem-solving process 

p rad iced by business people for many years. It then dis-
cusses how problem solving can be made more creative. It 
thus sets the stage for examining the aspects of problem solv-
ing in which creativity may be used to its fullest extent. 

CREATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING 
Not too many years ago, problem solving was defined largely 
as a rational effort.' As scientists and management research-
ers tried to improve the problem-solving process, they fo-
cused on analysis and quantitative factors. But in recent years 
we have come to realize that a strictly rational approach 
misses the whole point of problem solving. Creativity is vi-
tal to successful problem solving. The problem-solving pro- 

Figure 2.1 The Creative Problem-Solving (CPS) Process 
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Figure 2.2 Four Stages of the CPS Process 

Making 
Assumptions 
About Future 

Generation of 
Alternatives 

Determine 
Primary 

Situational 
Factors 

problem-solving process or CI'S. 

There are eight basic stages in the creative problem solving 
process: analyzing the environment, recognizing a problem, 
identifying the problem, making assumptions, generating 
alternatives, choosing among alternatives, implementing the 
chosen solution, and control. 

These stages are shown in Figure 2.1. The middle four of 
these stages are shown in the more detailed diagram pre-
sented in Figure 2.2. This figure provides more detail on 
these four stages primarily to show how the decision maker 
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1 id to the actual choice of a decision. The following 1).11 . . 
graphs briefly examine these stages from the practical view-
point of problem solving within an organization. Personal, 
non-work-related problem solving would follow the same 
stages. Both analytical and creative processes are applicable 
to all eight stages. 

Analyzing the Environment 
If you're not constantly searching for problems 

(which, as defined here, include opportuni-
ties), how will you know if they exist? And 
how can you solve problems or take ad-
vantage of opportunities if you don't 
know they exist? Most strategists believe 
that firms must be prepared to respond 
quickly to problems and opportunities in 

order to be successful in the future. 2  Thus, 
being able to recognize problems and oppor-

tunities as soon as they occur, or even before 
they occur, is vital to success. Both internal and external or-
ganizational environments must be constantly and carefully 
monitored for signs of problems or opportunities. In this 
stage of the process, you are gathering information. Infor-
mation gained during the control stage of CPS is vital to this 
stage of the process. See Figure 2.1. Royal Dutch Shell Oil 
Company spends millions of dollars annually tracking its 
competition and the economy, and learning about its cus-
tomers, for just one type of information system—the strate-
gic information system. It also trains all levels of manage-
ment to look for weak signals of environmental change. It 
spends thousands of man-hours creating forecasts /scenarios 
of possible futures, all to enable it to solve strategic and op-
erational problems better.' The individual problem solver 
must also spend time and money searching the environment 
looking for signals of problems or opportunities. For ex-
ample, spend a few minutes to look at your internal and ex-
ternal organization environments. What is happening that 
might lead to problems or opportunities? 

20 



Recognizing a Problem 
You need to be aware that a problem or oppor-
tunity exists before you can solve it or take 
advantage of it. It is from the information 
gathered in analyzing the environment 
that you will learn that a problem or op-
portunity exists. Often, however, the 
problem solver has only a vague feeling 
that something is wrong or that an oppor-
tunity exists. A gestation period seems to 
occur in which information from the environ-
ment is processed subconsciously and the exist-
ence of a problem or opportunity eventually registers at the 
conscious level. 4  For example, when Mikio Kitano, Toyota's 
production guru, began analyzing the firm's manufacturing 
cost information in the early 1990s, he intuitively sensed that 
something was wrong. The firm simply wasn't saving as 
much money as it should from all of the automation and 
robotization that it had just completed. He believed it was 
because robots were being used when human beings could 
do the job just as well, at less cost. Other top managers 
doubted him, but in the end he proved that he was right 
saving Toyota millions of dollars in unnecessary investment.' 

Identifying the Problem 
The problem identification stage involves mak-
ing sure the organization's efforts will be 
directed toward solving the real problem 
rather than merely eliminating symp-
toms.6  This stage also involves establish-
ing the objectives of the problem-solving 
process and determining what will con-
stitute evidence that the problem has been 
solved. The outcome of this stage is a set 
of decision criteria for evaluating various 
options. See Figure 2.2. 
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Hoth ratninal and intuitive thinking may occur at this stage, 
hist it lent i t ication is largely a rational process. Key questions 
to be asked include the following: 7  

What happened or will happen? 

2. Who does it or will it affect? 

3. Where did it or will it have an impact? 

4. When did it or will it happen? 

5. How did it or will it occur? 

6. Why did it or will it occur? 

7. What could we do to be more successful? 

In asking these questions you are primarily interested in get-
ting to the core problem or identifying the real opportunity. 
The benefits of doing so are aptly illustrated by the case of 
Frito-Lay, described in The Innovative Edge in Action 2.1. 

Making Assumptions 
It is necessary to make assumptions about the 

condition of future factors in the problem situ- 
ation. For example, what will the state of 

the economy be when the new product is 
to be launched? Or, how will your man- 
ager react to a suggestion? Remember 
that assumptions may be a major con- 
straint on the potential success of a solu- 

tion, or may cause you to overestimate the 
potential of a particular alternative to solve 

the problem effectively. One of my assumptions 
in writing this book was that there was a growing number of 
people interested in innovation processes. Theretore, this 
book would sell many copies. When I started in 1985, my 
assumption was wrong. But by 1993 it was right. 
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AT FRITO-LAY, CPS IS A KEY 
TO SUCCESS 
Frito-Lay, the $3.5 billion a year in sales, Dallas-
based snack food company first initiated a CPS pro-
gram in 1983. From 1983 to 1987, the firm docu-
mented cost savings and improved productivity of 
$500 million directly attributable to CPS. Profits 
grew at a compounded rate of 12.7% annually, twice as fast as sales. 
Similai=successes -were believed to exist in product development, 
but figures were not tracked. Introduced in 1983, CPS at Frito-Lay 
occurs in eight steps:- - (1) finding the problem, (2) collecting the 
facts, (3) defining „the problem, (4) generating ideas for its solu-
tion, (5) evaluating and selecting the best ideas, (6) creating a plan 
of action, (7) selling the idea to senior management, and (8) put-
ting the solution into action. According to group manager of prod-
uct supply, Louis Kosmin, the heart of CPS is - not finding a solu-
tion but finding the real problem. 

With CPS training,fi:VOrson learns methods for anticipating prob-
lems, identifying prrthtems, generating alternatives, and initiating 
new projects. A m. -§r part of CPS at Frito-Lay involves training 
employees in mapybf the processes discussed in this book. The 
company views tfteneration of alternatives as a critical part of 
CPS. Frito-Lay hAs-T-talight CPS to some of its major vendors and 
introduced it to itOistettompanielifPizza Hut and Kentucky Fried 
Chicken. Frito-IcyiiiOCUreinent_tis„conducted -introductory CPS 
workshops for sbIctgOinajor suppliers. 

Historically, iagi at Frito-Lay focused on.--improyinz 	ations. 
Only late in its life span was it used for ft fto 
Sunchips, Frito-L ut_snack food was one 
product which regtiffealrbin CPS. In 1.991, nOi''maria.gaitrntat 
Frito-Lay surprisingly_abandoned a formal CPS-program. ..  

• 
Frank Prince,„:1-ii  imee5T -th6-'-diredior of CPS for:Frito:Lay, Offered 
this example= worked at Frito-Lay Members of the 
planpiggVfg_kp- oith and Sacithtaro-
lina were meeting to discuss how to improve business in their ar- - 	- 

eas. These groups consisted of plant managers, logistics managt ,_... 
 ers, and sales managers from plants oeterritories in the 	ur 
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Mate. I3reakage became a hot issue at one point. Typi-
cally, each manager had defended his own turf on the 
issue. Plant managers blamed logistics for breakage, lo-
gistics blamed the plant for poor quality containers and 
packaging. Sales, which included retail unit servicers, 
was blamed by both for the rough treatment of items at 
point of display. By working together and by using CPS, 
this cross functional group discovered ways they could 
help solve this problem. For example, they made changes 
in the way that products were stacked in the delivery 
trucks, and in the way products were stacked within 
containers. Both solutions were successful. 
Source: Telephone discussion with Frank Prince, partner, Involvement Systems, Dallas, 
Texas, September 1993; Marc Hequet, "Making Creativity Training Creative," Training 
February 1992, p. 45; Cathy Handley, "Why Frito-Lay Is Crackling with New Ideas," 
Purchasing, May 3, 1990, pp. 84A2-84A5. 

Generating Alternatives 
Generating alternatives involves cataloging 

the known options (a rational act) and gen-
erating additional options (a rational and 
intuitive act). It is in this stage that most of 
the creativity processes described in later 
chapters are very helpful. 

To the extent that you can clearly identify 
and formulate useful options, you can 

maximize the chances that a problem will be 
solved satisfactorily. The purpose of generating 

alternatives is to ensure that you reach the selection stage of 
CPS with enough potential solutions. Creative techniques 
for generating alternatives can help you develop many more 
possible solutions than you might come up with otherwise. 

Generating alternatives is partly a rational and partly an intuitive 
exercise. It's rational in that you follow a series of steps. It's 
intuitive in that these steps are designed to unleash your in-
tuitive powers so that you can use them effectively. In this 
stage, you should be more interested in the quantity of new 



ideas than in the quality. For most people, creativity reache 
its highest levels in this stage of CI'S. When Apple Com-
puter Corporation's engineers designed the "Newton," the 
firm's new personal digital assistant computer (a small com-
puter designed to help people in a wide range of jobs), they 
generated hundreds of alternative capabilities for the ma-
chine. In the end, several major ones were chosen over the 
others. 8  The Innovative Edge in Action 2.2 describes the less 
glamorous task of process innovation at Eaton Corporation, 
and the way that alternatives are generated. 

Choosing Among Alternatives 
Decision making should be based on a system-
atic evaluation of the alternatives against the 
criteria established earlier. A key, very ra-
tional part of this process involves deter-
mining the possible outcomes of the vari-
ous alternatives. (See Figure 2.2) This in-
formation is vital in making a decision. 
The better the job done in generating altep-
natives and determining their possible out-
comes, the greater the chance that an effective 
choice will be made. The choice process is mostly 
rational, but very skilled decision makers rely on intuition 
as well, especially for complex problems. 

When Honda engineers pioneered the development of an 
engine that would get 55 miles per gallon, they had several 
alternatives to choose from. Important to their decision of 
the technology they chose, were the impacts of the new tech-
nology on the costs of production, compatibility with exist-
ing transmissions, and so on. Each possible technology had 
to be evaluated for its impact on these factors. 9  Similarly, 
McDonalds Corporation, in considering new menu items 
for its fast food restaurants, has hundreds to choose from. 
Each potential menu item has to be evaluated against im-
portant criteria such as freezability (all McDonalds' 
ready-made foods are frozen), compatability with other 
menu items, taste, customer demand, and cost/price rela-
tionships. They chose items like pizza because it fit these 
criteria.w Conversely when Wayne Sanders, head of 
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( 	diaper division bet on Huggies 
did so totally from intuition. The product looked prom 

icing but development proved difficult. He stayed with the 
product and eventually he was proven right. At the end of 
199'1, the product had 31% of the U.S. market. 11  

Implementation 
Once you have a clear idea of what you want 

to do and a plan for accomplishing it, you 
can take action. Implementation requires 
persistent attention. This means account-
ing for details and anticipating and over-
coming obstacles. Set specific goals and 
reasonable deadlines, and gain the support 
of others for your solution. Implementa-

tion is a series of problems and opportuni-
ties. The processes described in this book are 

applicable to each of these. 

When General Mills Restaurants, a subsidiary of General 
Mills, Inc., began a total quality management program for 
its Olive Garden chain, it paved the way for adaptation at all 
sites by providing a lengthy training and development pro-
gram. In addition, success stories were chronicled and dis-
tributed on video tape to all restaurants. 12  

Control 
Evaluating results is the final, and often over- 

looked, stage in the creative 
problem-solving process. The purpose of 
the evaluation is to determine the extent 
to which the actions you took have solved 
the problem. This stage feeds directly 

into the environmental analysis stage, 
which begins a new cycle of creative prob- 

lem solving. It is important at this stage to 
be able to recognize deficiencies in your own 

solutions if necessary. If you can admit to making 
mistakes or changing your mind without feeling defensive 
or embarrassed, you have acquired the skill of open minded 
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EATON CORPORATION USES 
PROCESS INNOVATION TO 
COMPETE 

Eaton Corporation manufactures gears, engine valves, 
truck axles, circuit breakers, and other unglamorous 
parts, largely for automobile manufacturers. It has 
38,000 employees in 110 plants around the world. It 
prospers through obsessive cost cutting and other actions to increase 
productivity. Some of the actions it takes are classic in nature, for 
example, closing less productive plants and shifting work from union 
plants in the northern U.S. to nonunion plants in the southern U.S. 
and Mexico. But the main program which has enabled it to make its 
U.S. plants more productive is its version of continuous improvement. 

Employees routinely make decisions about how to improve produc-
tivity throughout Eaton Corporation plants. They have bought into 
productivity improvement efforts, and have been empowered through 
teams to make the decisions necessary to enable the firm to become 
more productive. Eaton has opened its books to employees to help 
them make more informed decisions. And through plant wide 
gainsharing programs, recognition awards, and other reward pro-
grams, Eaton has motivated employees to actively seek process inno-
vations. Esprit de corps is high. Teams with names like ferrets and 
worms meet regularly to solve problems. Many alternatives are gen-
erated before final solutions are implemented. 

Examples of process innovation abound. For example, by making 
numerous small changes in production activities, one group of work-
ers was able to cut scrap by 50 percent. And while solving the scrap 
cutting problem, these same workers learned to preheat dies before 
using them, saving the company $50,000 a year in one plant alone. 
Employees built two automated machines on the shop floor for $80,000 
and $93,000 rather than buy them from vendors for $350,000 and 
$250,000 respectively. And workers have designed effective compen-
sation programs that raise compensation as workers progress through 
stages of job knowledge rather than insisting that the company pay 
workers full wages to new hires before they are fully productive as 
would have normally happened in a union contract situation. 

Source: Thomas F. O'Boyle, "Working Together: A Manufacturer Grows Efficient by Soliciting Ideas 
from Employees," Wall Street Journal, June 5, 1992, pp. Al, A4. 
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0,1.11 , t,olou 	I his often requires objective thinkiiiy„ 	11 
111.11 «)urage, and self-confidence. At Federal Expre. , group 
tick isions based on CPS are part of the everyday routine, 
and so is control. For example when one team solved prob-
lems related to sorting packages, they were required to track 
results and make further improvements.° 

BUILDING CREATIVITY INTO 
PROBLEM SOLVING 
Experience with problem solving has produced some dis-
couraging findings. Among them are the following: 

1. Creativity is not a major part of the problem-solving pro-
cess for most organizations or individuals. 

2. People are not usually encouraged to be creative, either as 
individuals or as members of organizations. This means 
that creativity is discouraged in most organizations includ-
ing families, schools and companies. 

3. Few people really know the creative techniques that can 
be applied in the problem-solving process. 

4. Few individuals develop their personal creative 
problem-solving skills, but that is changing. 

It is evident that most people, as well as most organizations, 
can improve their CPS skills. Typical of the problem are the 
results of a competition held by General Foods for MBA stu-
dents from six of the nation's best graduate business 
schools—Harvard, Chicago, Stanford, Northwestern, Michi-
gan, and Columbia. The task was to come up with solutions 
to this problem: "Develop a marketing plan to stem the 
plunging sales of sugar-free Koolaid." The results were dis-
appointing. 

The students had an entire day to develop their strategies. 
Each team was allotted twenty minutes to present its solu-
tions. Judges from General Foods, its advertising agency, 
and one of its consulting firms evaluated these presentations 
over a five-hour period. The criteria used were: understand-
ing of the business situation, feasibility and creativity of so- 



I^Itio is, (111(1 (111.)111\ 1)1 1)1 Vtie littitil)11. 	11(".111(1(111 	1 1 d  well  
 in all of these , 	.\cept creativity. Ti n  judges eventuollv 

named Michigan the winner on the strength of its strategic 
thinking. 

Douglas Smith, marketing manager for beverages at Gen-
eral Foods, comments, "There were a couple of ideas that 
were of interest but nothing we haven't looked at before." 
Smith continues, "Business schools deal with the left side of 
the brain, with analysis and facts, but they don't help people 
much to use the other side, which is judging and intuitive.  "14 

101 CPS TECHNIQUES 
There are any number of ways to improve creative 
problem-solving. You might, for example, learn how to im-
prove your intuitive abilities, or you might focus on chang-
ing the organization's culture to make it more receptive to 
creativity. Those are the subjects of other books. The re-
maining chapters of this book will describe 101 creative tech-
niques that, when used at the appropriate stage of CPS, can 
greatly improve the results of that process. Techniques are 
described for environmental analysis, recognizing and iden-
tifying problems, making assumptions, generating alterna-
tives, making choices, and implementing solutions. 70 of 
the 101 techniques described are used to generate alterna-
tives. The following table lists each of the 101 techniques by 
problem solving stage. Techniques are presented in alpha-
betical order both in the table and in the chapters. Techniques 
are numbered twice. The first number denotes the 
technique's position from 1 to 101, the second number is the 
technique's position within that section of the problem solv-
ing model. 

TABLE 2.1 Creativity Techniques by Problem Solving Stage 

 

ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS (Discussed in Chapter 3) 

	

1/1. 	Comparisons against others: benchmarking, best practices, 
racing against phantom competitors 

	

2/2. 	Hire futurists, consultants 

	

3/3. 	Monitor weak signals 

	

4/4. 	Opportunity searches 
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TABLE 2.1 Creativity Techniques by Problem Solving Stage 

PROBLEM RECOGNITION (Discussed in Chapter 3) 
amelot 

Checklists 
7/3. 	Inverse brainstorming 
8/4. 	Limericks and parodies 
9/5. 	Listing complaints 
10/6. 	Responding to someone else 
11 /7. 	Role playing 
12/8. 	Suggestion programs 
13/9. Workouts and other group approaches 

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION (Discussed in Chapter 3) 

14/1. 	Bounce it off someone else 
15/2. 	Consensus building 
16/3. 	Draw a picture of the problem 
17/4. 	Experience kit 
18/5. 	Fishbone diagram 
19/6. King of the mountain 
20/7. 	Redefining the problem or opportunity 
21/8. 	Rewrite objectives in different ways 
22/9. 	Squeeze and stretch 
23/10. What do you know? 
24/11. What patterns exist? 
25/12. Why-why diagram 

MAKING ASSUMPTIONS (Discussed in Chapter 3) 
26/1. 	Assumption reversal 

GENERATING ALTERNATIVES (Discussed in Chapters 4 
and 5 

Individual Techniques (Discussed in Chapter 4) 
27/1. Analogies and metaphors 

	

28/2. 	Analysis of past solutions 

	

29/3. 	Association 

	

30/4. 	Attribute association chains 

	

31/5. 	Attribute listing 
32/6. Back to the customer 
33/7. Back to the sun 

	

34/8. 	Circle of opportunity 
35/9. Computer programs 
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TABLE 2.1 Creativity Techniques by Problem Solving Stage 

	

36/10. 	Deadline!, 

	

37/1.1. 	Direct analogic. 

38/12. Establish idea sources 

39/13. Examine it with the senses 

40/14. FCB grid 

41/15. Focused-object technique 

42/16. Fresh eye 

43/17. Idea bits and racking 

44/18. Idea notebook 

45/19. Input-output 

46/20. Listening to music 

47/21. Mind mapping 

48/22. Name possible uses 

49/23. Napoleon technique 

50/24. Organized random search 

51/25. Personal analogies 

52/26. Picture stimulation 

53/27. Product improvement checklist 

54/28. Relatedness 

55/29. Relational words 

56/30. Reversal-dereversal 

57/31. Rolling in the grass of ideas 

58/32. 7 X 7 technique 

59/33. Sleeping/dreaming on it 

60/34. Two-words technique 

61/35. Using the computer to stimulate creativity 

62/36. Verbal checklist for creativity 

63/37. Visualization 

64/38. What if ...? 

Group Techniques (Discussed in Chapter 5) 

	

65/1. 	Brainstorming 

	

66/2. 	Brainwriting 

	

67/3. 	Brainwriting pool 

	

68/4. 	Brainwriting 6-3-5 

	

69/5. 	Creative imaging 

	

70/6. 	Creative leaps 

	

71/7. 	Creativity circles 

72/8. Crawford slip method 

	

73/9. 	Delphi technique 

74/10. Excursion technique 

TABLE CONTINUES ON PAGE 32 
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TABLE 2.1 Creativity Techniques by Problem Solving Stage 

,ortionaittle technique 
pnmp decision support systems 

78/11 Idea board 

79/15. Idea triggers 
80/16. Innovation committee 
81/17 Intercompany innovation groups 
82/18. Lion's den 
83/19. Lotus blossom technique, or the MY method 
84/20. Mitsubishi brainstorming method 
85/21. Morphological analysis 
86/22. NHK method 
87/23. Nominal group technique 
88/24. Phillips 66 (Discussion 66) 
89/25. Photo-excursion 
90/26. Pin card technique 
91/27. Scenario writing 
92/28. SIL method 
93/29. Storyboarding 
94/30. Synectics 
95/31. Take five 
96/32. TKJ method 

CHOICE (Discussed in Chapter 6) 

	

97/1. 	Dot voting 

	

98/2. 	Screening matrix for ideas 

IMPLEMENTATION (Discussed in Chapter 6) 

	

99/1. 	Be a warrior 
100/2. Force field analysis 
101/3. How -how diagram 

CONTROL (Described in Chapter 6 as part of 
environmental analysis and problem recognition) 
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CREATIVE TECHNIQUES 

ANALYZING THE ENVIRONMENT 
RECOGNIZING 63 IDENTIFYING 

PROBLEMS, 
laND MAKING ASSUMPTIONS 

Research shows creativity can be taught and companies are listening. 
— Business Week 

One of the best ways of becoming more creative is to use 
techniques (processes) that increase the potential for creativ-
ity in a given situation. Such techniques can be applied at all 
stages of the CPS process: analyzing the environment, rec-
ognizing the problem, identifying the problem, making as-
sumptions, generating alternatives, choosing among alter-
natives, implementing the chosen solution and control. Many 
of these techniques involve the use of groups, which have 
been shown to be useful in raising levels of creativity. This 
book focuses on techniques used in generating alternatives 
but presents a few techniques for each of these other stages. 
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I 	 ► t ► 1, discusses creative Itichiliques and for the in( p.t part, 
Ic. .s the standard rational techniques to other books. 

The processes discussed in this chapter and ensuing ones 
were listed in Table 2.1. This chapter discusses the processes 
used in creatively analyzing the environment, recognizing 
and identifying problems and opportunities, and in mak-
ing assumptions. Chapters 4 and 5 discuss techniques for 
generating creative alternatives. Chapter 4 focuses on indi-
vidual techniques, Chapter 5 on group techniques. Chapter 
6 reviews creative approaches to choice, implementation and 
control. The lengthier discussions jrt these chapters focus 
on the best-known, more difficultlo understand, or most 
often used techniques. For longer and more complicated 
techniques, a summary of the steps necessary appears at the 
end of the discussion of that technique. In this and other 
chapters, techniques are presented in alphabetical order 
within sections to make them easier to find. Remember that 
techniques are numbered twice. The first number denotes 
the technique's position from 1 to 101, the second number is 
the technique's position within that section of the problem 
solving module. 

TECHNIQUES FOR ANALYZING 
THE ENVIRONMENT 

You can't solve a problem or take advantage of an opportu-
nity until you know it exists. You can't be creative in gener-
ating alternatives until you have a reason to do so. The ra-
tional techniques for environmental analysis focus on stan-
dard control processes and environmental scanning. The 
following are recent, more creative approaches to environ-
mental analysis. 



I/1. COMPARISON AGAINST OTHERS: 
BENCHMARKING, BEST PRACTICES, 
AND RACING AGAINST PHANTOM 
COMPETITORS 

Recently firms have turned to 
benchmarking as created by Xerox, to-
gether with the GE version of this tech-
nique, known as best practices, to iden-
tify potential problems. In benchmarking 
a firm compares its practices with those 
of the firm that is considered the best in 
its industry. In best practices, a firm com-
pares itself with the firm that is considered 
the best at certain practices, regardless of 
the industry in which it operates. The re-
sults of these comparisons are used to mo-
tivate change and as goals for improve-
ment.' When he was head of the Bonneville 
Power Administration, Peter T. Johnson 
created a fictitious supercompetitor with 
which to compare his organization. 2  Other 
firms create a composite supercompetitor, 
taking the best practices in different areas 
and combining them. 

1.•••■01.. 

2/2. HIRE FUTURISTS AND OTHER 
CONSULTANTS 

No one says you have to discover problems yourself. Why 
not hire someone to perform this task for you? There are 
numerous futurists and other consultants who can guide you. 
They often bring a fresh perspective. For example, they may 
be able to see the forest for the trees, something someone 
close to the situation may not be able to do. 

3/3. MONITOR WEAK SIGNALS 
A standard strategic planning technique is to pay careful at-
tention to weak signals in the market. Forecasters, clipping 
services, and networks can keep you informed. Attending 
seminars can perform a similar function. Two real estate 
developers decided to dispose of their prominent real estate 
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holdinw. on ti n 	of weak signals just prior to the 1990 
199.! recession. ilhey used the funds generated by these sakes 
to buy bankrupt or market depressed properties that became 

affable during the recession. 

4/4. OPPORTUNITY SEARCHES 

Active opportunity searches can turn up new situations and 
new applications of current knowledge. You don't have to 
be limited to traditional sources. Try something new, like 
the manager who searches science fiction literature to find 
ideas that are applicable to his high-tech business. Try sim-
ply reading about new trends and asking what this means to 
your business. 

TECHNIQUES FOR 
RECOGNIZING PROBLEMS 

Many people recognize that a problem exists when they have 
failed to meet an objective or believe they may fail to meet 
an objective. The purpose of most control reports is to pro-
vide such comparisons. People may recognize an opportu-
nity when they become aware that they could exceed their 
objectives by choosing a certain alternative or taking advan-
tage of a situation. 

Frequently individuals compare current performance with 
prior objectives, prior experience, or last year's performance 
in order to determine whether a problem exists. When they 
see a difference between the current situation and what was 
previously thought appropriate, they recognize that a prob-
lem exists. 3  

Fully describing current conditions is another way of being 
able to recognize a problem or opportunity. Simply review- 
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$ PROBLEM RECOGNITION 
LEADS TO NEW SOLUTIONS 
AT CONTINENTAL BANK 

When. Continental Bank Chairman Thomas 
Theobald created the Bank for Business strategy, he 
realized that its success would depend on having 
killer closers — officers who can actually close a 
deal. Recognition of this need prompted the bank to rethink its 
recruitment strategy. The revamped approach has been success-
ful in meeting that goal, but it also has entailed making some 
significant changes. Although the new approach is costlier due 
to higher base salaries, the bank expects to offset those costs 
through long-term savings and increased revenue generation. 
After several meetings with psychologists, senior line manage-
ment, and human resources staff, 6 skills were isolated that were 
believed to be a critical necessity for candidates: 1. analytical skills, 
2. self-confidence, 3. creative problem-solving skills, 4. the ability 
to deal with ambiguity, 5. strong interpersonal skills, and 6. the 
ability to be proactive in transactions. Once the skills were iden-
tified, the bank incorporated them into its college recruiting evalu-
ation form and included questions that would prompt interview-
ers. 
Source: Todd S. Nelson, "Continental Banks on New Hiring Plan," Personnel Journal, November 1990, 
pp. 95-97. NO
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ing the existing situation may provide some insight into prob-
lems or potential problems. This seems obvious, but few 
people actually do it. Creatively recognizing problems is 
important to solving a problem as The Innovative Edge in 
Action suggests. 

The following paragraphs describe more creative techniques 
for recognizing problems. Some are traditional approaches; 
others are new twists on approaches you may already be fa-
miliar with. Several involve ways of analyzing the environ-
ment in search of opportunities. 101  

CREATIVE 
PROBLEM 
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',/i 	CAMELOT 

..111 Rica !lied situation, a Camelot. Now compare it to 
\1st* situation. What are the differences? Why do 

they exist? What problems or opportunities are suggested 
by the differences?' 

6/2. CHECKLISTS 

Using a checklist when examining a situation can be ex-
tremely beneficial. A number of checklists have been devel-
oped for this purpose. For example, in their book That's a 
Great Idea, Tony Husch and Linda. Foust provide numerous 
checklists designed to improve situation analysis. Among 
other things, their checklists provide guidance in finding 
opportunities, recognizing certain problems, generating 
new-product ideas, generating promotional ideas, and evalu-
ating ideas.' Other checklists include strategic audits which 
examine strategy, management audits which examine over-
all management actions, quality audits which examine qual-
ity compliance, and social audits which examine for socially 
responsible activities.° Finally, Arthur B. VanGundy has pro-
vided a Product Improvement Checklist.' By using the check-
list to compare what could be done to a product to what cur-
rently exists, a manager can identify problems and opportu-
nities. VanGundy's list can also be used to generate creative 
alternatives and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 

7/3. INVERSE BRAINSTORMING 

Read the section on brainstorming at the beginning of Chap-
ter 5. Inverse brainstorming is a variant of the approach de-
scribed there. Whereas regular brainstorming begins with a 
problem and looks for a solution, inverse brainstorming be-
gins with a situation and looks for potential problems, such 
as lack of motivation in the work force.' In other words, you 
take what appears to be a satisfactory situation and see what 
you can find wrong with it. 

8/4. LIMERICKS AND PARODIES 

Make up limericks and parodies about a situation. People 
I 
	

can't resist poking fun, and when they do so, problems may 
be revealed. For example, one employee used the theme song 
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from The Mu.. Ni .in to poke tun 	ithinagert, or his orga 
nization. I le rewrote the song along these line. 	Trouble. 
We've got trouble right here in River City. It starts with an m 
and ends with a t, it's management. Yes sir, trouble right 
here in River City." I le secretly distributed copies of his song 
to his fellow employees and to top management. An inves-
tigation followed, and two especially bad managers were 
replaced. 

9/5. LISTING COMPLAINTS 

One effective way of uncovering problems is to have em-
ployees, customers, or other constituents brainstorm a list of 
complaints, either individually or in groups. (See Chapter 5 
for a description of brainstorming.) Another version of this 
approach is to have employees list stumbling blocks that they 
have encountered. 9  

10/6. RESPONDING TO SOMEONE ELSE 

Sometimes people bring you problems or opportunities that 
deserve careful consideration even if they seem farfetched. 
In some businesses this happens quite often. Stories abound 
of cases in which people have failed to recognize the poten-
tial of ideas brought to them by others. As noted in Chapter 
1, George Lucas took the "Star Wars" idea to twelve movie 
studios before Fox decided to produce it. IBM, General Mo-
tors, and DuPont were all offered the xerography idea and 
rejected it as impossible and unnecessary. So Chester Carlson 
and his associates went into business for themselves and 
became multimillionaires. Victor Kiam was offered a chance 
to buy Velcro for $25,000 but failed to see its potential. Velcro 
applications were estimated to have had a total of $6 billion 
in sales from inception to 1988. 10  

The moral of these stores: Listen to others. Envision the 
possibilities. 

I 1/7. ROLE PLAYING 

Role playing requires you to pretend you are someone else. 
You may role play with another person in an interactive learn-
ing situation much like a play, or by simply imagining an-
other person's situation and walking throtiO it in your mind. 

PROF, 
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VOIIISCII in til)niellnll else's shoes 	for ..amph., 
4•tomerl 	may give you totally new insights into a situa- 

tion. It may allow you to solve potential problems before 
they become real ones. Imagine that you are someone else 

in the problem situation. Describe the problem from 
that person's perspective. Nov solve it from that 

perspective. What new insights did you gain? 

12/8. SUGGESTION PROGRAMS 

From the standpoint of the organization, the sug-
gestion program offers a tremendous opportu-

nity to learn about the existence of problems and 
to obtain some solutions. But such programs must 

be implemented effectively. Japanese firms have 
really good suggestion programs. Some 
U.S. firms, such as Lockheed, also have 
good programs. The Japanese take their 
programs seriously. Akio Morita, 
co-founder of Sony, comments on his 
firm's suggestion programs, "We insist 

that all our employees contribute their 
thoughts and ideas, not just their manual effort. We get an 
average of eight suggestions a year from each employee. We 
take most of these ideas seriously." 

13/9. WORKOUTS AND OTHER GROUP 
APPROACHES 

GE has developed a process known as the workout. Work-
outs involve a three-day retreat in which managers and their 
subordinates gather to solve problems experienced by the 
work unit. It is a highly participative effort with a unique 
twist. Subordinates suggest the causes of the problems and 
recommend solutions. On the third day these are presented 
to their manager, whose superior manager is also in atten-
dance sitting behind his or her subordinate but facing the 
employees. The workout manager must choose among three 
responses to subordinates' recommendations: Yes, no, or let's 
examine it and make a decision by a specific date. Deferrals 
are discouraged." The workout manager must make a deci-
sion about employee suggestions without knowing what his 
or her boss's reactions are because of how the two managers 
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are seated. ( )thri r,wu ►  techniques (st U os yeah it y circle 
described in Chapter can also be used to recognize 1)1.01) 
lems. Simple group discussion may lead to both recognition 
and identification. 

TECHNIQUES FOR 
IDENTIFYING PROBLEMS 

Identifying the problem means making certain that your ac-
tions will be directed toward solving the real problem or tak-
ing advantage of the real opportunity, rather than merely 
addressing symptoms of the problem or an apparent (but 
not necessarily real) opportunity. Problem identification re-
quires careful analysis. 

A well-known set of identification techniques has been sug-
gested by Charles Kepner and Benjamin Tregoe, who believe 
that correctly identifying the problem is the most important 
step in creative problem solving. Their approach, described 
in their book The Rational Manager, begins by asking what's 
different now than before; this is followed by what, where, 
when, how, and why questions. Kepner and Tregoe like to use 
the example of a ball bearing manufacturing facility that be-
gan finding impurities in some of its ball bearings. The com-
pany replaced the machine that manufactured the ball bear-
ings, but impurities continued to appear. Eventually, after 
answering the "when" question, the company's managers de-
termined that the impurities occurred only at periodic inter-
vals. After asking and answering the other questions, they 
discovered that an air-freshening unit was blowing impurities 
into the molten metal; the unit came on only at certain times 
during the day." Finally, the real problem was identified. 

This section describes twelve techniques that can be used in 
the problem identification stage of creative problem solving. 
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1 4/1. BOUNCE IT OFF SOMEONE I_ I. SE 

Simply talking to someone else about a problem 
employs the idea that "two heads are better than 
one." Suggest what you think the problem is 
and elicit the other person's reaction. Each of 

you can offer definitions and defend them un- 
	 til you find one that you can agree on. 

15/2. CONSENSUS BUILDING 

A large number of techniques for consensus 
building exist,. Among these are voting in a 
democratic manner and sitting in a circle 
and discussing the problem until a consen-

sus is reached. Creativity circles, described 
in Chapter 5, often begin by reaching a consen-

sus definition of the problem. 

1613. DRAW A PICTURE OF THE 
PROBLEM 

One way to make certain that you are identifying the real 
problem is to draw a picture of it. This process can also be 
used in generating alternatives. Because creativity is largely 
a right-brain function (in right-handed people, the opposite 
in left-handed people), and the right brain is more visually 
oriented than the left brain, (opposite for left-handers) draw-
ing pictures seems to aid the creative process. If you can 
"see" the problem, you have a better chance of making cer-
tain that you are solving the real problem. So take out a pen 
and a piece of paper and draw a picture of your problem. 
What insights do you gain? 

17/4. EXPERIENCE KIT 

The experience kit was developed by IdeaScope of Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. It involves putting problem solvers 
through an experience that causes them to understand the 
problem better and therefore generate more and better solu-
tions. It is a sort of combination of role playing and idea 
triggers. The experience kit involves participants in the prob-
lem. For example, IdeaScope provided detergent brand 



managers tryiny, to improve their pprllcl( R 	sales with an 
experience kit consisting of a sample of competitors' prod-
ucts; a diary for recording when the participants' own house-
holds d.i.d laundry in a week and how big the loads were the 
requirement to visit a local laundry company (address pro-
vided) for at least one hour; and a dirty shirt that had to be 
washed at home using the company's product and then worn 
to the creativity session. Several of the spots on the shirts 
wouldn't come out. All of the experiences provided the brand 
managers with new insights into the problem." 

18/5. FISHBONE DIAGRAM 

Two very useful approaches to identifying problems are the 
fishbone diagram and the related why-why diagram. (The 
latter will be discussed near the end of this chapter.) The 
fishbone diagram, sometimes referred to as the 
Ishikawa diagram, was developed by Professor 
Kaoru Ishikawa of the University of Tokyo. 15 

 The primary purpose of this exercise is to 
identify and list all the possible causes of 
the problem at hand. This is primarily 
a group problem identification tech-
nique, but it can be used by individu-
als as well. 

This process is called the fishbone dia-
gram because of the unique 
way in which the information 
gathered is arranged visually. 
When the problem and its causes 
are recorded, they form a diagram that re-
sembles the skeleton of a fish. The problem is 
written down and enclosed in a circle on the 
right side of a sheet of paper. A straight line is 
drawn to the left and appears much like the 
backbone of a fish. (See Figure 3.1 for an abbre-
viated example of a fishbone diagram.) The 
next step involves drawing stems at a 45 
degree angle to the backbone line. At the 
end of each of these stems are listed all of the causes of the 
problem that can be brainstormed. Additional stems may 
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be added it 	Branches can ht. placed on each stem 
for further breakdowns of each cause. The causes should be 
listed with the least complicated nearest the head of the fish 
and the most complicated at the tail, with those in between 
listed on a continuum from least to most complicated. 

The fishbone diagram can be brainstormed over more than 
one session. Ishikawa describes the process as one in which 
"you write your problem down on the head of the fish and 
then let it cook overnight." If the technique is employed over 
two or more sessions, new ideas may arise from three main 
effects: (1) There is time for the subconscious to work on the 
problem; (2) participants are likely to be less inhibited as the 
authorship of particular contributions will be forgotten; and 
(3) people may become more immersed in the problem if 
they think about it day and night. 

When the diagram is completed, the individual or group 
begins to analyze the stems and the branches to determine 
the real problem or problems that need to be solved. If sim-
pler problems are examined first, they can he removed from 
consideration before more complicated problems are tack-
led. If the problem solver(s) decide that certain causes are 
more significant than others, these will be given more atten-
tion in the alternative generation stage of CPS. 

The fishbone diagram is extremely useful for identifying 
problems for several reasons: 

1. It encourages problem solvers to study all parts of a prob-
lem before making a decision. 

2. It helps show the relationships between causes and the 
relative importance of those causes. 

3. It helps start the creative process because it focuses the 
problem solver(s) on the problem. 

4. It helps start a logical sequence for solving a problem. 
5. It helps problem solvers see the total problem as opposed 

to focusing on a narrow part of it. 
6. It offers a way to reduce the scope of the problem and 

solve less complex issues rather than more complex ones. 
7. It helps keep people focused on the real problem rather 

than going off on tangents. 
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1\ licu you first use the lishbone diagram, begin with small, 
sathlv delinable problems and move to more complex is-

is as you learn the process. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 
I Write down the problem and enclose it in a circle on the right side of 

the paper. 
2. Draw a straight line to the left; this is the "backbone." 
3. Draw stems at a 45 degree angle from the backbone. 
4. Brainstorm all the causes of the problem and place them at the end of 

each of the stems. 
5. Draw additional stems and substems as necessary. 
6. List more complicated causes at the tail of the fish and less complicated 

ones at the head of the fish. 

1916. KING OF THE MOUNTAIN 

King of the mountain is a children's game in which one 
player gets on top of something, such as a stump or a 
chair, and the others try to knock him or her off. A simi-
lar game can be used as a problem identification tech-

nique. 16  One or two individuals take a position on what 
the problem is, and other members of the group attempt 
to knock them off their definitional "mountain." To suc-

ceed in doing so, the challenger must have a better defini-
tion of the problem. Just as in the game, once someone 

has knocked another person off the mountain, he or 
she must get on top of the mountain. His or her ideas 
are then attacked until another challenger succeeds 
in becoming "king of the mountain." The survivor, 
who might have modified any of the ideas presented 

earlier, possesses what is now a group consen-
sus regarding the true nature of the problem. 

20/7. REDEFINING A PROBLEM OR 
OPPORTUNITY 

Redefine a problem in as many ways as you possibly can. 
Perhaps this will help you see it in another light. Imagine it 
from the perspective of someone who is less familiar with it. 
Say the new definition aloud. Perhaps you'll hear something 
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in what you're saying that you haven't noti( i before. Try 
to determine how you feel about it. Pretend that you don't 
know what the problem is but do know some of the vari-
ables involved. If you were a member of another profession, 
how would you view the problem? How many different 
ways can you express this problem or opportunity? Now go 
back and examine what you have done. Do you see the prob-
lem any differently? 

The following exercise can get you started in applying this 
technique. Think of a problem or opportunity and restate it 
five different ways: 

1. 

2. 

3.. 

4. 

5. 

21/8. REWRITE OBJECTIVES IN DIFFERENT 
WAYS 

In order to make certain that you are really addressing the 
underlying problem, you can rewrite your objectives or other 
criteria in several different ways. For example, if your prob-
lem is to increase productivity, this might be restated as: in-
crease sales per employee, cut costs, how do I increase pro-
ductivity, be more efficient, be more effective, set better goals, 
and so on. 

2219. SQUEEZE AND STRETCH 
As part of the problem-solving process, you can try "squeez-
ing" and "stretching" the problem. 17  Thinking in terms of 
squeezing and stretching allows you to analyze a problem 
better. You squeeze a problem to find its basic components. 
You stretch the problem in order to discover more of its scope. 
Stretching a problem allows you to see how much there re- 
ally is to it and what other facts relate to it. 101 
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In squeeze a problem, ask a chain of questions be-
ginning with the word "why." 

Example: 

Question: 	Why am I doing this? 

Answer: 	Because I want to. 

Question: 	Why do I want to? 

Answer: 	Because I have been told to 
by my boss. 

Question: 	Why does my boss want me to do it? 

Answer: 	Because her boss wants her 
to do it. 

To stretch a problem, ask a chain of questions begin-
ning with the word "what." 

Example 

Question: 

Answer: 
What is this problem about? 

Learning financial analysis. 

Question: 

Answer: 
What is financial analysis all about? 

Accounting and relationships 
among accounts. 

Question: 

Answer: 
What is learning all about? 

Discovery, developing, etc. 

Question: 

Answer: 
What is accounting all about? 

Giving meaning to the transactions 
of an organization. 

Continue with these processes until you have a better un-
derstanding of the problems. 
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23/10. WHAT DO YOU KNOW? 

Once you recognize that a problem exists, simply writing 
down what you know about it might help. List all the char-
acteristics of the situation. What suspicions do you have? 
What kind of evidence do you have to justify those suspi-
cions, and how good is it? What did you learn? 

24/I I. WHAT PATTERNS EXIST? 

Look at the available information. Do you see any patterns 
or relationships, causal or otherwise? Draw a diagram show-
ing the interconnections among the facts you have uncov-
ered. Japanese managers frequently use diagrams to dis-
cuss problems. Their use of visual aids often helps them 
simplify complex situations. Visual representations help 
stimulate not only insight but creativity as well. So give dia-
grams a try. 

25/12. WHY-WHY DIAGRAM 

This technique is a variation of the approach used in the 
fishbone diagram. It is used to identify the cause(s) of a prob-
lem in a systematic way." This diagram generally moves 
from left to right, with the problem statement on the left-hand 
side. (See Figure 3.2 for an abbreviated example of a 
why-why diagram.) There is no backbone; instead, this dia-
gram is designed more like a traditional decision tree with 
component stems identified to the right of the prob- 
lem statement. Branches may also be iden-
tified to the right of each stem. One 
moves from the problem statement to the 
stems and branches by asking the ques-
tion "Why?" 

For example, as shown in Figure 
3.2 , if the problem is "New Prod-
uct Sles Are Poor" and you ask 
why, five possible causes emerge: 
poor product design, inadequate 
promotion, ineffective distribution, 
too high a price, and failure to identify tag' 
get market. Possible causes of each of 
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Figure 3.2 Why-Why Diagram 
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these can be idriltincd l ► ‘ the question 	 l'or 
ample, a poor produ( t design may be due to low quality, fail 
ure to recognize trends in consumer taste, bsthetic factors 
("not sleek enough"). 

This technique offers many of the same benefits as the fishbone 
diagram. In particular, it helps problem solvers explore many 
more possible causes and relate them to the overall problem, 
rather than focusing on a single narrow cause. In fact, the 
why-why diagram probably leads to a more thorough analysis 
than the fishbone diagram. Notice the differences between Fig-
ures 3.1 and 3.2. The latter is a more rational layout of prob-
lems along the more traditional lines of the marketing mix—
product, promotion, price, distribution, and target market. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. State the problem on the left side of the paper. 
2. Create a typical decision tree of causes to the right of the problem by 

asking a succession of "whys" regarding the problem and each of the 
possible causes. 

3. Continue this process until a sufficient level of detail has been achieved. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT 

At the end of the problem identification stage, by using the 
various techniques described here, in addition to more tra-
ditional analytical approaches, you should have identified 
the causal problem and be able to make a more accurate prob-
lem statement than you might have otherwise. 

Various approaches to stating the problem exist. Generally, 
the more specific the problem can be stated, the easier it will 
be to solve that problem. Thus if the problem in Figure 3.2 is 
stated as "poor product partly due to poor quality" this 
would not be as effective as if the problem were stated as 
"poor quality due to poor workmanship caused by poor 
worker training."" Some CPS authors believe that the prob-
lem should always be stated in terms of the preposition "to" 
followed by some object and an action verb. An example 
would be, "to improve worker training on chip making ma-
chines in order to improve product quality to satisfactory 
levels." 
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TECHNIQUES FOR 
MAKING ASSUMPTIONS 

Assumptions about the future underlie every decision you 
make. Assumptions set constraints on your solutions. 
People frequently force solutions into the shape they want 
by manipulating the underlying assumptions. One man en-
tered the restaurant business after hours of computer spread-
sheet manipulations, assuming that the revenues would be 
sufficient to justify the investment. Two years later he was 
out of business. His assumptions about sales were wrong, 
as were his assumptions about food costs and his own abil-
ity to motivate low-wage workers. 

I know of only one creative technique for making assump-
tions. It's called assumption reversal. 

26/1. ASSUMPTION REVERSAL 

List all your assumptions about the problem. Now reverse 
them and try to solve the problem. 2° You aren't looking for a 
real solution to the newly stated problem so much as you are 
trying to recognize the limitations of the solutions you come 
up with when you use your original assumptions. 

You can also use this process to get new ideas for solving the 
original problem. Sometimes you can use it just to get new ideas. 

Suppose that your problem is to gain additional market share. 
The original assumptions are that another firm is dominant, 
you can buy market share through advertising, and you have 
a superior product or service that no one really knows about. 

Now reverse those assumptions. No firm is dominant, adver-
tising doesn't seem to help, and you have an inferior product 
that everybody knows is inferior. What are you going to do? 
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FEDERAL EXPRESS: 
SORTING OUT A MESS 

In the spring of 1992, Federal Express faced a ma- 
jor problem. As many as 4,300 packages a month 
were still missing their flights, even though addi- 
tional employees had been assigned to the 
"minisort"—the frenzied last effort to get packages 
on their assigned flights each night. Because the company "abso-
lutely, positively" guarantees overnight delivery, the packages that 
missed their flights had to be put on commerical flights at a cost 
of $16.60 per package. The company was spending $875,000 a 
year just to ship packages that had missed their flights. A team of 
twelve minisort workers was chosen to solve this problem. 

A manager, Melvin Washington, headed the team, but he served 
primarily as a facilitator. The team met mostly on its own time, 
usually over breakfast, after spending long hours sorting packages 
on the night shift. The team interviewed many fellow employees, 
managers of other divisions, and staff personnel and discussed nu-
merous possible problem areas. They used a four-step creative prob-
lem-solving technique that Federal Express had taught them in con-
junction with a total quality management program. 

After many hours of hard work, the team determined that several 
factors were contributing to the problem. First, there were too 

many people working on the minisort, which only added to 
the confusion. Second, many of those workers didn't know 

what they were supposed to do. The team recommended 
that the number of minisort workers be re- 
duced from 150 to 80 and that steps be taken 
to improve workers' understanding of their 

tasks. For example, sorting codes had been 
relatively easy to memorize in the 
beginning, but as the firm had 

grown, more and more codes had 
been added, making memorization im- 

possible. The team recom- 
mended that codes be posted 

so that workers could see them. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 56 
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FEDERAL EXPRESS 
from page 53 

Hwy also worked with other sorting departments to in-
crease their quality control efforts, thereby reducing the 
number of packages sent to the nightly minisort. Finally, a 
"traffic cop" was appointed to direct the tractors carrying 
sorted packages to the right planes. 

The results were impressive. The time spent on minisort 
dropped from more than an hour a night to 38 minutes. 
In one year, the number of packages missing their flights 
fell to about 1,800 a month. The firm saved $938,000 in 
eighteen months. "It seems so simple," Washington ob-
serves, "but it wasn't. The hardest part was selling it to 
everyone." The team members were pleased with their 
solutions, even though what they proposed ended up 
costing each of them about $50 a week in lost wages be-
cause their work hours were reduced. 
Source: Martha T. Moore, "Sorting Out a Mess," LISA Today (April 10, 1992), F.  5B. 

It's obvious that your responses to the second set of assump-
tions will differ from your responses to the first set. What 
new solutions do you come up with? In what ways can these 
be applied to the original problem? 

Give it a try. 

ANALYZING THE ENVIRONMENT, 
RECOGNIZING AND 
IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM, 
& MAKING ASSUMPTIONS 
The techniques listed in this chapter are some of the more 
creative approaches to these three stages of problem solv-
ing. Many are specifically designed to enhance creativity in 
these stages. The importance of creative activity in these 
stages is demonstrated by the Federal Express example de-
scribed in The Innovative Edge in Action 3.2. 
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G ENERATING ALTERNATIVES 
Creativity is necessary for survival in today's environment. All hotels, 
once you get outside of the truly five-star hotels of the world, are the 
same; the product varies only in the color of the lobby. To survive, 
innovation is the key. 

—Michael Leven 
Former President 

Days Inns 

One of the easiest and quickest ways of increasing the level 
of innovation in an organization is to develop its members' 
skills in generating alternatives as part of the problem-solving 
process. There is nothing particularly "mystical" about these 
skills. People tend to think that having really good ideas is 
possible for only a few, and that the rest of us, who don't 
have special "intuitive" talents, cannot be creative. Nothing 
could be further from the truth. This chapter and the next 
one present a large number of creative techniques for gener-
ating alternatives. Some may be utilized by individuals, oth-
ers by work groups, many by both. These techniques will 
produce results quickly and easily for virtually anyone who 
is willing to take the time to learn them and use them. 
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to problem solving within an appropriate 
ramtational ailture, these processes can help an organiza-
tion solve its problems more effectively than its competitors, 
including the problem of how to obtain a sustainable com-
petitive advantage. Firms such as Frito-Lay, Xerox, and 3M 
provide extensive training in these processes and attribute 
substantial profits to their utilization by managers, profes-
sional staff, and other employees.' 

A positive feature of most of the techniques described in this chap-
ter is their appeal to individuals with an analytical bent as well as 
to those with an intuitive orientation. Most of these processes 
rely on step-by-step procedures that fit readily into the ra-
tional problem-solving models used by most managers, pro-
fessional staff, and other organizational problem solvers. 
Even those that at first seem entirely intuitive, such as the 
excursion technique (one of my ten favorite processes), when 
practiced by analytically as well as intuitively oriented 
people, will quickly reveal their value. 

Every individual is likely to feel more comfortable with cer-
tain techniques than with others. In part this stems from the 
types of problems that a person faces most frequently and is 
also a function of personality characteristics such as 
problem-solving style. For example, I have used these eight 
processes: 

27/1. 	Analogies and metaphors 
29/3. 	Association 
37/11. 	Direct analogies 
47/21. 	Mind mapping 
51/25. 	Personal analogies 
53/27. 	Product improvement checklist 
57/31. 	Rolling in the grass of ideas 
62/36. 	Verbal checklist for creativity 

(both personally and with clients) much more than the oth-
ers, but I have used almost all of them at one time or another. 
Your personal preferences and problem-solving situations 
will help guide your choices. Table 4.5, at the end of the 
chapter, contains a quick guide to my favorite individual and 
group alternative generation processes. 
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INDIVIDUAL PROCESSES FOR 
GENERATING CREATIVE 

ALTERNATIVES 
This chapter describes thirty-eight processes that can be used 
by individuals to generate creative alternatives. Some of these 
techniques can be used by groups as well. However, Chap-
ter 5 describes the major techniques that can be used by 
groups, some of which can also be used by individuals. Most 
of the processes described in these two chapters can be used 
in various situations, but a few are appropriate only for spe-
cific types of problems. Descriptions of the more frequently 
used processes note such limitations where they exist. 

27/1. ANALOGIES AND METAPHORS 

Analogies and metaphors can serve as a means of identify-
ing problems and understanding them better. They may also 
be used to generate alternative solutions. Often you can draw 
an analogy between your problem and something else, or 
express it in metaphorical terms. These may provide insight 
into how to solve the problem. 

Analogies 

An analogy is a comparison of two things that are essen-
tially dissimilar but are shown through the analogy to have 
some similarity. Analogies are often used to solve problems. 
For example, when NASA found it necessary to design a 
satellite that would be tethered to a space station by a thin 
wire sixty miles long, it realized that the motion of reeling it 
in would cause it to act like a pendulum with an 
ever-widening arc. Stanford scientist Thomas Kane, using 
the analogy of a yo-yo, determined that a small electric mo- 
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ii ► 1 (III 	 ‘V011iddif()W it il)CrilW I back 	t 	Ill I ler 
I( ) I lc k,p, n station. A product development team from 
A I las ( opco Roc Tec, a mining-equipment company 
I ),IstiLl in Golden, Colorado, used analogies to develop / 

achine that would both dig ore and load it onto 
a conveyor belt. One of the members of the 
problem-solving team was an entomologist. 
He suggested the praying mantis as an 
example. As it eats, it clutches food 
between its forelegs and thrusts it 
into its mouth. The result of this 
analogy was the ROC 302, a large 
tractor with shovels on each side  
(like forelegs) that load ore onto a \ 
conveyor belt running through the 
middle of the machine. 3  As these ex- 
amples demonstrate, while in its simplest form an analogy 
is a comparison of dissimilar entities, in many instances 
analogies are fully developed comparisons, more intricate 
and detailed than a metaphor or a simile. 

Metaphors 

A metaphor is a figure of speech in which two different uni-
verses of thought are linked by some point of similarity. In 
the broadest sense of the term, all metaphors are simple analo-
gies, but not all analogies are metaphors. Typically, meta-
phors treat one thing as if it were something else so that a 
resemblance that would not ordinarily be perceived is 
pointed out. Examples include the idea drought, frozen 
wages, the corporate battleground, liquid assets.  Also: The 
sergeant barks ,  an order, the cold wind cuts  to the bone, the 
road was a ribbon  of moonlight. Metaphors have many uses 
in creative endeavors. For example, they have been used in 
sales to create new ways of viewing old realities. 4  Hiroo 
Wantanabe, a project team leader for Honda, coined the fol-
lowing metaphor to describe his team's tremendous chal-
lenge: Theory of Automobile Evoluation, 'If a car could in-
deed evolve like a living organism, how should it evolve?' 
he asked his team. This thought process eventually led them 
to the very successful Honda City model.' 



Comparisons that 	obvious are not metaphors. In sav 
that the noise of ► recrackers on the Fourth of July sounds 
like gunfire, for e\ample, is not a metaphor. Metaphors oc-
cur when a surprisingly imaginative connection is made be-
tween two different ideas or images that are normally per-
ceived as dissimilar. 

Think of five metaphors that describe the meaning of life, 
such as "life is a maze." 

1.	  

2.	  

3.	  

4.	  

5. 

Now think of a problem. Write five metaphors that describe 
your problem. 

1.	  

2.	  

3.	  

4.	  

5. 

For each of the metaphors you have listed, ask yourself what 
insights it provides into how to solve your problem. What 
solutions do your metaphors suggest? 

Similes 

Similes are specific types of metaphors that use the words 
"like" and "as"—for example, the wind cut like a knife, his 
hand was as quick as a frog's tongue. They too can be used 
to suggest comparisons that offer solutions. 

 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

 

1. Think of an analogy between your problem and something else. 
2. Ask yourself what insights or potential solutions the analogy 

suggests. 
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1812. ANALYSIS OF PAST SOLUTIONS 

I ((I Ica I reports, professional reports, and books telling how 
others have solved problems can be employed to determine 
possible solutions for a problem. Even if the ways in which 
a problem has been solved in the past are not exactly suited 
to your situation, you can adapt them on the basis of your 
own experience. 

29/3. ASSOCIATION 

Association involves making a mental connection between 
two objects or ideas. It works through three primary laws 
originally laid down by the ancient Greeks: contiguity, simi-
larity, and contrast. 6  Contiguity  means nearness—for ex-
ample, when you see a chalkboard you are reminded of 
school. Similarity  means that one object or thought will re-
mind you of a similar object or thought. For example, when 
you see a Ford Taurus you might think of a Mercury Sable. 
Metaphors and analogies depend on similarity. Contrast 
refers to dissimilarities that are nearly opposites black/ 
white, man/woman, child/adult. Thus, association involves 
thinking of something near, similar to, or in contrast to the 
object or idea in question. 

Free Association 

In free association, you say whatever comes into your mind 
relative to a word you just wrote or relative to a one- or 
two-word definition of a problem. A trail of thoughts is pur-
sued in this way. Free association is a good group exercise 
as well as an individual one. The purpose is simply to get 
thoughts onto a whiteboard or sheet of paper that will trig-
ger new thoughts about the problem. You don't expect to 
find solutions per se; rather, you are looking for thoughts 
that might lead to solutions. For example, on one occasion a 
group of bank managers started free associating on the word 
"fast." "Fox" and "jet plane" were among the associations 
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that resulted; 	"Federal hxpre. 	"Federal kyre. 
in turn, led the group to think of bar codes and optical scan-
ners, which were perceived as a possible solution to the prob-
lem: differentiating among home equity loans. The bar codes 
could be used to inform customers of the status of the loan 
at any point in the approval process. Later the bank insti-
tuted 24-hour approvals for home equity loans, which left 
this solution without a problem, but the free-association tech-
nique had been used effectively. 

At Campbell Soup Company, product developers began by 
randomly selecting the word "handle" from a dictionary. 
(Organized random search is described later in this chapter.) 
Through free association the word "utensil" was suggested. 
This led to "fork." One participant joked about a soup that 
could be eaten with a fork. The group reasoned that you 
couldn't eat soup with a fork unless it was thick with veg-
etables and meat and Campbell's Chunky Soups, an ex-
tremely successful product line, was born.' 

Now try free associating, starting with a one-word summary 
of your problem on line 1. On line 2, write down the first 
word that comes to mind after looking at line 1. On line 3, 
write down the first word that comes to mind after looking 
at line 2. Continue until you have ten word LA tO 

v % for 
thirty is even better.) 	VC0\0\e-.PA 	' 

1.  6-6t_C\r A 	la. 	  

2.  ‘Ct. i0C(S1_ 	2a. 	  

3.  k7`13--c 	3a. 	  

4a. 	  

5a. 	  

ba. 	  

7. 7a. 	  

8. y QVaira , rDn  8a. 	  

9.ULAU__: 	9a. 	  

10. fC.De_D 	A-  10a. 	  

4.  ayce__  

6. `rf\CAQ 
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\ ► lk\ 	it the 	ten %vont!, e)(.e how each 01 111(.11) give. 
1)11 ',twit. insight into your problem. Can you use any to 

(Ir„111alogies that could lead to solutions? Take the words 
that grab you and use them to brainstorm solutions, or use 
them to form new associations that can then be used to brain-
storm solutions. Write your ideas on lines la through 10a. 

Creativity consultant Roger von Oech used names of celeb-
rities to trigger ideas. The problem was to develop icons for 
a new software package. When Vanna White's name was 
introduced, the group thought first of letter turning, then 
pretty women, and finally, for some reason, airhead. Bingo! 
The new icon was a vacuum cleaner for a function that col-
lected something from one place and put it somewhere else. 8  

Regular Association 

The difference between free association and regular associa-
tion is that in regular association, the associated word must 
somehow be related to the word before it. Thus, "airplane" 
could lead to "pilot" but not to "tree." In free association, in 
contrast, any word, the first word that pops into your mind, 
can be used. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Write down a word (or two) that may or may not represent your 
problem or some aspect of it. 

2. Write down whatever word comes to mind relative to this word. 
3. After completing a series of such associations, study the words to 

see if any of them lead to insights or solutions to your problem. 

30/4. ATTRIBUTE ASSOCIATION CHAINS 

As in attribute listing, this technique begins with a list of the 
attributes of a problem. But instead of analytically changing 
the attributes as you would in attribute listing, you free asso-
ciate on each attribute to generate ideas about the problem. 9  

For example, suppose that the problem is to improve on the 
phonograph record as a device for carrying music. You begin 
by listing the attributes of the record—its size, weight, color, 
composition, cost, and so on. If you free associated on these 
attributes, you might look for ways to reduce the weight of the 
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device or cut its. < I ► , 	change its comprotion. It voti 
associated on aspc( I. 01 COMpOSiti011, y011 Might comc up with 
words like: "coniputers, "change," "lasers, "fiber optic. 
and so on. Eventually, you might develope the cassette tape 
or the compact disc. 

Like many of the techniques discussed in this hook, this one 
depends on your ability to let your mind go (in this case, to 
free associate) and to come up with ideas based on thoughts 
that are seemingly unrelated. You have to be able to envision 
how the results might be applied to the problem. For example, 
in the case of devices for carrying music, you need to be able 
to envision how the application of "computers" or "lasers" 
would lead to a new device such as the compact disc. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. List all the attributes or qualities of a problem or object. 
2. Free associate on each attribute or group of attributes to generate solu-

tions to or insights into the problem or object. 
3. Study the suggested solutions to determine which one is most feasible. 
4. Examine the remaining associated words to determine what solutions 

they suggest, and then determine which of these is most feasible. 

31/5. ATTRIBUTE LISTING 

The technique of attribute listing, developed by Professor 
Robert Platt Crawford of the University of Nebraska, con-
sists of listing all the attributes or qualities of a problem or 
object.w Then the problem solver systematically analyzes 
each attribute or group of attributes and attempts to change 
them in as many ways as possible. Examples of attributes 
include physical attributes, such as color, speed, odor, weight, 
size, and mass; social attributes, such as norms, taboos, re-
sponsibilities, leadership, and communication; psychologi-
cal attributes, such as perception, motivation, appearance, 
symbolism, self-image, and needs; and other attributes such 
as cost, function, length of service, and so on. The applica-
tion of this technique to a common lead pencil is illustrated 
in Table 4.1. Although most of the ideas shown are not new 
and some aren't very practical, they offer some interesting 
possibilities. 
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AI 11(11i1111. 

[Call prOillICe. 

I'OSSIBLE CHANGES 

Light might be used to affect photographic 
paper. 
Heat might be used to affect a special paper. 
Could use a solution. 
Instead of solid lead might use a chemical so-
lution that reacted with the paper (some of 
these variations might lead to a pencil or writ-
ing instrument that never has to he sharp-
ened or refilled). 

Plain yellow color. Could be any color; carry advertising; or have 
a design (perhaps women would buy pens 
and pencils carrying the same design as their 
dresses). 

TABLE 4.1 Exam • le of Attribute Listing 

Wooden casing. 	Could be metal; plastic; entirely made of 
graphite. 

Source: Charles S. Whiting, "Operational Techniques of Creative Think-
ing," Advanced Management, October 1955, p.26. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. List all the attributes or qualities of a problem or object. 
2. Systematically analyze each attribute or group of attributes and 

attempt to change it in as many ways as possible. 
3. Review the resulting attributes for the best solutions. 
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32/6 BACK TO THE CUSTOMER 

Turning our attention from production problems to market-
ing problems, we can consider how what we do relates to 
the customer in terms of product, price, promotion, distri-
bution, and target market. As an exercise, below each of the 
following headings write the key related issues you should 
consider in going "back to the customer" to solve your prob-
lem. This means that you would identify issues for each of 
the five marketing mix factors related to the problem. Then 
identify solutions for each of these issues. 

PRODUCT: 	  

PRICE: 	  

PROMOTION: 	  

DISTRIBUTION: 	  

TARGET MARKET: 	  
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\\ 	► idr,ht-, did \'OU gain? I )0 any of your entrie, 
of -.0inething else? Do they lead to any new kit., 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

I. State your problem. 
2. Identify the various product, price, promotion, distribution, and 

target market issues related to solving that problem in terms of 
how the customer would be affected. 

3. From these, develop possible solutions. 

33/7. BACKTOTHE SUN 

All physical things can be reduced to their energy equiva- 
lents. By tracing their history back to the natural resources 
from which they were developed, and ultimately to the sun 

as the source of all energy, we can better ap-
preciate how the elements of a problem 

are related." This better understanding 
may suggest solutions. 

Suppose, for example, that we are try- 
ing to develop a shoe using different 
materials than those commonly used, 
or a different way of using existing 

materials in making shoes. When you 
look at a shoe you see leather, rubber, 

strings, nails, polish, thread, and so on. For 
each of these elements you can trace a pro- 

cess back to natural resources and ultimately to the sun. 

RUBBER: stamps, mold, heel factories, shipping, raw la-
tex process, rubber plant, rubber tree. 

STRINGS: plastic tips, woven fabric, coloring, fiber, woven 
fiber, spun fiber, drawn fiber, plastic, petroleum, 
chemicals, fossil deposits. 

LEATHER: texturing, coloring, hole punching, cutting out, 
tannery, slaughterhouse, trucking, ranch, feed. 

POLISH: application, coloring, container, mixing, truck-
ing, petroleum, chemicals, fossil deposits. 

NAILS: 	hammer, forge, wire, spools, steel, Pittsburgh 
shipping, Minnesota iron, ore deposits. 
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Do any of 	 , tiggest new imiterml., 	II,( 	()I 

example, could tu1 , I ,er he stamped differently, colored WI 
ferently? Could different fibers be used? Could strings he 
all plastic, not cloth, or made of something besides cloth or 
plastic? Could leather be made from something besides cow-
hide? Could the leather be a different color? Could polish 
he made from something other than chemicals? Looking at 
these words may trigger new thoughts. 

34/8. CIRCLE OF OPPORTUNITY 

This process consists of randomly selecting problem at-
tributes and combining them to create a topic for a brain-
storming session. 12  This process can be 
time-consuming but very rewarding in 
terms of ideas generated. The tech-
nique is somewhat similar to the 
attribute-listing and attribute associa- 
tion processes discussed previously, 
although it was developed indepen-
dently. It also contains ingredients 
of other techniques, such as some of 
the forcing techniques. The sample 	0 
to the right shows the attributes for a 
trade book. Such a circle was used in 
developing this book. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Define the problem—for example, developing a new product or 
refining an old one. 

2. Draw a circle and number it like a clock from 1 to 12. 
3. Select any twelve attributes of the problem (e.g., of the product 

or service) and list these in positions 1 to 12 on the "clockface." 
4. Throw a die or dice to determine the number of the first attribute 

to be worked on. 
5. Individually or in a group, brainstorm, free associate, and/or 

mind map whatever thoughts about that attribute occur to you. 
6. Continue rolling the dice until you have used all twelve num-

bers and worked on all of the attributes. 
7. Make combinations of attributes, either by arbitrarily choosing 

combinations or by rolling the dice. Now brainstorm, free asso-
ciate, and mind map those combinations. 
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1')/9 COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

A number of computer programs can be used to generate 
alternatives and otherwise add creativity to the 
problem-solving process. The best-known and most 
computationally powerful of these programs is IdeaFisher 
from Fisher Idea Systems. This program contains 60,000 
words and phrases together with 650,000 idea-associations 
that are linked to several thousand questions. The questions 
are grouped into three divisions: (1) orientation-clarification, 

(2) modification, and (3) evaluation. The ques- 
tions provoke ideas and associations 
that can be used to solve common 
business problems. The program 
has no major drawbacks.° Its cost is 
minimal. 

Idea Generator Plus is another pro- 
gram that can be used in solving problems. 

It focuses mainly on walking the problem-solver through the 
problem solving process, making sure that all aspects of the 
problem have been considered. It can also be used to gener-
ate altematives. 14  

Similarly, Ideagen walks the user through the problem solv-
ing process, but also provides random phrases to help in idea 
generating through free association.' 5  Mindlink uses a se-
ries of mind triggers to assist problem solving. It asks the 
user to abandon normal association processes and go for the 
unusual. For example, it may ask you to link an elephant 
with an oil well, and then determine how this association 
might give clues to solving your problem . . Mindlink opens 
with a set of creativity warm-up exercises known as The Gym. 
Other sections include Idea Generation, Guided Problem 
Solving, and General Problem Solving.' 

Finally, The Invention Machine uses problem definition ques-
tions, a database of 1250 types of engineering problems, a 
database of 1230 scientific effects (e.g., physical or chemi-
cal), and examples of 2000 of the world's most innovative 
inventions to offer suggestions on solving your problem. 
Russian engineer Michael Valdman used this program to 
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$ HERMAN MILLER 
INNOVATES,INNOVATES, 
INNOVATES 

Herman Miller is the second largest seller of office 
furniture in the U.S. It is generally regarded as the 
most innovative firm in the industry. It innovates 
in virtually every aspect of the business from prod-
ucts to processes of all types. It created the modular office. Ergo-
nomic chairs and sleek looking designs are routine for the firm. 
Among its many other proud innovative traditions are employee 
participation in key decisions, and profit sharing programs for 
employees. Open communication and the building of a trusting 
work environment are other key values. 

One of the most unique facets of its innovation is its efforts to be a 
green company (an environmentally proactive company). It has 

tackled its expression of concern for the environ- 
ment in a responsive yet profitable way. 

In 1990, for example, Bill Foley, the 
research manager at Herman 

Miller, realized that the firm was 
using far too much wood from 

tropical forrests. So 
he sent out an 
edict that th.e firm 
would no longer 

use two species — 
rosewood and Hon- 

duran mahogany, once 
existing supplies 
were depleted. 

This threatened 
the sales of the 

firm's signature furni- 
ture product, the $2300 
Eames chair which was 

finished in rosewood. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 74 
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HERMAN MILLER 
olitilittedfrom page 73 

Nonetheless, the firm did exactly that, willing to suffer 
any reversals in sales that occured. 

The firm has taken an active stance on recycling. It has 
reduced packaging and built an $11 million waste-to-
energy heating and cooling plant that has cut its hauls to 
landfills by 90 percent. When Joe Azzarello, the engi-
neer who oversees the firm's vast-to-energy plant, found 
out that there wasn't a good way to recycle the 800,000 
styrofoam cups that employees used each year, he banned 
them and handed out 5,000 mugs with this Buckminster 
Fuller admonition: "In spaceship earth there are no pas-
sengers, only crew." The company recycles leather, vi-
nyl, foam, office paper, phone books, and lubricating oils. 
Now it is trying for cradle-to-grave design that will al-
low recycling of all parts of its products. 

The bottom line for Herman Miller is that all of these 
actions save it tremendous amounts of money. The waste-
to-energy plant saves $750,000 a year in fuel and landfill 
costs. Reduced packaging saves the firm over a million 
dollars a year. And recycling and selling waste products 
saves $900,000 a year. 

Source: David Woodruff, "Herman Miller: How Green is My Factory?" Business Week, 
September 16, 1991, pp. 54-56. 

redesign pizza boxes. The program suggested changes in 
shapes and materials that led to a box that keeps pizza warm 
three times as long as conventional boxes.'' 

36/10. DEADLINES 

Since many creative individuals work best under pressure, 
deadlines are extremely effective in generating alternatives 
and inspiring creative work. A deadline increases pressure 
and stimulates more right-brain activity. 
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37/1 I. DIRECT ANALOGIES 

In a direct analogy facts, knowledge, or technology from one 
field are applied to another. Biology is a fertile field for such 
analogies. For example, scientists and engineers at Oregon 
State University have examined spiders and other bugs in 
an attempt to improve the agility of robots. According to 
one of the researchers, Eugene F. Fichter, "They're magnifi-
cent models for walking machines." Insects and spiders are 
filmed and their motions analyzed by computers to see 
whether they can be emulated by much heavier robots." 
Similarly, scientists in England have developed new optical 
storage disc patterns by using the unusual eye structures of 
moths as an analogy. A host of products is expected to evolve 
from the new designs, including inexpensive medical diag-
nostic kits, map projection systems for automobiles, and 
glare-free instruments and computer screens. 2° 

A few years ago a manufacturer of potato chips was faced 
with a frequently encountered problem: Potato chips took 
up too much space on the shelf when they were packed 
loosely, but they crumbled when they were packed in smaller 
packages. The manufacturer found a solution by using a 
direct analogy. What naturally occurring object is similar to 
a potato chip? How about dried leaves? Dried leaves 
crumble very easily, however, and are bulky. The analogy 
was a good one. What about pressed leaves? They're flat. 
Could potato chips somehow be shipped flat, or nearly flat? 
Unfortunately, the problem of 
crumbling remained. Con-
tinuing the creative pro-
cess, the decision makers 

realized that leaves are not 
pressed while they are dry but while they are moist. They 
determined that if they packed potato chips in a stack, moist 
enough not to crumble but dry enough to be flat, or nearly 
flat, they might just solve the problem. The result, as you 
may have guessed, was Pringle's." 
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A 1.11111 products company seeking a way of planting seeds 
at e\, n the same distance apart used a machinegun belt as 
an analogy. The firm created a biodegradeable tape studded 
w ith equally spaced seeds that could be laid in a furrow. 2' 

When DuPont researchers were trying to develop a 
fire-resistant Nomex fiber that could be dyed without requir-
ing special procedures, they were stumped because the fiber's 
tight structure made it impossible for dye to adhere to it. 
Then one of the researchers asked how miners could go into 
coal mines. The answer was that props keep the mine from 
collapsing. Applying this analogy, he embedded a large or-
ganic molecule in the fiber during manufacturing. This mol-
ecule dug a hole and propped it open so that dye could be 
applied. One result of this innovation is the widespread use 
of flame-resistant Nomex in aircraft interiors. 22  

Some direct analogies occur by chance and are followed up 
by creative problem solvers. At Ford Motor Company, for 
example, design engineers had been working unsuccessfully 
for months on a bucket seat that would adjust to the con-
tours of the human body. Bill Camplisson, then director of 
marketing plans and programs for Ford Europe, was part of 
the design team. Late one night he leaned back in his seat, 
remembering a time he had been at the beach as a child. 
Someone had stepped on his beach ball and crushed it. He 
had begun crying and his father had come to his aid and 
punched out the sides of the ball. Suddenly Camplisson re-
alized the analogy between the rubber ball and the bucket 
seat. The designers dropped their mechanical designs and 
began experimenting with new materials. Shortly thereaf-
ter they had the seat they were looking for.23 



SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Find another field of science or area of endeavor that could pro-
vide an analogy to your problem. 

2. Create an analogy that allows you to apply facts, knowledge, or 
technology from the other field to your problem 

3. Determine what insights or potential solutions this analogy 
yields. 

cif 	pro ► l ► em 	Now write it dirtict onolog 	thot 
problem. 

What possible solutions emerge from your analogy? 

A major use of analogies, and comparisons in general, is the 
excursion technique. This technique is usually employed 
after more traditional approaches, such as individual or 
group brainstorming, or mind mapping, have been attempted 
without success. Those involved put the problem aside for a 
while and "take an excursion" in their minds. This is essen-
tially a word association exercise that uses visualization. A 
word or group of words that are colorful and have a lot of 
visual appeal should be used. The problem solvers spend 
time constructing fantasies based on the word or words cho-
sen. Then they are asked to make a connection between their 
fantasies and the original problem. The "excursion" could 
be a trip through a natural history museum, a jungle, a zoo, 
or a big city. Numerous companies have used this technique 
successfully after other approaches have failed. The excur-
sion technique can be used by an individual but because it is 
essentially a group process, it is described in Chapter 5. 
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38/ 1 2. ESTABLISH IDEA SOURCES 

come up with ideas, I like to flip through magazines, es-
pe•ially Success, which displays lots of ideas in short boxed 
features. I also keep a file of over 5,000 articles and use a PC 
article-research data base. If you don't have places to go for 
ideas, find some. Take time now to make a list of possible 
sources of ideas. Don't limit yourself to familiar sources, 
search out additional places where you can get ideas. You 
might start with encyclopedias, science fiction books, maga-
zines, catalogs, movies, seminars, museums, art galleries, and 
amusement parks, for example. 

1.	  

2.	  

3.	  

4.	  

5.	  

6.	  

7.	  

8.	  

9.	  

10.	  

39/13. EXAMINE IT WITH THE SENSES 

Can you use your senses (hearing, sight, touch, smell, taste) 
to come up with ideas about a problem, and how to solve it? 
List the insights and potential solutions you think of when 
you ask the following questions about your problem: 

1. How does it feel? 

2. How does it smell? 

3. How does it look? 

4. What sound does it make? 

5. What does it taste like? 
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Insights 	 Possible Solutions 

1. 1. 	 

2. 2. 	  

3. 3. 	  

4. 4. 	  

5. 5. 	  

Do your answers trigger any thoughts that might lead to 
motivations? Any solutions? 

40/14. THE FCB GRID 

If you are looking for new products or services to offer and 
are trying to figure out how to position them against those 
of competitors, this technique may help. The FCB grid was 
developed by Richard Vaughn of the advertising corpora-
tion of Foote, Cone & Belding. 24  It is a four-cell matrix simi-
lar to those commonly used to describe management and 
marketing concepts. Figure 4.1 portrays such a grid. 

The two axes indicate positions of high and low involvement 
and degrees of thinking and feeling in relation to products 
and services. "High involvement" describes expensive prod-
ucts or services, such as automobiles, expensive jewelry, air-
planes, and custom-designed software. "Low involvement" 
describes inexpensive products like dishwashing soap or fast 
food. 

"Think" represents products or services that are evaluated 
according to verbal, numerical, analytical, and cognitive cri-
teria, about which the consumer would desire more infor-
mation or would have to think. Examples include comput-
ers, spreadsheet software, automobiles, and customized fit-
ness programs. "Feel" describes products or services that 
appeal to the customer's emotions, about which the customer 
would have feelings. Examples include cosmetics, stylish 
clothing, and sports cars. 

The axes are continuums with high and low involvement, 
and think and feel, at the extremes of the axes and different 
degrees of these variables in between. The idea is to place 
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..tmr, products on the grid according to their characte•is-
tit and then to find the holes in the market, that is, places 
‘vliere competitors don't have products. 

For example, if we look at all the books on creativity tech-
niques—and there are at least twenty such books—we find 
that they are, with few exceptions, low involvement/feel 
books. This hook, 101 Creative Problem Solving Techniques, in 
contrast, was designed to he a medium-involvement/think 
and feel book. The "think" orientation is a rational choice 
reflecting my perception of the market for such books. It's 
the "hole" in the market, or at least part of it. But, I have 
added some feeling characteristics in order to make the book 
more visual, an important aspect of increasing creativity. 

The beauty of the FCB grid is that you can put anything you 
want on the axes. Such grids are common in marketing and 
strategic planning analyses. For example, Michael Porter, 
noted consultant, researcher, and author uses a similar grid 
to plot the characteristics of competitors' strategies as well 
as those of the subject firm. Using these strategic maps, he 
determines where to position the subject firm relative to other 
firms' strategies. 25  

You can do what Porter has done, using whatever 
continuums are meaningful. If, for example, you place on 
one axis the number of creativity techniques described in 
hooks like this one, you will find 101 techniques on one end 
and 10 or so on the other. This book is positioned at the "101 
techniques" end of that axis. (See Figure 4.2.) On the other 
axis you might place the length of descriptions of techniques, 
with long at one end and short at the other. This book mixes 
the lengths, but the average is somewhere between the two 
extremes. As this example reveals, more than one grid may 
be necessary to understand the desired position of a product 
or service in the market. 
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Figure 4.2 FCB Grid for Creativity Books 
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 

I < on.,trtict a four- 'ell matrix with axes related to levels of cus-
tomer involvement and customer perceptions of product char-
acteristics. The involvement axis ranges from high to low. Prod-
uct characteristics are described in terms of whether the customer 
would be more likely to have to think about the product or to 
have some feeling about it. 

2. Place existing products in the market on this matrix. 
3. Determine where the holes in the market are and create products 

to fill them. 

41115. THE FOCUSED-OBJECTTECHNIQUE 

The focused-object technique contains elements of both free 
association and forced relationships. 26  It is especially useful 
in situations requiring high levels of creativity, such as ob-
taining ideas for advertising layouts or copy. The principal 
difference between this technique and the other 
forced-relationship techniques is that one object or idea in the 
relationship is deliberately chosen, not selected at random. 

The other object or idea is selected arbitrarily. The attributes 
or qualities of this second object or idea are then used as a 
starting point for a series of free associations. An attempt is 
made to adapt the resulting stream of associations to the cho-
sen object or problem. In the case of advertising copy and 
art ideas, the deliberately selected object is usually the prod-
uct to be advertised. 

The example in Table 4.2 shows how the forced-relationship 
technique was used to associate with an automobile. (The 
automobile was the preselected object.) The attributes of the 
lampshade were the starting point for a chain of free asso-
ciations that led to other ideas. The third column shows how 
the associations were applied to the problem of obtaining 
copy and layout ideas for the automobile. 
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TABLE 4.2 Application of the Focused-Object Technique 

 

 

Attribute of 
	

Chain of Free 	Application to 
Lampshade 	Association 

	 Automobile 

Lampshade is 	Volcano 
shaped like a peak 	Volcanic power 
or volcano 

Explosive power 	"Engine has explosive 
power." 

Peak 
Peak of perfection 	"This automobile is the 

peak of perfection." 

Steep hill 	 "It has climbing ability." 

Lampshade has form Racing form 	 Use a layout. 

Horses 
Horsepower 	 Show individual horse to 

dramatize horsepower. 

Winner's circle 	"This automobile is always 
Fine horses 	 in the winner's circle." 

Other fine things 	"He likes fine cars." 
Morocco leather 	Associate car with fine 
Ivory chess sets 	things. 

Africa 	 Picture car in use in Africa 
and all over the world. 

Source: Charles S. Whiting, "Operational Techniques of Creative Thinking," Advanced Management, 
October 1955, p. 29. 

 

   

   

 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

   

 

1. Pick a product, service, or object to change. 
2. List the attributes of this item. 
3. Free associate words for each attribute. 
4. Indicate how each free association applies to changing the item 

or solving the problem at hand. 
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42/16. FRESH EYE 

Bring in someone from the outside who doesn't know any-
thing about the problem, perhaps someone from another 
functional area or another company. Or bring in a consult-
ant, someone who is an expert on creativity but not an ex-
pert in your particular field. Such a person may see the prob-
lem with a fresh eye. Not being immersed in the project, the 
outsider may provide some new ideas. Try getting a 
6-year-old to look at the problem. Children haven't been 
socialized not to be creative and will say what they think; 
what they think might just be right. 

43/17. IDEA BITS AND RACKING 

Carl Gregory, author of The Management of Intelligence, sug- 
gests that one way of assembling "idea bits," or ideas gener- 
ated in individual or group sessions, is to use a specially 
designed "racking board." 27  The idea slips or cards contain- 
ing the ideas are placed on this racking board for examina- 
tion. To construct a racking board you need some small shelf 
units with grooves to hold the cards. Alternatively, a mag- 
netic device or tape can be used to stick cards to a board or 
wall. This technique is like storyboarding (described in Chap- 

ter 5), except that with idea bits you begin with 
pieces of unrelated information. Idea bits 

may be sudden flashes of insight, 
notes arising from conversations 

or readings, observations, ob- 
jectives, information, ideas 
produced in a brainstorming 

session, new words or phrases, 
and so on. Putting them on a rack- 

ing board allows you to look at them 
and see if there is any pattern to them. 

44/18. IDEA NOTEBOOK 

You have ideas all the time. They come to 
you in the shower, while sleeping, while driv-

ing. Keep a notebook or 3 x 5 cards handy to write 
your ideas on. You can examine them later. Once for-

gotten, an idea may be lost forever. So write it down! Now! 
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( 1 ) 

Once the definition is set up, means 
of bridging the gap between input and 

output are sought. 

45/19. INPUT-OUT PUT 

This technique, developed by General Electric for use in its 
creative engineering program, helps identify new ways to 
accomplish an objective, as illustrated in the following 
example: 28  

A dynamic system can be classified according to its (1) in-
put, (2) output, and (3) limiting requirements or specifica-
tions. For example in designing a device to automatically 
shade a room during bright sunlight, the problem can be 
defined as follows: 

(3) 

 

SPECIFICATIONS — Must be usable on 
various sized windows, must admit no 
more than 20 foot-candle illumination 
anywhere in the room, must not cost more 
than $100 per 40 square foot window. 

At each step the question is asked: can this phenomenon (in-
put) be used directly to shade the window (desired output)? 
Using the above example once again, we observe that solar 
energy is of two types, light and heat. 

Step 1: What phenomena respond to application of heat? 
light? Are there vapors that cloud upon heating? 
Gases expand, metals expand, solids melt. Are there 
substances that cloud in bright light? Does light 
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o 	materiiik to move or curl? 1.1r,lit o misc. 
photo-electric cells to produce current, chemicals to 
decompose, plants to grow. 

Step 2: Can any of these phenomena be used directly to 
shade the window? Vapors that cloud on heating? 
Substances that cloud in bright light? Bi-metals warp. 
Slats of a blind could warp shut. 

Step 3: What phenomena respond to step 1 outputs? Gases 
expand, could operate a bellows, etc. Photoelectric 
current could operate a solenoid, etc. Solids melt, 
effect on electric conductivity, etc. 

Step 4: Can any of these phenomena be used directly to shade 
the window? Bellows could operate a blind, etc. 

Step 5: What phenomena respond to step 3 output? Bellows, 
solenoid, etc., could operate a solenoid switch or 
valve, which in turn could operate motors to draw 
the blind. 

In this manner a number of possible solutions can be devel-
oped for evaluation. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Determine system input, desired output, and limiting require-
ments or specifications. 

2. Brainstorm ways of bridging the gap between the input and the 
desired output, given the limiting requirements or specifications. 

3. Use the attributes of the input to suggest solutions. 
4. Continually ask the question, "Can these phenomena (attributes) 

lead to the desired output in any way?" 
5. Evaluate the alternatives generated in this way. 

46/20. LISTENING TO MUSIC 

Listening to soft, calming music is a good way to "free up" 
your subconscious. Music is listened to on the right side of 
the brain, the more intuitive side (for right-handed people, 
the opposite for left-handed people). Music also tends to 
put the analytical side of the brain to sleep, allowing the in-
tuitive side to become more active.29 
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47/21. MIND MAPPING 

Mind mapping was originated by Tony Buzan of the Learn-
ing Methods Group in England." This technique is based 
on research findings showing that the brain works primarily 
with key concepts in an interrelated and integrated manner. 
Whereas traditional thinking opts for columns and rows, 
Buzan feels that "working out" from a core idea suits the 
brain's thinking patterns better. The brain also needs a way 
to "slot in" ideas that are relevant to the core idea. To achieve 
these ends, Buzan developed mind mapping. 

Mind mapping is an individual brainstorming process. In 
brainstorming, you are interested in generating as many ideas 
as possible, even wild and crazy ones. Just write or other-
wise record whatever comes into your head as it occurs. 
Quantity, not quality, is what you are after. No criticism is 
allowed during the brainstorming itself. Later you can go 
back and critique your inputs (or those of others in a group 
situation). You can also generate new ideas by looking at 
what you have already written—that is, "piggyback" on what 
has already been done. (See Chapter 5 for further discussion 
of this technique.) 

To begin a mind mapping session, write the name or descrip-
tion of the object or problem in the center of a piece of paper 
and draw a circle around 
it. Then brainstorm each 
major facet of that ob-
ject or problem, 
drawing lines out-
ward from the 
circle like roads 
leaving a city. You 
can draw branches 
from those "roads" 
as you brainstorm \ 
them in more detail. 
You can brainstorm all 
the main lines at once 
and then the branches 
for each, or brainstorm 
a line and its branches, 
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mind inor more useful, you might draw each major branch 
..tend lilg I rom your central thought in a different color. As 
you branch out, you may notice related topics appearing on 
d i fferent branches. These relationships can be emphasized 
by circling the items in question, or drawing lines under or 
between them. Finally, study your mind map and look for 
interrelationships and terms appearing more than once. A 
sample mind map is shown in Figure 4.3. Joyce Wycoff's 
Mind Mapping 31  provides additional and very useful busi-
ness examples of how to use this technique. 

Figure 4.3 A Sample Mind Map 
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Mind niappin; 	, \cellent technit11 R not only tor genet. 
ating new ideas but also for developing one's intuitive 
pacity. It is especially useful for identifying all the issues 
and subissucs related to a problem, as well as the solutions 
to a problem and their pros and cons. The latter is accom-
plished by making the main branches the solutions and the 
subbranches from each of these the pros and cons. Mind 
mapping also works well for outlining presentations, papers, 
and book chapters. In fact, mind mapping can be used in a 
wide variety of situations. For example, the extremely suc-
cessful socio/technological forecasting firm, Inferential Fo-
cus, founded by Charles Hess and Carol Coleman, uses mind 
maps to spot trends and predict periods of change before 
they occur. Hess and Coleman charge a hefty $24,000 a year 
for their futurist publications. Their clients include the White 
House, Chase Manhattan Bank, First Fidelity, and numer-
ous other Fortune 500s organizations. 32  

Numerous managers are using the mind mapping concept. 
For example, Michael Stanley, the engineer in charge of 
Boeing's technical publications unit, uses mind maps exten-
sively. He keeps a spiral notebook of mind maps covering 
the "basic subjects that I've got to know to do my job." He 
even has a 40 foot by 4 foot mind map on his wall that he 
used to show top management about a new process he had 
designed for developing technical publications. 33  Joelle Mar-
tin, head of the agency that created Anheuser-Busch's 
award-winning "Being Black in America" advertising cam-
paign, uses the technique to help her decide how and when 
to terminate an employee. 34  

About half of the people who learn this process find it ex-
tremely useful; the other half find it uncomfortable to use. 
The latter seem to object to the lack of structure and find it 
difficult to be as spontaneous as the process requires. But 
for those who are comfortable with it, it can be a very useful 
and versatile tool. As author Jill Neimark notes, "Once you've 
got the knack of letting your mind flow onto this visual chess-
board (a mindmap), you can apply it to anything from busi-
ness to relationships to your future." 35  
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 
\VI tic 1h 	or description of the object or problem in the 

of a piece of paper and draw a circle around it. 
2. lirdinstorm each major facet of that object or problem, placing 

your thoughts on lines drawn outward from the central thought 
like roads leaving a city. 

3. Add branches to the lines as necessary. 
4. Use additional visual techniques—for example, different colors 

for major lines of thought, circles around words or thoughts that 
appear more than once, connecting lines between similar 
thoughts. 

5. Study the mind map to see what interrelationships exist and what 
solutions are suggested. 

48/22. NAME POSSIBLE USES 

Naming the possible uses for an item helps provide solu- 
tions to a whole array of problems. The primary one, of 
course, is finding new uses for a product. Baking soda, for 
example, isn't just for baking. It is useable as a refrigerator 
deodorizer, a cleanser, and as a teeth brightener. 

How many uses can you think of for a hammer? Name them. 

1. 6. 	  

2. 7. 	  

3. 8. 	  

4. 9. 	  

5. 10. 	  

If you want to find new uses for a product, you might be 
inspired by Velcro. Velcro is what you use to hold two pieces 
of cloth together, right? How many other uses could you 
think of for it? The chambers of the Jarvik-7 artifical heart 
are held together with Velcro for easy separation in case one 
side has to be replaced. Many things in the space shuttle are 
held together with Velcro, including parts of the rocket. In-
terior items, including astronauts, are held down by it. Velcro 
is used on blood pressure cuffs, to hold insulation in nuclear 
power plants, in machine gun turrets, on shoes in place of 
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shoe string. , in automillislcs to hold down haticrics and spane 
tires, to hold togelli(r 1),I rts of an experimental car designed 
by Pontiac, to bind parts of airplane wings together, and to 
hold stamps to a letter carrier's mailbag. In fact, Velcro is a 
component of over 5000 patented products.'" 

Here's another example of multiple uses: 

Bruce DeWoolfson reasoned that if vending machines could 
spit out cans and bottles for a few coins they could just as 
easily spit out a few coins for empty cans and bottles, which 
could then be recycled. His firm places these "redeemer" 
machines in store throughout the states where recycling is 
mandated by law. The firm grossed $18 million in 1986. 37  

You can use the same approach to find solutions to other 
problems. For instance, are you looking for a name for a 
product? Listing possible uses for it may suggest a good 
name. 

49/23. THE NAPOLEON TECHNIQUE 

Pretend that you are someone famous and try to solve the 
problem from that person's perspective. 38  Your assumed 
identity may give you new perspectives on a problem. For 
example, what would Isaac Newton do if he were confronted 
by your problem? General George Patton? Napoleon? 
Mother Theresa? 

50/24. ORGANIZED RANDOM SEARCH 

For many people a favorite way of coming up with new ideas 
is to pick a page of a dictionary at random 
and use the words on that page to gen-
erate ideas the way one uses a 
verbal checklist. You could use 
any book, even a catalog. Sim-
ply pick a page and look for words. 
Then use a two-dimensional matrix to 
compare the words on that page with an 
object or problem and/or its attributes. Sometimes you sim-
ply pick a word on that page and begin to make associa-
tions. This technique is often used by artists, writers, and 
others who depend on creativity for a livelihood. Managers 
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it IiITI'llt1l,„1 greeting card company ill Colorado iirings, 
picked the word "shrink. Alter a brainstorming session, 
they began Wee Greetings, a line of business and greeting 
cards that can be slipped into lunch boxes or shirt pockets. 39 

 This technique can also make use of pictures. For example, 
two telemarketing managers at Southern Bell leafed through 
fashion magazines for pictures that would trigger ideas for 
marketing campaigns.° 

51 /25. PERSONAL ANALOGIES 

An interesting type of restrictive analogy is the "personal 
analogy." In this approach you attempt to see yourself per- 
sonally involved in the situation, perhaps through role play- 
ing. In a 1980 personal analogy/brainstorming session at 
Gillette, the managers saw themselves as human hairs. They 
imagined how a strand of hair would observe life. "I dread 
being washed every day." "I hate the blow-dryer." "I feel 
limp, lifeless." Some participants wanted a gentle shampoo 
to protect their damaged ends while others wanted a more 
aggressive one to really get the dirt out. Sandra Lawrence, 

Gillette's vice-president for new 
products, observed that "everyone 

had different sentiments, which 
made us think about how hair 
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is different On thtielent parts Of the body 	Hie 'stilt was 
Silkience, a sliami,00 that adapts itself to the different needs 
of different kinds of hair. Within one year, Silkience was one 
of the top ten shampoos in total sales.'" 

A major paper company found new uses for pulp and other 
tree parts and significantly raised profits when top manag-
ers role played the part of a tree going through the paper 
production process. In another instance, scientists working 
to develop a reflective window glass saw themselves as the 
molecules of the glass. They then asked themselves, "What 
has to happen to us to make us reflective?" On the basis of 
their answers, they developed the reflective glass used in 
many buildings today. In a third example, state officials in . 

Ohio who wanted to write a comprehensive computer pro-
gram to keep track of automobiles saw themselves as a car 
and asked, "What can happen to me?" 

Envision yourself as the object or other problem that you are 
concerned about. See how your creativity is affected. Can 
you put yourself into your problem.? Can you be your prob-
lem? What suggestions for solutions result? 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Become personally involved in the problem, perhaps through 
role playing or visualization. 

2. Ask yourself what insights or potential solutions this involve-
ment yields. 

52/26. PICTURE STIMULATION 
The picture stimulation technique aims to provide ideas be-
yond those that might be obtained through brainstorming.' 
Picture stimulation is reminiscent of the excursion technique 
(see Chapter 5), except that the participants look at pictures 
instead of visualizing an excursion. Participants should not 
discuss what should or shouldn't be shown in the pictures. 
Discussion of the ideas suggested should not take place un-
til the creative session is finished. Basic brainstorming rules 
should be followed. 
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 

pi( tures from various sources and present them for par-
ticipiiiits to view as transparencies or slides or in an album. The 
pictures should show some action and not be too abstract. 

2. 1-4:xamine each picture and describe it to a recorder, who writes 
the description on a flip chart, white board, or other surface. 

3. Use each line of the description to trigger new ideas, which are 
recorded separately. 

4. Continue until all the pictures have been examined. 

53/27. PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT CHECKLIST 

Arthur B. VanGundy has developed a product improvement 
checklist (PICL) that functions in the same way as the 36th 
technique discussed in this chapter—Osborn's verbal check-
list. VanGundy has included some terms that seem absurd 
at first but that can provide new thought patterns. A total of 
526 words are included in his list. Here are some examples: 

Try To: Make It: 

sketch it soft 
sew it hard 
hang it vertical 
deflate it unbreakable 
gasify it triangular 

Think Of: Take Away or Add: 

televisions funnels 
ants grooves 
the four seasons alcohol 
bacteria Velcro 
Sir Lancelot power 

VanGundy's PICL is a recently developed process, but it is 
being used quite frequently. VanGundy has also developed 
a device that he calls the Circles of Creativity. It consists of 
several hundred words arranged on three concentric circles 
in categories such as "Try to...," "Make it...," "Think 
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about... "Inidy, 	Add to or delete 	Ll ► mning the 
circles and LISI11r, 4111,1(111'd arrows results in several combi-
nations of words that may suggest actions regarding an ex-
isting product or service. To receive a complete copy of PICL 
or the Circles of Creativity, contact Arthur B. VanGundy 
Associates, 1700 Winding Ridge Road, Norman, Oklahoma 
73072. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Identify the product or service you wish to improve. 
2. Take each of the words from the PICL and apply the verbs as 

directed to your product or service. Write down the results. 
3. Decide which of the possible actions is most feasible. 

54/28. RELATEDNESS 

Coined by Donald Hambrick, the term "relatedness" refers 
to an exercise in which you list all businesses or products 
related to yours to help you think of new products for your 
company. 43  For example, suppose you own a radio station. 
Think of all the businesses even remotely related to yours: 
newspapers, magazines, TV, cable TV, broadcasting. Now 
think of businesses and products related to those: advertis-
ing, printing, publishing, satellite communication. What 
new products could your company generate in any of these 
businesses? 

55/29. RELATIONAL WORDS 

The verbal checklist (discussed later in this chapter) is a type 
of forced-relationship process. Several other such processes 
are worth examining; among them are the use of relational 
words, including verbs and prepositions; morphological 
analysis; and the focused-object technique. Each requires 
matching a set of descriptors against an object, a problem, 
another set of descriptors, or set of titles, such as product 
names. 

Forced-relationship techniques can be used effectively by 
artists and writers and by marketers seeking to develop or 
name a new product. They can also be used to change some-
thing that already exists or when one is seeking a new and 
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(1111(1(.111 	 lihin a solution to a specilik 

I h technique, not well suited to solving specific prob-
lems because they rely primarily on chance relationships, 
and the probability of such a relationship existing as a spe-
cific problem is remote. However, if your problem is to add 
creativity to an existing situation, these processes are excel-
lent. Techniques 55/29 and 56/30 are forced-relationship 
techniques. Technique 56/30 is also partly a form of free 
association. 

Several relational word checklists exist. Three of them are pro-
vided on the following pages. The verbs would be used in the 
same way as Osbom's verbal checklist, technique 62/36. With 
the relational words and prepositions, you are simply trying 
to create ideas that might lead to product or service improve-
ments. Some of your results might seem not to make sense, 
but by looking at them closely you may be able to develop 
useful ideas. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Identify the product or service to be altered, or the object to be 
changed. 

2. Apply the words from the various checklists to this product, service 
or object, recording the results in the spaces provided on the forms. 

3. Review the results to see if they suggest possible solutions. 

A Verbal Relational-Word Checklist" 

Multiply 	  

Divide 	  

Eliminate 	  

Subdue 	  

Invert 	  

Separate 	  

Transpose 	  

Unify 	  

Dissect 	  
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Distort 	 

Rotate 	 

Flatten 	  

Squeeze 	  

Complement 	  

Submerge 	  

Freeze 	  

Soften 	  

Fluff Up 	  

By-Pass 	  

Add 	  

Subtract 	  

Widen 	  

Repeat 	  

Thicken 	  

Stretch 	  

Extrude 	  

Help 	  

Protect 	  

Segregate 	  

Integrate 	  

Symbolize 	  

Abstract 	  

Etc. 	  
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Crovitz's Relational Words" 

lc words in this list are used to ask questions: What's about 
this problem? What's across from this problem? What comes 
after this problem? And so on. The purpose is to generate 
ideas. Once you have ideas, analyze them to see what solu-
tions they suggest. 

About 	  

Across 	  

After 	  

Against 	  

Among 	  

And 	  

As 	  

At 	  

Because 	  

Before 	  

Between 	  

But 	  

By 	  

Down 	  

For 	  

From 	  

If 	  

In 	  

Near 	  

Not 	  

Now 	  

Of 	  
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Off 	 

Opposite 	  

Or 	  

Out 	  

Over 	  

Around 	  

Still 	  

So 	  

Then 	  

Though 	  

Through 	  

Till 	  

To 	  

Under 	  

Up 	  

When 	  

Where 	  

While 	  

With 	  

VanGundy's Prepositions 46  

These words can be used in the same way as Crovitz's rela- 
tional words. 

Above 	  

Along 	  

Amid 	 101  
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Below 	  

13eneath 	  

Beside 	  

Beyond 	  

During 	  

Except 	  

Into 	  

Past 	  

Since 	  

Toward 	  

Throughout 	  

Upon 	  

Within 	  

Without 	  

56/30. REVERSAL-DEREVERSAL 

The reversal-dereversal technique can provide insights into 
new solutions for a problem." State the problem, using an 
action verb. Then take the antonym of that verb and solve 
the new problem created in this way. The solutions to that 
problem may give you ideas about solving the original prob-
lem. For example, "to improve the product" would 
reversal-dereversal as "to worsen" the product. If the prod-
uct was a stereo, you could cut out the sound; make the speak-
ers smaller; make it have one medium only—record, cassette, 
or CD; or you could reduce sound quality. The opposites of 
these would normally help solve the original problem. But 
also, making the speakers smaller could actually lead to a 
better product if the sound quality could be maintained. 
Maybe a new type of speaker is needed. 



57/31. ROLLING IN THE GRASS OF IDEAS 

This technique involves collecting as much material as you 
can about the problem at hand in an easily readable form—
for example, summaries of related articles and hooks, the 
experiences of others, ideas that others have given you, and 
competitors' actions. You read through this material as rap-
idly as you can in one sitting. Then you ask yourself what it 
all means. Are there any patterns? If so, what do they sug-
gest? What solutions pop into your head? 

This technique is especially useful for solving management 
or technical problems, writing talks, articles or papers, or 
book chapters, and creating models of situations. It is the 
volume of ideas that can be asso- 
ciated with each other that makes 
this technique work. 

The name of this technique came 
from watching my two Irish setters, 
Misty and Macintosh. We've all 
seen dogs roll on their backs in the 
grass. Misty and Macintosh 
would also roll on their backs in . 1\) 
notes, articles, or manuscript pages ly- 
ing on the floor of my office. One day I told students in my 
innovation class how I sometimes get ideas for articles, books, 
products, management problems, and other problems by 
reading through as much material as possible related to the 
problem at hand. I described how excited I get with all those 
ideas running through my head, and how insights seem to 
pop into my head as a result. The analogy to my dogs' be-
havior was a natural: I am rolling in the grass of ideas. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Collect information about your problem, making notes in an eas-
ily readable form. 

2. Read through all of your notes in one sitting so that all the ideas 
are in your brain at one time. 

3. Allow natural incubation to occur and see what ideas develop. 
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58/32. THE 7 x 7 TECHNIQUE 

Another way to improve the utilization of new ideas is the 
7 x 7 technique, a series of exercises designed to process, or-
ganize and evaluate idea slips that have been mounted on a 
racking board in seven rows and seven columns (or more, if 
needed). 48  Carl Gregory, who developed this technique, sug-
gests that the following steps can help you make sense of all 
your ideas. You might use suggestions for this technique 
with a similar process, storyboarding (see Chapter 5): 

1. Combine similar ideas. 
2. Exclude irrelevant data. 
3. Modify ideas to reflect insights gained in the first two steps. 
4. Defer extraneous data for future reference. 
5. Review past exercises to identify possibilities for alteration 

or refinement. 
6. Classify dissimilar groupings into separate columns. 
7. Rank items in each column. 
8. Generalize each column using its main idea as a heading 

or title. 
9. Rank the columns from left to right on the racking board 

according to their importance or utility. 

Brief explanations of these steps follow. 

Combine 

When you have at least two racking boards filled with idea 
slips or when your pile of ideas is exhausted, read each idea 
bit carefully. Discard any redundant information and com-
bine similar ideas. Give each grouping of related ideas a 
title. 

Exclude 

Exclude all things that are not related to the objective of the 
exercise or are too "far out" for present consideration. Put 
the excluded ideas into another pile for later use. 

Modify 

Where necessary, write new statements of ideas that have 
been modified as a result of the first two steps. 
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Defer 

Put into a separate ( a tegory any item that is not particularly 
timely but may he useful later. Defer is similar to exclude 
except the criteria are different. 

Feedback 

Review the ideas that have been combined, eliminated, modi-
fied, or deferred to seek new insights. 

Classify by Dissimilar Columns 

Establish a column for each group of related ideas. Despite 
the name of the technique, seven is not a magic number: eight, 
nine, ten, or more columns may be necessary. 

Rank Ideas in Each Column 

When you have sorted all the ideas into columns, rank each 
idea card on the basis of the usefulness or importance of the 
idea relative to the objective. 

Generalize Columns 

It is often advantageous to provide a title for each column, 
as in storyboarding. You could probably put those which 
are similar under the same column heading. Alternatively, 
the highest-ranking idea in each column could serve as the 
heading. 

Rank Columns 

Place the best, most important, timeliest, or most critical ideas 
in the left-hand column, the second-most important in the 
next column to the right, and so on. 

There are many variations on the 7 x 7 technique. Like 
storyboarding, it can be used in group sessions. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Place idea slips on a 7 x 7 racking board. 
2. Combine, exclude, modify, defer, feedback, classify, and rank 

ideas within columns; generalize the columns; and then rank the 
columns. 

3. Evaluate the results. 
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591 3 3. SLEEPING/DREAMING ON IT 

One of the easiest ways to generate alternatives is to think 
rationally, very hard, and very long about a problem just 
before going to sleep. Put it out of your mind and then go to 
sleep. When you wake up in the morning, the odds are that 
you will have come up with an interesting alternative or se-
ries of alternatives for solving the problem. The reason this 
technique works so well is that your subconscious continues 
to work on the problem while you are asleep. 

Thomas Edison often used brief periods of sleep to develop 
ideas. He would sit in a chair and holding pebbles in his 
hands allow himself to fall asleep while thinking about a 
problem. As he fell asleep, the pebbles would fall from his 
hands into tin plates on the floor. This, he claimed, helped 
him come up with new ideas by taking advantage of his sub-
conscious efforts to solve problems in a state of near-sleep." 

Solutions to complex problems often appear in dreams. The 
concept of the benzene molecule came to German chemist 
Friedrick August Kelkule in a dream. He saw a snake biting 
its own tail and realized that the benzene molecule was a 
closed loop, not an open one. Noted writer Robert Louis 
Stevenson, who often used his subconscious to develop story 
ideas, reports that the 
characters of Dr. Jekyll 
and Mr. Hyde 
came to him in 
a dream. 5° 

1. Think long and hard about your problem just before going to 
sleep and as you begin to drift off. 

2. If you awake during the night with a solution or other ideas, 
write them down on notecards that you have left on the 
nightstand next to your bed. 

3. When you awake in the morning, think about your thoughts and 
dreams and see if they suggest solutions to your problem. Write 
the possible solutions on notecards. 
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60/34. THE TWO-WORDS TECHNIQUE 

The meaning you give to certain words can block your abil-
ity to solve a problem. With the two-words technique you 
pick the two words or phrases from your problem statement 
that indicate its essence. The problem statement always in-
cludes a subject (or objective) and an action verb. Normally 
you focus on these in the two-words technique. 5 ' 

For example, suppose that the problem statement is "Reduce 
absenteeism." You have been unable to generate many new 
ideas about how to solve the problem. You might list the 
following alternate words: 

reduce 	absenteeism 

diminish 	out 
decrease 	away 
shorten 	not in 
curtail 	not present 
lessen 	lacking 
contract 	missing 

Then you might try combining these words in various ways. 
The following ideas could result: 

1. Design an absenteeism program in which employees are 
given a certain number of days per year for "no excuse 
needed" absences (diminish/not in). 

2. Survey employees to find what might be lacking in the 
workplace to cause them to be absent (decrease/lacking). 

3. Lower the penalty for unauthorized absences if the ab-
sence was for less than a day (shorten/out). 

4. Allow employees to be absent a specified number of days 
during a given quarter if they make up for them during 
the next quarter (curtail/away). 

5. Offer employees the opportunity to benefit from self- or 
professional-development programs on the job. This might 
increase their motivation and decrease the number of ab-
sences (less/lacking)." 
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I III'. 1 1 . 	 for overcoming lit', 11111 it Ma I 

1)1 .01)10111, Dill Il Can also be used to generate new ideas even 
II you aren't having problems with the definitions of terms. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

.1. Select two key words or phrases (usually the action verb and the 
objective) from the problem statement. 

2. List alternate words for each word or phrase (a thesaurus or dic-
tionary may be helpful). 

3. Select the first word from the first list and combine it with the 
first word from the second list. 

4. Examine this combination and see if it suggests any ideas. If so, 
write them down. 

5. Combine the first word from the first list with the second word 
from the second list. 

6. Continue combining words from the two lists and writing down 
ideas until you have examined all possible combinations. 

61/35. USING THE COMPUTERTO STIMULATE 
CREATIVITY 

Computers like the Producer ($5000 to $9000) allow special 
effects to he built into presentations, for example, a pie chart 
may appear in 3-D and be rotated as it moves through space. 
Software packages such as "Mac Paint," and "PC Paintbrush" 
allow the user to construct art-based presentations. Software 
packages such as Freehand, Designer, CorelDraw, Artline, 
and Powerpoint allow for exciting graphic art and word pre-
sentations. "Deluxe Video Software" allows you to combine 
materials from a VCR with a PC presentation. Exciting graph-
ics and overlaid background scenes are frequently employed. 
Computer aided design (CAD) uses highly sophisticated 
computers and software to aid in product design. A number 
of additional programs enable you to change artwork on a 
PC far more quickly than by hand." 

62/36. VERBAL CHECKLIST FOR CREATIVITY 

A checklist of questions about an existing product, service, 
process, or other item under consideration can yield new 
points of view and thereby lead to innovation. The most 
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frequently 
Used creative alterna- 
tive generation check- 
list, the verbal checklist, was developed by Alex Osborn while 
he was a partner of a major U. S. advertising firm. Osborn 
also originated the most frequently used group process for 
generating alternatives, brainstorming, which will be de-
scribed in Chapter 5. These two processes were first de-
scribed to the general public in 1953. 53  Only a few of the 
techniques developed since that time have proven to be as 
effective as Osborn's two major contributions. 

The idea behind the verbal checklist is that an existing prod-
uct or service, whether one's own or a competitor's, can be 
improved if one applies a series of questions to it and pur-
sues the answers to see where they may lead. The main ques-
tions take the form of verbs such as Modify? or Combine?  
These verbs indicate possible ways to improve an existing 
product or service by making changes in it. In the case of 
Osborn's checklist, further alternatives may be suggested by 
the definitions and related statements accompanying each 
of the main verbs. For example, if the item under consider-
ation is a laptop PC and you are pursuing the "minify" alter-
native, you might shrink the laptop into a "notebook" or 
"palmtop" computer. 
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el the years thousands Of organizations ha\ I"sed the 
verbal checklist to create or enhance thousands ot products 
and service. I have utilized it myself in writing some of the 
most successful books in the college textbook market, includ-
ing The Management Challenge, an introductory management 
text. 54  One of my editors has found the checklist so useful 
that he distributed it to the sales force to obtain suggestions 
for subsequent editions. 

Table 4.3 presents the Osborn verbal checklist. On the next 
page is a form for you to complete, either as practice in using 
the process or as an actual exercise in product/service improve-
ment. You may wish to add other verbs to the list. Some of the 
verbs in the checklist do not apply as readily to services as 
they do to products, but each of them should be considered. 
Be sure to use the expanded definitions of these verbs as guides 
in changing the product or service in question. If you feel es-
pecially creative, you can make up your own checklist—for 
example, one designed strictly for services. 

TABLE 4.3 The Osborn Verbal Checklist 

Put to Other Uses? New ways to use as is? Other uses if modified? 
Adapt? 	What else is like this? What other idea does this suggest? Does 

past offer parallel? What could I copy? Whom could I emulate? 
Modify? 	New twist? Change meaning, color, motion, sound, odor, form, 

shape? Other changes? 
Magnify? 	What to add? More time? Greater frequency? Stronger? Higher? 

Longer? Thicker? Extra value? Plus ingredient? Duplicate? Multi-
ply? Exaggerate? 

Minify? 	What to subtract? Smaller? Condensed? Miniature? Lower? 
Shorter? Lighter? Omit? Streamline? Split up? Understate? 

Substitute? Who else instead? What else instead? Other ingredient? Other 
material? Other process? Other power? Other place? Other ap-
proach? Other tone of voice? 

Rearrange? 	Interchange components? Other pattern? Other layout? Other se- 
quence? Transpose cause and effect? Change pace? Change sched-
ule? 

Reverse? 	Transpose positive and negative? How about opposites? Turn it 
backward? Turn it upside down? Reverse role? Change shoes? 
Turn tables? Turn other cheek? 

Combine? 	How about a blend, an alloy, an assortment, an ensemble? Com- 
bine units? Combine purposes? Combine appeals? Combine ideas? 

Source: Alex Osborn, Applied Imagination, (New York: Charles Scribner's & Sons, 1953), p. 284. 
Reprinted with the permission of The Creative Edge Foundation, Buffalo, New York. 
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TABLE 4.4 Osborn Checklist Com • letion Form 

ITEM 

Put to other uses 	  

Adapt 	  

Modify 	  

Magnify 	  

Minify 	  

Substitute 	  

Rearrange 	  

Reverse 	  

Combine 	  

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Identify the product or service to be modified. 
2. Apply each of the verbs on the checklist to suggest changes in 

the product or service, writing the changes in the blank spaces 
on the form provided. 

3. Make sure you use each of the definitional words for the listed 
verbs in identifying possible changes. 

4. Review your changes to determine which ones meet your solu-
tion criteria. 

To use this checklist to generate new ideas, enter the name of 
the product or service in the blank at the top of the page 
(Table 4.4). Then apply the verbs and definitions from the 
Osborn Checklist to that item, recording your new ideas in 
the blanks by the verbs. A typical checklist session might 
last from fifteen minutes to an hour or more. In a group 
members can compare their answers and build on each 
other's suggestions. 
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63/37. VISUALIZATION 

Visualization of a problem and its potential solutions is a 
good way to generate alternatives. The mind seems to react 
even more creatively to pictures than to words. Visualiza-
tion seems to evoke new insights, which can lead to new 
solutions. This process can be used in conjunction with other 
processes. 55  Simply close your eyes and visualize the prob-
lem. What do you see? Expand on what you see. Seek more 
detail. What do your visions suggest? What solutions can 
you see? 

64/38 WHAT IF...? 

Ask yourself "What if something happens, what would the 
consequences be?" For example, what if you sold a million 
units of your product next year? What consequences would 
occur? Who would be affected? What actions should you 
take? Or if your sales dropped by 10 percent, how would 
your firm be affected? What should you do? 

This technique can be a powerful tool. Successful strategic 
management often depends on the ability to use software to 
ask "What if" questions and then generate a list of conse-
quences and strategic responses. Firms often use "What if" 
scenarios to formulate strategic plans and strategic contin-
gency plans. About 80 percent of astronaut training is re-
sponding to "What if" situations. 56  

A FINAL NOTE 
There are thirty-eight processes discussed in this chapter. 
Some you will like, some you won't, but try as many of them 
as you can. Then use the ones you feel most comfortable 
with, but revisit the rest of these processes occasionally to 
make sure you aren't overlooking one that might be of value 
in your particular situation. Table 4.5 contains a quick guide 
to my favorite individual and group alternative generation 
techniques. 



CHRYSLER REINVENTS 
AUTOMOBILE DESIGN 

Reeling from foreign competition and the inability 
to get new products to market quickly enough, 
Chrysler Corporation decided that it had to rein-
vent its product design operation. It developed the 
$1 billion. Chrysler Technical Center (CTC). To 
speed product development at the CTC, Chrysler created four 
cross functional platform teams to develop new products: large 
car, small car, minivan and jeep/truck. Representatives of each 
of the functional departments, plus customers, were integrated 
into the product development, manufacturing and marketing pro-
cesses. Finance was integrated into the loop, but the team was 
charged with bringing the new model in within precise budgets. 
Each team has its own floor in the CTC. 

The CTC includes a manufacturing facility where prototype manu-
facturing processes can be developed at the same time that a new 
car is being designed in order to speed manufacturing and im-
prove quality. The platform team works in conjunction with as-
sembly line workers to determine the best manufacturing pro-
cesses and procedures for the new models. This process innova-
tion is unique in the automobile industry. 

Accompanying Chrysler's changes in product development have 
been changes in management style, organizational structure, and 
organizational culture. In concert, employees have been empow-
ered, the organization decentralized and a competitive culture 
infused throughout the firm. 

The results have been impressive. Chrysler's Viper sports car was 
an instant success, as have been its new LH cars which include 
the Dodge Intrepid, Eagle Vision, and the Chrysler Concorde, New 
Yorker, and LHS models. Chrysler's stock has soared from a low 
of $10.50 in 1991 to a high of $57 in the fall of 1993. 

Sources: Brian S. Moskal, "Chrysler Polishes the Creative Wheel," Industry Week, March 16, 1992, pp. 
40-42; and Peter M. Tobias and Shari Johnson, "Cluysler Harnesses Brainpower," Industry Week, Sep-
tember 21, 1992, pp. 16-20. 
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A QUICK GUIDE TO MY FAVORITE 
TECHNIQUES FOR GENERATING 
ALTERNATIVES* 
INDIVIDUALTECHNIQUES 

Technique Best Use 

Verbal Checklist/Product For redesigning existing products and services 
Improvement Checklist 

Mind Mapping 	To let ideas flow freely; for designing outlines; for 
collecting thoughts about an issue 

Association/ 	 When you need lots of ideas quickly and a way to 
Free Association 	relate them to problems; when normal processes 

haven't provided many ideas 

Rolling in the Grass 	For gaining new insights, combining ideas, and 
of Ideas 	 solving complex problems about which much is 

known 

GROUPTECHNIQUES** 

Technique 
	

Best Use 

Brainstorming 
	

For simple problems when solutions are needed 
quickly 

Lotus Blossom 
	To generate lots of ideas quickly to size up a 

problem; excellent for developing future scenarios 

Storyboarding 
	For understanding issues involved in complex 

problems, and for solving complex problems 

Excursion 
	 When problem is difficult to solve, when it has been 

hard to generate ideas using other techniques 

Nominal Group Technique Especially useful when you want to keep one per-
son from dominating the choice among alternatives 

Morphological Analysis 
	

For generating lots of ideas quickly about product 
or service improvements 

**All except the nominal group technique can be used individually as well as in a 
group. 

*For another author's view of her favorite seven techniques see Joyce 
Wycoff, Transformation Thinking: Tools and Techniques That Make Every 
Member of Your Company a Great Thinker (Berkely, CA: Berkely Publish-
ing Group, 1994). 
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Advantage% 
and 

Disadvantages 
of Group 
Decision 
Making 

Group 
Processes for 
Generating 

Creative 
Alternatives 

GROUP TECHNIQUES 

GENERATING ALTERNATIVES 
Innovating has become the most urgent concern of corporations 
everywhere. 

— Kenneth Labich 
Author, Fortune 

Since much work is performed in groups, many of the ap-
proaches to management that are currently favored focus on 
work groups such as autonomous work teams and self-man-
agement programs.° Moreover, in recent years groups have 
been the focus of attempts to improve quality and produc-
tivity, for example through quality circles. As research and 
experience indicate that groups usually provide better solu-
tions than individuals, it makes sense to focus on group-based 
techniques for generating creative alternatives. And if you, 
as a manager or small-group leader, want your group to be 
more effective, you will want to train the members of your 
group in the processes that make groups more successful in 
generating creative alternatives. 101  

CREATIVE 
PROBLEM 
SOLVING 

TECHNIQUES 
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II 	(11,4)1(r first discusses the advantages and di ,,atIvan- 
tages of group decision making and then reviews in some 
detail the major group-based techniques for generating al-
ternatives: brainstorming, creativity circles, the excursion 
technique, group decision support systems (including elec-
tronic brainstorming), lotus blossom, morphological analy-
sis, the nominal-group technique, storyboarding, and 
synectics. Several other group processes are discussed briefly. 

For our purposes there are two types of groups: interactive 
and noninteractive. In interactive groups the participants 
meet face to face; in noninteractive groups they do not meet. 
Except for the Delphi technique, the processes discussed in 
this chapter involve interactive groups. 

ADVANTAGES AND 
DISADVANTAGES OF GROUP 
DECISION MAKING 
Groups offer six advantages over individual decision mak-
ing and problem solving:' 

1. The group can provide a better solution to that of an indi-
vidual. Collectively the members of a group have more 
knowledge than an individual. Interactive groups not only 
combine this knowledge but create a knowledge base 
greater than the sum of its parts as individuals build on 
each other's inputs. 

2. Those who will be affected by a decision or must imple-
ment it accept it more readily if they have a say in mak-
ing it. 

3. Group participation leads to a better understanding of the 
decision. 

4. Groups help ensure a broader search effort. 

5. The propensity to take risks is balanced. Individuals who 
are highly likely to take risks often fail. Groups moderate 
this tendency. Conversely, groups encourage the risk 
avoider to take more risks. 



There is usually .1 hetter collective judgment 

On the other hand, there are some liabilities to employing 
group decision making and problem solving: 2  

1. In interactive groups there is pressure to conform. Some-
times these groups become susceptible to what is known 
as "group think," in which people begin to think alike and 
not tolerate new ideas or ideas contrary to those of the 
group. 

2. One individual may dominate the interactive group so that 
his or her opinions prevail over those of the group. Nomi-
nal groups are designed to overcome this problem. 

3. Groups typically require more time to come to decisions 
than individuals do. 

4. Although groups usually make better decisions than the 
average individual, they seldom make better ones than 
the superior individual. In fact, superior performance by 
a group may result from the efforts of one superior group 
member. 

5. Spending an excessive amount of time arriving at a con-
sensus may negate the advantages of a good decision. 

6. Groups sometimes make riskier decisions than they 
should. This propensity of groups is known as the risky 
shift. 

When you weigh the pros and cons, the advantages win out. But 
when using groups to generate creative solutions don't forget their 
limitations. 
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GROUP PROCESSES FOR 
GENERATING CREATIVE 

ALTERNATIVES 
The remainder of this chapter examines the various group 
processes for generating alternatives. Don't overlook any of 
them, since they may all help you in one way or another. I 
try to use them all occasionally, although, my favorites are 
these four: 

65/1. 	Brainstorming 
74/10. 	Excursion technique 
83 /19. 	Lotus blossom 
93/29. 	Storyboarding 

See Table 4.5, page 112, for a quick guide to these processes. 

65/I. BRAINSTORMING 

Brainstorming is one of the most effective, and probably the 
most widely used, of the group processes. 3  It was created 
over sixty years ago by Alex Osborn of the advertising firm 
of Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn to increase the quan-
tity and quality of advertising ideas. 4  The process became 
known as brainstorming because the participants' brains 
were used to "storm" a problem. Alternative solutions are 
offered verbally by group members in spontaneous fashion 
as they think of them. The leader acknowledges each contri-
bution, which is recorded on a board for all to see. Wild and 
crazy ideas are encouraged. Quantity, not quality, counts at 
first. In the initial session there is no discussion or criticism. 
The ideas are evaluated at later meetings of the same group. 



The Group: The brainstorming process involves a group of 
six to twelve people, a leader/facilitator and a secretary, all 
involved in open generation of ideas about a given topic. 
The group needs to have at least six people in order to gen-
erate enough ideas, but fewer than thirteen because it may 
be difficult to absorb a large number of ideas and because 
larger groups tend to intimidate some people, thereby po-
tentially restricting the flow of ideas. Groups may be formed 
from similar or different work areas or backgrounds, depend-
ing on the purpose of the group. 

The Rules: 

1. No judgments are made about any suggestion. 

2. All ideas, even absurd or impractical ones, are welcome. 

3. Quantity of ideas is a major objective, since it leads to qual-
ity. 

4. Ideas may be combined, refined, and piggy-backed. 
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I he Role ot the Group Leader: Ihe group le.hIcf, 
chosen prior to the session, informs the group, pretcrobly in 
advance of their meeting, that a given topic will be discussed. 
He or she sets forth the facts, the issues, the questions in-
volved, and the purposes of the session. These points should 
be restated at the beginning of the session. The leader then 
writes the focal question or problem on a whiteboard or other 
large visible surface. (Open-ended "how" or "what" ques-
tions are advisable.) Next the leader calls for solutions to 
the problem. Once the brainstorming session opens, the 
leader functions primarily as a facilitator, recognizing con-
tributors, stimulating group members to come up with new 
ideas, keeping the group focused on the subject at hand, and 
making sure the four rules of brainstorming are followed. 
The most important of these rules is that no criticism is al-
lowed. if criticism occurs while ideas are being generated, the 
whole point of brainstorming has been lost. The leader too must 
refrain from commenting on the value of ideas. 

Sometimes group members begin to tire and the flow of new 
ideas diminishes. At this time the leader should offer verbal 
encouragement or call on particular members to suggest solu-
tions. Another method is to give each member thirty seconds 
to come up with a new idea, moving around the room in order 
until the time allotted for the session is gone. 

The same leader or a different one may lead the evaluation ses-
sion. Ideas should be sorted into types and ranked according 
to priority. As additional research may be necessary, the group 
may have to convene more than once. In an evaluation session 
the leader must not allow the group to dismiss ideas simply 
because they are unusual, but should encourage examination 
of far-out suggestions, perhaps by asking for different versions 
or ways to adapt them. Moreover, the leader should not allow 
ideas to be dismissed because of a lack of funds or other re-
sources. If an idea is a good one, ways should be found to 
make it happen. The leader's role includes counteracting un-
reasonable negativity during the evaluation process. 

The Secretary: The secretary records each contributor's ideas 
on some visible surface in front of the group. In small groups 
the leader and the secretary may be the same person, but it is 
preferable to have different people performing these functions. 
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Observations on the Technique 

Research has found that brainstorming generates a much 
greater number of ideas than normal group problem solv-
ing. Its features of spontaneity, suspended judgment, and 
absence of criticism promote an increase not only in the quan-
tity but also in the quality of new ideas. A typical idea gen-
eration session, being very intensive, should last no more 
than thirty to forty minutes. Problem topics should be nar-
row, and no more than one topic should be covered in a ses-
sion. For example, don't try to name a product and figure 
out a dfstribution system in thirty minutes. 

Because the process appears simple, you may be tempted to 
discount this method. Don't. Thousands of organizations 
have used brainstorming successfully. I can personally at-
test to its worth, but must confess that I was a "doubting 
Thomas" until I used it. You cannot imagine the synergism 
resulting from this method unless you try it. 

Biainstorming can be used for a wide diversity of problems, 
including not only marketing and product issues but strat-
egy, planning, policy, organization, leadership, staffing, mo-
tivation, control, and communication. However, the process 
is not particularly useful with broad and complex problems. 
Some of the ideas produced may be of low quality or obvi-
ous generalities. Brainstorming is not successful in situa-
tions that require trial and error as opposed to judgment. 
There are no apparent rewards for group members other than 
the experience of participation and ownership. Group mem-
bers may not see the final solution implemented and may 
therefore be reluctant to participate in further sessions.' 
Nevertheless, brainstorming remains a solid technique for 
generating creative ideas. 

Experiences with the Process 

Many organizations use brainstorming to solve a wide vari-
ety of problems. For example, International Paper Com-
pany (IP) has opened a Packaging Innovation Center in 
Middletown, New York, to help its customers design the best 
possible packages for their products. The IP center brings 
customers together with IP's package designers, scientists, 
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ions and product specialists for brainstori ► uy, 
sions. In the first few months of operations the Innovation 
Conte •'s efforts resulted in four new, economically signifi-
cant, innovative package designs: 6  

1. Box & box—intended to replace plastic pails and metal 
containers, 

2. Xpack—a flat-topped liquid container with superior ship-
ping characteristics, 

3. Barrier plus—a series of linerless folding cartons with a 
variety of closures and designs, 

4. A new kraft paper that decomposes 50 percent faster than 
previously used papers. 

At DuPont Imaging Systems and Electronics division, tech-
nical staffers, later joined by management representatives, 
formed a Professional Excellence Committee to enhance their 
effectiveness and technical excellence while at the same time 
taking a more active role in the improvement of their com-
pany. At their first meeting they brainstormed the issues 
that needed to be addressed. The final list of issues was 
assigned to committees, which reported back. Another brain-
storming session was held to arrive at solutions.' 

Federal Express initiated its quality improvement process 
(QIP) in order to ensure prompt delivery of packages and 
otherwise improve operations. Quality actions teams, es-
tablished in each of its eleven divisions to identify and solve 
problems, used brainstorming to address these issues. 8  

AT&T established a brainstorming project to help identify 
its strategic thrust for the next century. 9  The results were 
critical to the development of corporate strategy. 

A group of five faculty members and three administrators 
from the Crummer Graduate School of Business at Rollins 
College brainstormed, seeking to improve the marketing of 
the school's three MBA programs: professional, full-time, and 
executive. Over 300 ideas were generated in three forty-
minute sessions (one session for each of the three programs). 
The results included the filming of a videotape, which was 
sent to prospective students; revision of promotional litera-
ture to include newly selected features; the creation of a coun- 
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Select a group consisting of six to twelve people, a leader and a recorder. 
2. The leader defines the problem for the group, preferably in advance of the 

brainstorming session. 
3. The group suggests solutions to the problem in an interactive format, fol-

lowing the four rules of brainstorming: 
a. No judgments are made about any suggestion. 
b. All ideas, even absurd or impractical ones, are welcome. 
c. Quantity of ideas is a major objective, since it leads to quality. 
d. Ideas may be combined, refined, and piggybacked. 

4. After twenty-five to thirty-five minutes, the group takes a break and then 
returns to critique the ideas. 

c•il to work more I lo.ti.1\ ‘vith local busine. 	, and inithition 
of opportunities tor students to contribute to the promotional 
literature and the video tape."' 

Jeffrey McElnea, president of Einson Freeman, Inc., an award-
winning and highly profitable New Jersey sales promotion 
agency, describes a modified version of the brainstorming 
process as a vital component of his firm's success: "For each 
new campaign, we flash every established [sales promotion] 
technique onto a screen. Then we go through each alterna-
tive and hypothetically try to fit the product to it—just to see 
what would happen. Then we start to combine and recom-
bine the techniques, and there's where the unique part comes 
in. New techniques are created by synthesizing the old." In 
one of the agency's award-winning campaigns, "The Smaller 
the Better Sweepstakes," contestants had to walk into a store 
and listen to the new Sony Super Walkman to find out 
whether they had won a prize." 

One Southern Bell manager uses case situations to counter 
the adverse impact of personalities in brainstorming prob-
lem-solving situations. She poses the problem in the form of 
a case. As moderator, she rewards participation but not ideas, 
thus avoiding a reward-seeking environment. 

Most major Japanese firms use some version of brainstorm-
ing. For example, Honda engineers attribute a major break-
through in engine design to a brainstorming exercise that 
resulted in a 35 percent jump in fuel efficiency in the 1992 
Civic VX. 1  2  
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U.S. Variations on Brainstorming 

'There are a number of variations on the basic brainstorming 
technique. Many of the techniques described in this book 
use some of the elements of brainstorming. Two of the for-
mal variations on brainstorming derived in the U.S. are Take 
Five and the Crawford Slip Method. These will be discussed 
later in the chapter. 

Japanese Creativity Techniques 
Most Japanese creativity techniques are derived from some 
form of brainstorming.' These approaches to problem solv-
ing serve the group-oriented Japanese quite well. Western-
style brainstorming, with its requirement of verbally tossing 
out ideas as they are thought of, does not serve the Japanese 
as well. Being more reserved than people of other nationali-
ties and reluctant to dispute the opinions of others, the Japa- 

nese do not often express their thoughts openly. They 
have developed several variations of brainstorming, 
each in its own way aimed at adapting the creative 
power of the process to create a culturally acceptable 
technique. 

These techniques are often used in a creativity circle, 
which has evolved from the more familiar quality 
circle. Whenproblems cannot be solved quickly us- 

Hassoo 	ing the conventional techniques (usually quality con- 
Generating 	trol), the circle turns to creative processes. The cre- 

Breakthroughs ativity circle involves a work group trying to solve 
problems together in a creative manner. The brain- 
storming involved in such circles tends to be incre-

mental in nature and focused on a particular issue. Partici-
pants would be asked to think of new ideas for solving the 
problem before coming to the next circle meeting. This they 
might do on the weekends, at home, on the train on the way 
home after work, or over drinks with colleagues. 

Participants present their ideas to the circle (usually anony-
mously, in writing), where they are analyzed for their poten-
tial use in solving the problem at hand. If the ideas are pre-
sented verbally, the group's comments will be made after a 
period of time for reflection, and often after hearing some of ■ 
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the responses of others, with time set aside for piggybacking 
on those. Four Jamie, variations on brainstorming are 
described later in this chapter: Lotus blossom technique (MY), 
Mitsubishi method, NHK method, and TKJ method. These 
techniques can be used in U.S. organizations without chang-
ing any of their components or with adjustments as the user 
sees fit. 

66/2. BRAINWRITING 

Brainwriting is a form of non-oral brainstorming to which 
the basic brainstorming rules apply. Participants, sitting in a 
circle, write down their ideas for solving a given problem 
and pass their papers to their neighbors in the circle, who 
then brainstorm the ideas for a specified period, say five 
minutes, and then pass the papers on to the next person. The 
purpose here is to help you build on the ideas of others, to 
improve them. Three exchanges are usually enough to pro-
duce a lot of good ideas. The leader can then read the ideas, 
have them written on the board, and so on, direct the group 
to repeat the brainstorming exercise if necessary. 14  The prin-
cipal advantage of brainwriting is that the leader is unlikely 
to influence participants unduly. The main disadvantage is 
the lack of spontaneity. I like to have the first person pre-
pare three columns for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd person's ideas so 
that we can find out how the solution progressed from per-
son to person. The first set of ideas usually takes only about 
two minutes and the later rounds take more time because 
participants have to read the other peoples' ideas before add-
ing their own. 
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I u problem is identified. 
Participants, sitting in a circle, write down their ideas for solving the 
problem. 

3. After a specified period, participants pass their ideas on to the next 
person in the circle. 

4. This person then piggybacks on the original solutions to develop new 
ones, writing them on the same piece of paper. 

5. Three or more iterations occur. 
6. Ideas are read aloud, written on a white board, or discussed and evalu-

ated in some other way. 

6713. BRAINWRITING POOL 

This is one of the techniques developed at the Battelle Insti-
tute in Frankfurt, Germany. A group of six to eight people 
sitting around a table write down their ideas about a given 
problem. As soon as a participant has written down four 
ideas, that person may put his or her paper in the middle of 
the table. However, people are allowed to continue writing 
down their ideas without being obliged to pass their papers 
to the center. When participants run out of ideas they ex-
change their paper for one from the middle of the table and 
produce new ideas by piggybacking on the ideas listed there. 
Eventually all participants should exchange their paper for 
one of those in the brain pool. 

The session should go on for about half an hour. 15  

This method gives participants freedom to continue with 
their own thoughts rather than forcing them to add to the 
thoughts of others. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The problem is identified. 
2. A group of six to eight people, sitting around a table, write their solu-

tions to the problem on a piece of paper. 
3. After writing down at least four ideas, each person places his or her 

piece of paper in the center of the table. 
4. When participants run out of ideas, they may choose one of the slips of 

paper from the center of the table and piggyback on those ideas to cre-
ate new ones. 

5. Eventually every participant should exchange his or her piece of paper 
for one in the center of the table. 
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DILLARD DEPARTMENT 
STORES USES PRICING AND 
TECHNOLOGYTO BEATTHE 
COMPETITION 

A lot of so-called industry experts didn't give 
Dillard Department Stores much of a chance to suc- 
ceed when it came time to compete in the big leagues. Oh its strat-
egy was ok for the back-water towns where it originated, but not 
in the big cities. Nothing could have been further from the truth. 
Dillard understands the needs of the 1990s consumer, and satis-
fies those needs. It provides moderate to high priced goods at 
reasonable prices, and provides convenience, service and quality. 
Technologically based process innovations are a major ingredient 
in Dillard's success. It uses an on line information system net-
worked to every company point-of-sale register to track purchases, 
inventory levels and sales person performance. Several times a 
day, company executives search the company's information base 
to see if Liz Claiborne's new line is selling as well in Dallas as had 
been anticipated, or to determine how many pairs of a new shoe 
style were sold in Orlando. 

Salesperson performances are tracked by computer. Those who 
meet quotas receive rasies. The company works to improve the 
performances of those who don't. Continued failure to meet quo-
tas results in dismissal. Managers too are judged by sales. Sales 
managers spend a lot of time walking the floor and talking to cus-
tomers like Marcie McCauley of St. Louis who considers herself 
the "queen of shoppers." When she wanted to buy her husband 
some shirts, she chose Dillard. Why, "because they always have 
the selection I want." Marcie continues, "They carry a lot of brands 
other Midwestern stores don't have and the largest shoe selection 
(50,000 pair) I've ever seen." Dillard's sophisticated information 
system helps make such inventories possible. The firm knows 
what is selling and what will sell. 

Dillard's technology also enables it to get merchandise into stores 
quickly. Most stores call or write their vendors to restock certain 
items, but using electronic data interchange with 187 of its suppli- 
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DILLARD 
Continued from page 127 

ers, the firm is able to get inventory restocked in 12 days 
or less. These firms tap into Dillard's information net-
work, track inventory levels, and give Dillard preferen-
tial treatment in refilling orders. "We'll jump through 
hoops to do business with them," says Leonard 
Rabinowitz, president of women's apparel maker, Carol 
Little. The firm did $50 million in business with Dillard 
in 1991, up from nothing five years previously. 
Rabinowitz likes working with Dillard. "They have re-
ally good communications with their key vendors. If I 
have a problem, I can pick up the phone and discuss it 
with (president) Bill Dillard and he'll handle it on the 
spot." 

Finally, Dillard has a uniquely innovative centralized 
approach to managing that defies many of the books on 
management. Unlike most retailers who centralize ac-
counting and legal functions only, Dillard also central-
izes advertising, catalogs and merchandise buying. The 
key to its success is that it distributes the merchandise 
according to a store's individual needs. One store man-
ager observes, "If you need more merchandise in your 
store, or more sales help, you never have to beg for it or 
try to convince them with a 10-page memo. You just 
make a phone cal]." 

Source: Carol Hymowitz and Thomas F. O'Boyle, "A Way that Works: Two Disparate 
Firms Find Keys to Success in Troubled Industries," Wall Street Journal, May 29, 1991, 
pp. Al, A7. 



SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The problem is identified. 
2. Six people, sitting in a circle, write down three ideas in three columns 

within a specified time. 
3. Participants then pass their ideas on to the next person in the circle. 
4. This person piggybacks on the original solutions and develops new 

ones, writing these beneath the solutions offered by the previous per-
son. 

5. The process is repeated until every person has contributed to every 
other person's original thoughts. 

6. The results are discussed and evaluated. 

68/4. BRAINWRI 1 ING 6-3-5 

There are a number 01 variations of brainwriting developed 
at the Battelle Institute in Frankfurt, Germany. They include 
brainwriting pool, brainwriting 6-3-5, gallery method, pin 
card technique, and the SIL method. The name of this method 
is derived from the fact that six people produce three new 
ideas in three columns within five min -ttes.' 6  After five min-
utes the paper is passed on to the next person, who adds his 
or her variations to these ideas. This process is repeated six 
times until all the participants have contributed to all the 
papers. Theoretically, within thirty minutes the group can 
produce 108 ideas; realistically, by the time you allow for 
duplications, perhaps sixty good ideas emerge. Still, this is a 
very productive effort. 

You might want to modify this process so that less time is 
given in the beginning and more at the end for each iteration. 
The first set of ideas usually takes only about two minutes 
and the later rounds take more time because participants have 
to read the other peoples' ideas before adding their own. 

6915. CREATIVE IMAGING 

This technique is often used in creativity and innovation pro-
grams. It is based on the assumption that developing visu-
alization skills improves creativity. 17  

Creative imaging consists of three steps: envisioning a spe- 
cific need for change, envisioning a better way, and formu- 
lating a vision-based plan of action. The exercise can be done 
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by individuals and the resulting images proviticd to the 

group, or it can be guided by a leader/facilitato• in a group 

setting. 

The size of the group is best limited to six or eight people, 
although more can be accommodated. A typical use of the 
process is to ask a group of corporate participants to describe 
where they "see" the corporation ten years from now in an 
ideal world. Since the key to successful use of the techinque 
is to get the members of a group to respond to their visions, 
facilitation skills are especially important. In order to in-
spire group members to feel free to let their imaginations 
run wild, the facilitator must encourage them to shed their 
inhibitions. 

A consideration that tends to limit the applicability of the 
technique is the fact that, according to neurolinguistic theory, 
while many people (60 to 80 percent of the population) are 
"visuals," the remainder are "verbals," and "feelers." 18  If a 
person is not in the "visual" category, he or she won't feel 
comfortable with this exercise unless the facilitator succeeds 
in presenting the concept attractively and convincingly. 

7016. CREATIVE LEAPS 

Creative imaging is one of four techniques that 
are collectively know as creative leaps. 19  The 
creative leap is a powerful method for devel-

oping breakthrough concepts. It occurs 
when the group jumps to idealistic solu-
tions, then moves back in time to prepare 

a plan to make them happen, solving problem-
atic issues as it goes. 

There are four primary ways in which a 
company or group can train itself to take 

creative leaps: 

1. Creating a description of what it wants the 
company to be like in the future. 

2. Creating a description of the ideal competitor in the future. 
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3. Visualizing the Ideal products oi ti n future, those that 
could be createt I if there were no technical or financial con-
straints. 

4. Determining the information the company needs to win. 

The limitations described in the section on creative imaging 
apply. The facilitator needs to be skilled in unleashing imagi-
nation in a group situation. 

7 I /7. CREATIVITY CIRCLES 

Quality circles are small groups of workers who meet to solve 
quality problems related to their specific work areas. First 
developed in Japan, quality circles have helped Japanese 
firms achieve superior quality compared to their competi-
tors. Recently the concept has been expanded under the ban-
ner of "creativity circles" to include all types of problems, 
not just quality problems, and to incorporate a number of 
group as well as individual creativity processes. Such modi-
fications have occurred in both Japan and Europe. 2° In Japan 
they were a natural extension of the quality circle as the need 
for more creative solutions to problems became apparent. 
Creativity circles are not yet well understood or utilized in 
the United States. However, Japanese and European firms 
are utilizing them quite successfully. This chapter describes 
group creativity processes that managers can use in their 
work groups to improve performance by raising levels of 
creativity and innovation. If your organization seeks to im-
prove group creativity, it should use the tech- 
niques described here to turn quality 	- 
circles into creativity circles. 

/ 
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72/8. CRAWFORD SLIP METHOD 

In 1925 C L Crawford of the University of Southern C 
fornia invented the Crawford slip method (CSM), a type of 
brainstorming. 2 ' The name is derived from the use of slips 
of paper, about the size of note cards, on which participants 
write their ideas. A CSM group may consist of any number 
of people, but larger groups are desirable since the time al-
lotted for generating ideas is short—normally about ten min-
utes. About 400 ideas should be produced by a group of 2() 
people in a thirty- to forty-minute period. The process con-
sists of four key steps. 

STEP I 

The facilitator creates target or focus statements. These are 
statements that help draw responses from participants. Tar-
gets must be carefully constructed. Most idea generation 
methods simply state a problem. In CSM, a problem area 
related to an issue is identified and an overall problem is 
stated. Then additional statements are made that further 
define the problem. Two representative target statements 
are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. 

STEP 2 

Participants then write their replies on slips of paper, using 
one slip for each idea. The slips are small (4 1/4 by 2 3/ 4 
inches) to ensure that answers are concise and clearly writ-
ten. (This size also helps ease data reduction in later steps of 
the process.) [Notecards will suffice.] 

In writing their responses, participants follow specific rules: 

• Write across the long edge, not across the end of the slip. 
• Write on the very top edge of the slip. 
• Write only one sentence per slip. 
• Use a new slip for explanations. 
• Avoid words like "it" or "this." 
• Write out acronyms the first time they are used. 
• Write short sentences using simple words. 
• Write for people outside your field. 
• Write until time is called. 
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TABLE 5.I Target A 

TQM Implementation Problems: (Problem Area) 
Where is the System Lacking? (Overall Problem) 

• What is less than perfect in the way TQM is implemented? 

• What difficulties do you and your colleagues have in implement-
ing TQM? 

• What are the roadblocks, bottlenecks, delays, and frustrations 
you have experienced while implementing TQM? 

• Write each trouble, failure, waste, fraud, or abuse related to TQM 
implementation on a separate slip. 

Source: Janet Fiero, "The Crawford Slip Method," Quality Progress (May 1992), pp. 40, 41. 

TABLE 5.2 Target B 

Advice to Decision Makers: (Problem Area) 
How to Implement TQM? (Overall Problem) 

• Remedies are the flip side of problems 

• Provide your best recommendations for eliminating or alleviat-
ing the troubles you just identified. 

• What different policies, approaches, or procedures have you used 
or seen used that worked well? 

• If you had complete control, how would you change things for 
the better? 

• Write any first ideas on a slip—don't wait for the optimum solu-
tion 

• Write each remedy for implementing TQM on a separate slip. 

Source: Janet Fiero, "The Crawford Slip Method," Quality Progress (May 1992), pp. 40, 41. 
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wont ,. 	then thanked tor their inputs 
dismissed. Iii most cases participants do not take NH in the 
data reduction process. (CSM is similar to the "'KJ method 
described later in this chapter except that in the TKJ method 
participants help in the data reduction process.) Participants 
are, however, given a summary of the results. 

STEP 3 

The facilitator performs data reduction, which consists of the 
following steps: 

1.Sort the slips into many general categories. 

2. Consolidate these into a few major catergories. 

3. Refine these categories and develop an outline for the 
written report. 

4. Compile into chapters, divisions, sections, and paragraphs 
and edit the written report. 

For the Implementing TQM target discussed earlier, four 
general categories, each with two to four subcategories, 
emerged: ready, set, go, oops. The subcategories for "go" 
were training, systems changes, participation, resources. 

STEP 4 

In writing the final report, all of the related comments on 
slips are itemized under the relevant subcategory headings. 
Duplications should be eliminated. 

CSM has been used extensively in consulting seminars and 
projects as well as in total quality management programs for 
numerous companies and governmental units. 

CSM is similar to other techniques involving slips of paper 
or 3 by 5 cards: the TKJ method and the NHK method (de-
scribed later in this chapter), the idea bits and racking 
method, and the 7 x 7 method (both described in Chapter 4). 
Various procedures for sorting, collecting, revising inputs, 
and so forth could be adapted to the method. For example, 
you might want to add a visual presentation stage in which 
participants piggyback on the ideas. You might also want to 
use cards as starting points for a brainwriting session. 



SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The facilitator creates target or focus statements. 
2. Participants write replies to these targets on slips of paper, one 

idea per slip. 
3. The facilitator performs data reduction. 
4. The final report is written. It includes all the related comments 

from the idea slips, itemized under the relevant subcategory 
headings. 

73/9. DELPHI TECHNIQUE 

The traditional Delphi process used in scenario forecasting 
can be employed in generating alternatives in much the same 
manner as individual brainstorming. 22  In the Delphi pro-
cess a questionnaire, based on some perception of a situa-
tion, is mailed or otherwise communicated to experts in the 
field. Their individual responses are collected, and summa-
rized, and the summaries are returned to each expert with 
instructions to revise his or her responses as necessary. The 
process continues through a series of iterations until a gen-
eral consensus is reached. Participants whose responses de-
viate widely from those of the other participants are required 
to submit justifications for the disparity. These too are sum-
marized and distributed to the others. 

The Delphi technique is especially useful in situations in 
which it is important to separate the ideas of individuals from 
those of others yet to collect them into a combined set pro-
duced by an "expert" group. It is a noninteractive group tech-
nique by design, but interaction does in fact occur. Thou-
sands of major Delphi studies have been carried out in many 
disciplines and in various societies. For example, the tech-
nique has been used to identify the ten most important is-
sues of the 1990s in human resources management, 23  future 
trends in logistics management, 24  and the expected levels of 
tourism in Singapore. 25  

This is an excellent technique for pooling the ideas of geo-
graphically separated experts. All participants have an equal 
chance to make a contribution, and the ideas are judged on 
their merits, not on their sources. Moreover, ideas are not 
influenced by individual or group persuasion. There are 
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(11.iiidv,inta4e. however. I I n process is hint. 
ing ainl requires a high degrc of motivation over long 
period. It lacks the piggybacking effect and spontaneity of 
brainstorming and other interactive group processes, afford-
ing no chance for verbal clarification of meanings. Success 
depends on the analyst's ability to make creative use of the 
results of his or her study, to facilitate the creativity of expert 
participants, and to write questionnaires. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Forecasters prepare a questionnaire based on their perception of 
the situation. 

2. This is mailed to a group of experts, who respond to the ques-
tionnaire. 

3. Individual responses are collected and summarized. 
4. Summaries are returned to respondents for their reaction. 
5. The process continues until a general consensus is reached. 

74/10. EXCURSION TECHNIQUE 

The excursion technique was originally introduced as part 
of synectics, a process described later in this chapter. How-
ever, it can and should be used by itself. The excursion tech-
nique is especially useful when the group has not arrived at 
a solution to a problem even after using other creative pro-
cesses such as brainstorming or storyboarding. It can be used 
for either narrowly defined or complex problems, but it prob-
ably works best on a more narrowly defined problem for 
which a conceptual breakthrough is needed. It has been 
slightly modified here from its original description so as to 
make it more functional. 

The Process 

There are four major steps in the excursion process: the ex-
cursion itself, the drawing of analogies between the prob-
lem and the events in the excursion, the analysis of these 
analogies to see what creative understanding or solutions 
can occur, and the sharing of experiences with the group. 
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1. The Excursion. I IH leader instructs cach nicinber of the 
group to take an imagined excursion into or through sonic 
physical location that has nothing to do with the problem at 
hand. Normally the leader asks participants to close their 
eyes and use their imagination for this journey, which may 
be through a museum, a jungle, a city, or any other kind of 
place, real or imagined. For example, a Star Trek journey 
through space and to unknown planets is popular with some 
problem solvers. 26  The ability to let go and create visual im-
ages is critical to the success of this part of the exercise. If the 
leader is not confident that all members of the group have 
this ability, he or she might offer some brief instruction and 
encourage people to give them imagination free rein. Par-
ticipants are asked to write down what they see during their 
excursion. The excursion itself need not last more than five 
or ten minutes, but it is important for participants to record 
detailed descriptions of what they see. I recommend that 
they draw three columns on their papers and write what they 
saw on their excursion in the first column. If they prefer, 
group members can record as they go rather than after the 
excursion is finished. 

2. Drawing Analogies. When the excursion period is over, 
the leader asks participants to take ten to fifteen minutes to 
draw analogies between what they 
saw during the excursion and 
the problem as defined. Par-
ticipants are not limited to 
analogies; they can express 
the relationships between 
their visual images and the 
problem in other ways if 
they wish. They write their 
analogies or other relationships 
in the second column opposite 
each of the items they saw. 

3. Evaluating and Under-
standing. Now the leader 
asks the participants to deter-
mine what the relationships de-
termined in step 2 really mean 
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in terms ot the problem, that is, how understantlinr, the 
relationships can he used to solve the problem. This is the 
really challenging part of the process. It requires intuition, 
insight, and quite often, luck. Participants write their solu-
tions in the third column. 

4. Sharing Experiences. Participants are asked to share their 
excursions, analogies, understandings, and solutions with 
the group. As with brainstorming, members may piggyback 
on the ideas of others. 

Examples of the Process 

A member of a group of bank personnel officers who were 
experiencing conflicts with other departments described part 
of her excursion through a natural history museum as fol-
lows: "I saw Indians making war on another village. The 
analogy is obvious. We are at war with the other depart-
ments. This tells me just how serious our problem is. I never 
quite realized it, but, in a way, we are at war and serious 
measures must be taken to end this feuding before some-
body gets killed." Another member of the group found her 
tour taking her past the section of the museum where rock 
formations were shown. The various layers of hard and soft 
rock meant essentially the same thing to her that the Indian 
warfare had meant to the other woman. When asked how to 
solve the problem, she said, "We have to take some dyna-
mite (i.e., strong measures) to blow up the hard rock layers 
separating the departments." 

Other analogies are less obvious. One facilitator had worked 
with NASA personnel for some time to develop a satisfac-
tory device for fastening a space suit. After trying several 
standard techniques for generating ideas, he had group mem-
bers take an imaginary excursion through a jungle. One 
man described his experience as "being clawed at by weeds, 
trees, and bushes." While describing his experience, he 
clutched his hands together with his fingers interlaced. While 
he himself had not made much of his analogy, when the 
group discussed it they commented on the clutching of his 
hands. This suggested the overlapping clutching of a Velcro 
strip and eventually led to the utilization of a Velcro-like fas-
tener for the spacesuit.27 



Observations on the Technique 

The excursion technique is especially useful for a problem 
that has proved abnormally difficult to solve or calls for re-
ally unique solutions , for example, in developing an ad-
vertising campaign or creating product differentiation fea-
tures in a mature market. The leader needs to encourage 
participants to let go and to share their experiences. When 
the process is well explained and understood and partici-
pants are properly motivated, really good ideas should 
emerge. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The leader instructs participants to visualize an excursion into 
or through some physical location that has nothing to do with 
the problem at hand. 

2. Participants draw analogies between what they saw and the prob-
lem. 

3. The leader asks participants to determine what the analogies they 
drew in step 2 suggest in terms of solving the problem. 

4. Participants share their experiences and solutions. 

75/11. GALLERY METHOD 

This is another of the 
techniques developed 
at the Battelle Institute 
in Frankfurt, Germany. 
In this method, instead 
of the ideas changing 
places, the idea generators change places. The gallery con-
cept receives its name from the fact that each member of a 
group take a different work area and creates a "gallery" of 
ideas for others to view. 28  The ideas are presented on flip 
charts or white board surfaces. After a half hour or so the 
group members tour each other's galleries and take notes. 
Participants should not know who worked where. Five min-
utes are allowed for viewing each gallery and taking notes. 
Participants then return to their own work areas and add to 
their lists. The ideas can be summarized later. 101 
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A variation of this technique, known as the idea r,aillit‘, al-
lows members to roam from place to place at will, idding 
their ideas to those displayed.'-`' 

76/12. GORDON/LITTLE TECHNIQUE 

This technique was designed by William Gordon at the 
Arthur D. Little consulting firm. 3° It was specifically designed 
to address the difficulties some people have in coping with 
abstract concepts. When problem solvers are too close to the 
problem to see the forest for the trees, they can only think of 
trite and obvious solutions, and fail to suggest creative ideas. 
And while several other techniques in this book can be used 
to overcome that problem, especially those that use associa-
tions, this technique is especially effective at bringing prob-
lem solvers "out of the woods." 

The leader/facilitator describes the problem to the partici-
pants in decreasing levels of abstraction. Solutions are given 
at each level. As the description becomes more concrete and 
less abstract, more specific solutions, but not necessarily bet-
ter ones, emerge. The solutions from the earlier levels of 
abstraction can be used to trigger new solutions as the prob-
lem becomes more concrete. 

Suppose that the problem is how to eliminate personnel 
through staff reduction. The first level of abstraction might be 
"How can we make more money?" A second level of abstrac-
tion might be "How can we cut costs?" A third level might be 
"What options are available in cutting costs of personnel?" 

This technique requires a strong, flexible leader who can 
encourage and motivate members of a group to broaden their 
perspectives and think big. 

77/13. GROUP DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEMS 

Group decision support systems are software or hardware 
systems that assist groups in making better decisions. They 
greatly enhance the ability of groups to work together cre-
atively. Some of these systems enable groups to be more 
creative and innovative. Most of them, however, seek to 
improve group dynamics for already existing creativity pro- 



cesses. For example, brainstorming and the nominal group 
technique can be improved by hardware features such as 
video projection screens and individual and partner com-
puter terminals, which display and score individual inputs 
for all participants to view. 31  

Wilson Learning Systems of Minneapolis, Minnesota, offers 
a sophisticated software package for voting on brainstormed 
issues. Participants can quickly learn the status of any issue 
from bar charts and other graphic displays. 32  The Univer-
sity of Arizona's Center for the Management of Information 
offers advanced hardware for facilitating group creative de-
cision processes. The university has two "electronic brain-
storming" rooms, each of which has large computer-gener-
ated wall screens and individual/partner computer termi-
nals. Participants in brainstorming sessions can enter ideas 
to be shared with others without making known their source. 
Sophisticated software is used to record idea generation, 
voting, and so on, on large video projection screens for all 
participants to view. 33  
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78/ 1 4. IDEA BOARD 

The idea board is an ongoing problem-solving 	in 
which a problem is displayed on a board or wall where mem-
bers of a group may add thoughts written on note cards. 34 

 They may also rearrange the cards, provide columnar head-
ings as necessary, and contribute through spontaneous or 
formally arranged group discussion. One person is respon-
sible for writing problems on the board for members to re-
spond to, keeping the idea cards orderly, and establishing a 
time deadline. The ideas collected in this way are summa-
rized, and feedback is given to all involved. Non-group 
members may be allowed to contribute. 

This is a useful mechanism if the problem isn't particularly 
pressing. It has the advantage of getting everyone involved 
and having a proprietary interest in the solutions that emerge. 

79115. IDEATRIGGERS 

Props or idea triggers are extremely useful for generating 
ideas. Give participants something tangible to work with 
that is somehow related to the problem. For example, when 
product development consultant Steve Kange was hired to 
help problem solvers invent new flavors of Life Savers, he 
gave them a list of 75 Baskin-Robbins ice cream flavors, 
samples of exotic fruits (kiwis, kumquats) and samples of 
perfumes. The result—the problem solvers came up with Life 
Savers' very successful "Fruit Juicers" line. 35  

80/16. INNOVATION COMMITTEE 

In this technique, managers, technical representatives, and 
other employees meet periodically to solve problems. 36  Em-
ployees bid for the job of coordinator by submitting propos-
als. The idea is that the better the proposal the more com-
mitted the employee, and the more committed the employee 
the more will get done. Intuit, the microcomputer software 
firm that makes Quicken, a program that allows consumers 
and small businesses to write checks and keep track of them 
on a personal computer, uses the innovation ideas commit-
tee to improve productivity and products. 



81/17. INTERCOMPANY INNOVATION GROUPS 

In the intercompany innovation group, top executives from 
various companies, led by an innovation consultant, meet 
for the purpose of solving company problems in innovative 
ways? Other activities of the group may include seminars, 
study trips to other organizations, and forecasting trends in 
major environmental factors. Such groups are quite popular 
in Europe, especially Norway and Denmark, and are becom-
ing more common in the United States. 

82/18. LION'S DEN 

The Lion's Den is a lambs versus the lions group problem 
solving session." At the beginning of a normal meeting of a 
department, or a meeting among departments, the work 
group designated to present a problem, the lambs, makes its 
pitch to the other members of the group, the lions. Groups 
rotate into the lamb position periodically and are given at 
least a week to prepare a problem statement, phrased as 
"How can we ...?" The problem is drawn as a picture on a 
flipchart or white board. The lions have the right to refuse 
the problem as too frivolous, in which case the lambs must 
work another week on a new problem. The lambs are given 
five minutes to describe the solutions they propose. The li-
ons then offer feedback, additional solutions, and so on for 
twenty minutes. 
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83/19. LOTUS BLOSSOM TECHNIQUE, OR THE 

MY (MATSUMURAYASUO) METHOD 

Yasuo Matsumura, president of Clover Management Re-
search in Chiba City, Japan, developed this technique, draw-
ing upon the idea of a lotus blossom but adding mechanics 
similar to those of the spreadsheet program Lotus 1.2.3. " 
The petals of a lotus blossom cluster around a central core 
and spread out from that point. By creating windows simi-
lar to those used in spreadsheets, portions of an idea board 
can be sectioned off in such a way that a central theme is 
used to derive ideas in surrounding windows, which in turn 
become the centers of new sets of windows. The process 
goes like this: 

1. A central theme, idea, problem, issue, etc., is written in the 
center of the MY lotus blossom diagram. (See Figure 5.1.) 

2. Participants are then asked to think of related ideas or 
applications or solutions, issues, and so forth. These ideas 
are then written into the circles located in the center of the 
diagram and surrounding the central theme (labeled A 
through H in Figure 5.1). 

3. These ideas then become the basis for generating addi-
tional lotus diagrams. For example, A would have a set of 
eight boxes surrounding it. So would B, C, and so on. 

This method serves the Japanese culture well, especially 
when it comes to generating new applications of existing 
technologies or products, something the Japanese excel at. 
U.S. firms would do well to emulate their efforts. 

An example of how this technique might be used follows: 
Assuming that the central theme is superconductivity and 
the issue is commercial applications, then items to go into 
circles A through H might include magnetic levitation trains, 
energy storage, electrical transmission, and computer board 
wiring. If electrical transmission was written in circle A, it 
would also be the core theme for the box immediately below 
circle A. Participants would then be asked to think of eight 
applications of superconductivity in electrical transmission, 
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I have found this technique to he very useful for creating 
future scenarios. Participants like the way ideas flow rap-
idly from. one set of boxes to another, from one lotus petal to 
another. This technique combines the free flow of the mind 
map, described in Chapter 4, with the structure of the 
storyboard, described later in this chapter. 

Figure 5.1 The Lotus Blossom 
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 

I A centrol idea, problem, or issue is written in the center of the 
MY lotus blossom diagram. 

2. l'articipants brainstorm related ideas, issues, solutions, applica-
tions, and so forth. These are written in the surrounding eight 
circles. 

3. Each of these eight ideas becomes the center of a new lotus blos-
som. 

4. Participants brainstorm related ideas, issues, solutions, applica-
tions, and so forth for each of these eight diagrams. 

5. Further iterations may ensue. 
6. The resulting ideas are discussed and evaluated. 

84/10. MITSUBISHI BRAINSTORMING METHOD 

Sadami Aoki of Mitsubishi Resin has developed a Japanese 
alternative to traditional Western-style brainstorming. 40  It 
follows these steps: 

1. Participants are given a chance to warm up by writing 
down their ideas before sharing them with others. This 
step may take fifteen minutes or longer. 

2. Each participant is asked to read his or her ideas aloud, 
volunteering to do so as he or she chooses. Participants 
are encouraged to write down new ideas that build on the 
ideas of others that have been read aloud. Participants 
who didn't have very many original ideas at first can wait 
and read aloud their piggybacked ideas along with their 
original ones. 

This reading aloud is similar to what occurs in the U.S.-
developed nominal group technique described later. And 
it has become part of the Mitsubishi method for essen-
tially the same reason that it was incorporated into the 
nominal group technique: to keep aggressive personali-
ties from dominating a session. But there are important 
differences, as you will note after you have compared it to 
the nominal group technique. 

3. For the next hour or longer, participants explain their ideas 
in detail to the group. A group leader creates an "idea 
map" on a large writing surface, detailing the inputs of 
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Japanese appcar to he much more visually oriented than 
their U.S. counterparts, and this has helped them improve 
their creativity. Most authors on creativity agree that mem-
bers of U.S. organizations need to improve their visualization 
skills in order to become more creative. 

4. Analysis of inputs proceeds from this point with appro-
priate attention to the cultural environment. In Japan, this 
means that comments must be phrased so as to allow oth-
ers to "save face." 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The problem is identified. 
2. Participants write down their solutions. 
3. Participants read their ideas aloud. 
4. Those with no or only a few original ideas can read piggybacked 

ideas as well as their own. 
5. Ideas are explained aloud and in detail. 
6. An idea map is drawn. 
7. Ideas are discussed and evaluated in a face-saving manner. 

85/21. MORPHOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

Morphological analysis was developed by Fritz Zwicky. As 
you can see in Figure 5.2 it involves a matrix. On the vertical 
axis are listed particular characteristics, adjectives, adverbs, 
prepositions, and the like. On the horizontal axis appears 
another set of objectives, characteristics, factors, adjectives, 
adverbs, verbs, and so on. The purpose of the analysis is to 
force one set of characteristics and words against another to 
create new ideas. Typically, problem characteristics may be 
listed on one of the axes and a verbal, prepositional, or rela-
tional checklist on the other. But any number of factors may 
be placed on either axis. The important point is to choose 
factors that may provide new insights into the problem, ob-
ject, or other focus of the problem-solving effort. In a three-
dimensional matrix, a third set of factors can be used. 

The advantage of morphological analysis is that numerous 
ideas can be generated in a short period. A 10 x 10 matrix 
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process is usually done in groups, but it may be do n indi-
vidually first and then developed into a pooled matrix by a 
leader who incorporates individual inputs. Alternatively, the 
group may brainstorm the analysis together. Or, the process 
may be done individually without the involvement of a 
group. 4 ' 

Figure 5.2 Morphological Analysis 
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SUMMARY OF STEPS 
I. The product 	e to be modified is chosen. 
2. A two- or three-dimensional matrix is created, with one axis consisting 

of characteristics or attributes of the product or service, the other of change 
words such as verbs, adjectives, or adverbs. A third axis would contain 
additional change words, characteristics, or other relevant factors. 

3. The change words are applied to the characteristics. 
4. The results are discussed and evaluated. 

Attributional Morphology 

You can list the attributes of a particular object or problem 
on both axes of a matrix. The resulting cells will be intercon-
nections between the various attributes. Three-D attribute 
morphology involves listing the attributes on three axes. An 
exhaustive list of possible combinations will result. The pur-
pose is to generate new types of attributes by using the at-
tributes themselves to trigger thought. As with the other 
processes described in this book, you want first quantity, then 
quality. After generating ideas, you reexamine and evaluate 
the product. 

86/22. NHK METHOD 

Hiroshi Takahashi developed the NHK method after years 
of training television production managers at Japan Broad-
casting Company (NHK). 42  While it is a lengthy process, it 
acts like an egg beater, causing ideas to be continually merged 
and separated, thereby generating new ideas. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. In response to a problem statement, participants write down five ideas 
on separate cards. 

2. Participants meet in groups of five. Each person explains his or her 
ideas to the other members of the group. Other members of the group 
write down any new ideas that come to mind on separate cards. 

3. The cards are collected and sorted into groups by theme. 
4. New groups of two or three people are formed. Each group takes one 

or more of the sorted groups of cards and brainstorms for new ideas 
related to those on the cards. This lasts for up to half an hour. The new 
ideas are also written on cards. 

CONTINUES ON PAGE 150 
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At the i'iut ot this session each group organizes its cards by theme and 
ailliotilices the ideas to the rest of the group. All ideas are written on a 
large surface by a leader or recorder. 

6. Participants are formed into groups of ten and all the ideas on the writ-
ing surface are brainstormed, one idea at a time. 

87/23. NOMINAL GROUP TECHNIQUE 

The nominal group technique (NGT) is a structured small-
group process for generating ideas. 4  It can be used to di-
minish the impact of a dominant person on the outcome of 
the group's idea generation process, whether the source of 
the dominance is formal authority or individual personality. 
The nominal group technique accomplishes this objective 
through a process that limits an individual's inputs to brief 
explanations and uses a secret ballot to choose among 
brainstormed ideas. For this technique to be effective, the 
participants must agree that the group's decision is binding. 

"As a group decision-making process, the nominal group 
technique is most useful for (1) identifying the critical vari- 
ables in a specific problem situation; (2) identifying key ele- 
ments of a program designed to implement a particular so- 
lution to some problems; or (3) establishing priorities with 
regard to problems to be addressed, goals to be attained, 

desirable end states and so 
on. In all of these circum- 

stances, it often seems 
beneficial to aggregate 
individual judgments 
into group decisions. 
However, NGT is not 
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particularly well ..tisfed for routine group meetings that fo 
cus primarily 	irdination of activities or an exchange of 
information. Nor is it appropriate for negotiating or bar-
gaining situations. 

As with brainstorming, the NGT uses a group of six to twelve 
people. The leader is also the secretary and records the 
group's responses, at the appropriate time, on a sizable writ-
ing surface that is visible to all participants. 

The process of decision making using the nominal group tech-
nique consists of four distinct steps, which can be adapted 
to special conditions as suggested in the following para-
graphs. 

Step I: Generation of Ideas 

The leader phrases the problem, stimulus question or other 
focal issue for the participants, and writes this on the white 
board or other writing surface. Group members are given a 
specified period, usually five to ten minutes, to write their 
suggested solutions on notecards. This reflective period helps 
avoid some of the pressure for conformity to a particular 
person's ideas. Yet there is still a sense of belonging and 
responsibility. 

Step 2: Recording of Ideas 

In the second step the ideas generated in step 1 are recorded, 
in round-robin fashion, on the board. The leader asks each 
person in turn for the first idea on his or her list that has not 
yet been presented by someone else. The process continues 
until every participant has exhausted his or her list of items 
and all items have been recorded on the board. When a 
person's list is exhausted, he or she passes when called upon 
for solutions. The round robin continues until everyone 
passes. This process emphasizes the equality of ideas and 
serves to build enthusiasm. It also depersonalizes the ideas 
presented and helps prevent prejudging. And it helps en-
sure that no ideas are lost. 
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Step 3: Clarification of Ideas 

Lich idea on the list from step 2 is discussed in the order in 
which it was written down. Typically, the leader points to 
each item, asking if everyone clearly understands that item. 
If there are no questions, then the leader moves on to the 
next item. When a participant seeks clarification of an item, 
the presenter of the idea is given a brief period of time, nor-
mally thirty seconds to one minute, to respond. More time 
may be given if necessary, but the leader must make certain 
that these discussions are brief and that they are not used to 
sell the idea to the other participants. This process contin-
ues until all ideas are understood. The purpose of this step is 
not to reach agreement on the best choices but simply to 
achieve understanding of what the choices actually call for. 

Step 4:Voting on Ideas 

A nominal group will often list from 20 to 100 or more ideas. 
This list must be somehow narrowed down to the "best" 
choice as determined by the group. There are several ways 
to proceed at this point, all based on the principle of the se-
cret ballot. The most common voting procedure is for the 
leader to have each participant write the five ideas he or she 
considers best on a 3 x 5 card, which is then passed to the 
leader for tabulation and announcement of scores. Normally, 
the five to ten "best" choices as determined by secret ballot 
are then voted on again to determine the one, two, or three 
best choices. 

In both rounds of the voting process, participants rank their 
five choices (first iteration) and two or three choices (second 
iteration). In tabulating scores, the most important item 
should receive the highest score, the least important the low-
est. You may choose to use a scale of 1 to 5, 1 to 3, or some-
thing similar. Total votes and total scores should be docu-
mented for purposes of comparison.` 5  

Observations on the Technique 

The nominal group technique has proven to be an effective 
way of preventing dominant individuals from affecting the 
outcome of group decision processes. The NGT is best used 
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is more comple., ()I when it is difficult to arrive at a sold 
Lion, interactive technique, especially storyboarding, ay 
be more beneficial. 

Experiences with the Process 

Many firms use the NGT for a variety of purposes. It has 
been used to identify difficulties faced by organizational 
development (OD) professionals in making OD part of or-
ganizational strategy,46  in strategic planning for an integrated 
information system in a large firm with many divisions, 47 

 and in developing strategic databases.4" When the top man-
agers of Incentive magazine sponsored an NGT session to 
create a more formal incentive program for the magazine's 
editors and production staff, more than fifty ideas were gen-
erated. These were later pared down to a small list. 49  

Variations on Nominal Group 

The Improved Nominal Group Technique essentially com-
bines Delphi (explained earlier) with NGT. Participants' in-
puts are submitted in advance of the meeting. This elimi-
nates the identification of the idea with the person submit-
ting it, as happens in the verbal, one-at-a-time scenario used 
in NGT. It also can involve a change in voting procedure to 
allow one negative vote to block an idea.'" 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The problem is identified. 
2. Participants are given a specified period to write down their so-

lutions to the problem. 
3. Ideas are recorded on a large surface in round-robin fashion. 
4. As the process continues, participants will eventually pass as all 

their ideas have been written on the board. 
5. The leader goes down the list of ideas, asking if any need clarifi-

cation. If they do, then the introducer of the idea has 15 to 30 
seconds to explain, but not sell, the idea. 

6. Participants vote on the ideas by secret ballot. Usually two rounds 
of voting are necessary. 



88/24. PHILLIPS 66 (DISCUSSION 66) 

The Phillips 66 method breaks a larger group down into 
groups of six, plus a leader and a secretary, for the purpose 
of brainstorming. 5' Its developer, Don Phillips, then presi-
dent of Hillsdale College, Michigan, recognized that for many 
people situational factors such as the size of the group and 
the design of the meeting room, as well as early training, 
tend to discourage participation. When large groups are bro-
ken into smaller ones these factors are overcome, since in 
small groups individuals are more likely to express ideas that 
might be suppressed in larger groups. 

In the Phillips 66 method each group focuses on a single 
problem, which should be well worded, concise, and clearly 
identified. Participants try to arrive at a decision within six 
minutes. 

89/25. PHOTO EXCURSION 

Photo excursion uses the same principles as picture simula-
tion (see Chapter 4). Instead of using prepared pictures for 
stimulation, participants are required to leave the building, 
walk around the area with a polaroid camera, and take pic-
tures of possible solutions or visual metaphors for the prob-
lem.52  When the group reconvenes, ideas are shared. 
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90/26. PIN CARD I LCHNIQUE 

This is another to lwi&iue developed at the Battelle Institute 
of Frankfurt, ( perniany. This German adaptation of 
brainwriting is based on another German creativity technique 
known as the metaphor technique. This process is similar to 
the NHK method and TKJ method which are described as 
processes 11 and 13 in this chapter. This version of 
brainwriting allows for structuring of the ideas quickly. 53  

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. A group of five to eight people sit around a table. 
2. Each member writes his or her thoughts about a given problem 

on cards (one idea per card) using colored magic markers, a dif-
ferent color for each contributor. 

3. All completed cards are passed in the same direction. 
4. Each participant reads the cards that have been passed to him or 

her and passes them on to the next person if the ideas seem worth-
while. ideas that do not appear useful are set aside. 

5. The moderator sorts out the cards that make it all the way around 
the table. 

6. These cards are sorted into categories and pinned to a large sur-
face. 

91/27. SCENARIO WRITING 

Scenario writing involves analyzing information, thinking 
and writing about scenarios discussing the company's (or 
an individual's) potential future. An important part of this 
exercise begins with identifying problems and opportuni-
ties that may result from any of the scenarios envisioned and 
then solving the problems or taking advantage of the oppor-
tunities. It is believed that creating scenarios will lead to 
many suggested solutions. 

Scenario writing is a sophisticated technique that requires 
considerable time and effort. It is the thinking about future 
possibilities that is important. The scenarios themselves are 
somewhat secondary. Few managers, professionals, or other 
employees think they have time to think about the future, 
but such activity is vital to success. 
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Figure 5.3 Sample Scenario Summary 

Descriptors 

SCENARIO A: 
The Nation's Future is 

Dominated by the 
Oil and Gas Economy 

SCENARIO B: 
Oil and Gas Benefits Lead to 

Restructured National 
Economy 

Global 

Economic 
Development 

• Persistent Economic Structural 

Problems 

• OECD Growth:About 2% 

• Inflation Higher:Volatile 

Exchange Rates 

• Moderate Growth, Some 

Progress Toward Restructuring 

• OECD Growth: 2.5% 

• Cyclical Swings in Inflation, 

Exchange Rates 

Geopolitical 
Relations 

• Increasing Protectionism 

• Slowdown/Reversal of 

Privatization Policies 

• U.S.-Western Europe Tensions 

Exploited by the USSR 

• Growing International Trade and 

Cooperation 

• Gains for Privatization in OECD 

• Relaxation of East-West Tensions: 

Increased Trade 

Energy 
Market 
Structure 

• Oil Demand Growth: I% 

• Gas Demand Growth: 2% 

• OPEC Dominance Gains 

• North Sea, Barents Sea 

Developments Pushed 

• COMECON Gas Available 

• Oil Demand Growth: I% 

• Gas Demand Growth: 2% 

• Increases in OPEC Power North 

Sea, Barents Sea Developments 

Pushed 

• COMECON Gas Expansion 

Oil and Gas 
Industry 
Structure 

• Strong Upstream Operations 

Post 1990 

• More Strategic Alliances 

• Greater Push Downstream 

National 
Economy 

• National Will: Unsure, Drifting 

• Economic Restructuring: 

- Few Initiatives Successful 

- Petroleum Sector Dominant 

• GNP Growth:About 2.5% 

• Moderately Dynamic National 

Will 

• Economic Restructuring: Balance 

Between Petroleum and 

NonPetroleum Sectors 

• GNP Growth:About 2.5% 

Technological 
Change 

• Incremental Development: 

Fragmented Disciplines 

• Norwegian R&D Spending: 1.5% 

of GNP with Oil and Gas as No. 

I Priority 

• Oil and Gas Technology: Focus 

on E&P Improvement and New 

Reserves 

• Accelerated Progress: Integration 

of Disciplines 

• Growth of Norwegian R&D to 

2% of GNP, with new Priorities 

• Oil and Gas Technology: Focus on 

New Reserves Access 
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SCENARIO C: 

The Country 
Struggles i n  a 

Depressed World 

SCENARIO D: 
The Country is Driven Out 

of Oil Dependence by 
Global Restructuring 

• Severe Economic Structural 
Problems, Protectionism 

• OECD Growth: 1.5% 
• Volatile Inflation (Some 

Deflation) and Exchange Rates 

• Strong Growth, Following 
Restructuring Adjustments 

• OECD Growth: 3-3.5% 
• Relatively Stable Inflation and 

Exchange Rates 

• Volatile Tension-Filled World: 
Growth in Protectionism, 
Nationalism 

• Emphasis on Government 
Controls 

• East-West Relations and Trade 
Deteriorate 

• Agreements Resulting from Stable 
Political Relations 

• Flourishing of Market-Orientated 
Policies 

• COMECON Drawn more into 
Global Mainstream 

• Oil Demand Growth: 0% 
• Gas Demand Growth: 1% 
• Struggle for OPEC to Survive 
• Barents Sea Development 

Delayed 
• COMECON Gas Reduced 

• Oil Demand Growth: I% 
• Gas Demand Growth: 3% 
• Loss of OPEC Power and 

Cohesion 
• North Sea, Barents Sea 

Development Slowed 

• Mergers/Consolidations Multiply 
• State-Owned Companies 

Favored by National Policies 

• Strategic Shift from Oil to Gas 

• Privatization of Some State-
Owned Operations 

• Malaise: Discouraged, Divided 
• Economic Restructuring: 

- All Sectors Struggling 
- Govt. Support of Energy 
Sector 

• GNP Growth: 1-1.5% 

• Strongly Dynamic National Will 
• Economic Restructuring: 

- Most Initiatives Successful 
- Gas More Important than Oil 

• GNP Growth: 2.5-3% 

• Stalled Development: Restrictive, 
Protectionist Policies 

• Norwegian R&D Spending 
Overall Declines but Spending 
on Oil and Gas R&D Constant 

• Oil and Gas Technology: Focus 
on Productivity/Cost Control 

• Rapid Progress: Integration, 
Global Diffusion of Technologies 

• Norwegian R&D at 2-2.5% 
- Focus on High-tech 
- Restructuring 

• Oil and Gas Technology: Focus on 
Gas Conversion, Artificial 
Intelligence / Imaging 

Source: Reprinted from: Long Range Planning, vol. 23, no.2., P.R. Stokke, W.K. Ralston, T.A. Boyce, 
I.H. Wilson, "Scenerio Planning for Norwegian Oil and Gas", pp. 22, Copyright 1990, with kind 
permission from Pergamon Press Ltd., Headington Hill Hall, Oxford OX3 OW, U.K. 
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'it (.11.11 . 10 writing con be used ill solving several tvp".,,1 1 , 101) 
!ems. It is illost often used in preparing alternative strate-
gies for various possible future conditions. Typically the sce-
nario forecasts involve analyzing the organization's internal 
and external environments for information about its projected 
strengths and weaknesses, its future opportunities and 
threats (SWOT). The firm is interested in building up 
strengths and overcoming weaknesses in order to take ad-
vantage of opportunities and mitigate threats. Internally, the 
firm studies factors such as its technology, functional prow-
ess, resources, capabilities, employees, and management. 
Externally, it examines factors such as competitors' antici-
pated actions, the expected economy, and the changing na-
ture of customer's buying practices. 

Three to five key drivers of the company's future are deter-
mined—for example, changing demographics or technology. 
Future scenarios are then forecast on the basis of the likely 
impact of these key drivers on from five to ten key factors 
such as market share, customer responses, buying patterns, 
the economy, and research and development needs. Each 
scenario focuses on one or two drivers. For example, if 
changing technology is seen as critical to a firm's future, a 
scenario is depicted in which the likely impact of changing 
technology on the key factors is described. Other scenarios 
are created using another key driver. Thus, the impacts of 
an aging population could be described in terms of the same 
factors—market share, customer responses, buying patterns, 
the economy, research and development needs, and so on. 
Figure 5.3 presents a typical summary of four scenario fore-
casts. These four scenarios were created by Norwegian Oil 
& Gas in an attempt to understand the future need for oil 
and gas, and hence their need to drill for oil and gas. From 
these scenarios, they developed a R & D strategy for oil and 
gas exploration. Note how the drivers often result in the 
titles of the scenarios. The scenario writers identify oppor-
tunities (and threats) and determine what the company needs 
in the way of increased strengths and reduced weaknesses 
to take advantage of those opportunities. Strategies are de-
termined on the basis of this SWOT analysis.54 
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RICOH'S PRODUCT 
DEVELOPMENT SCENARIOS 

Japan's RICOi I is one of the world's leading office 
automation equipment manufacturers. It has the 
largest market share in electronic copiers, facsimi-
les, and write-once optical discs. It also makes of-
fice computers, Japanese word processors, print- 
ers, semi-conductors, cameras and software. RICOH's eight re-
search laboratories receive an unusually high level of support be-
cause RICOH believes that creative and innovative research is the 
key to the company's future. Some of the primary features of its 
support programs are flexible work hours, special motivation sys-
tems, and numerous information exchange efforts. For example, 
in the center of the primary research building is a community plaza 
with a giant meeting table in the shape of a tree around which 
colleagues from different research projects may meet to brainstorm 
and exchange ideas. 

In deciding what to research, RICOH's planners study probable 
customer needs over a certain time horizon. In determining fu-
ture customer needs, social and technological trends are investi-
gated and analyzed. Scenarios are then prepared based on these 
analyses. For example, "The office in the year 2001" would be a 
typical focal point around which to build scenarios. A scenario 
might start this way, "One fine morning, Mr. R. got up at 8 a.m. as 
usual. He sat down on the sofa in front of the wide flat-panel 
screen. His home computer, connected with his office...." RICOH's 
planners extract potential products from these scenarios and pick 
10-15 per year for research. Next, strategic targets would he bro-
ken down into research themes. At this point, researchers join the 
project. Alternatively, planners may also choose among seed pro-
grams that allow researchers to follow projects of interest to them 
that also have marketability. Next, a research strategy is deter-
mined and carried out. Finally, technology transfer occurs between 
the lab and the factory. 

Source: Akira Okamoto, "Creative and Innovative Research at RICOH." Long Range Planning, October 
1991, p. 13. 
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fling, but it seldom results in a sizable written document the 
way scenario planning does, and there is much less formal 
research than with scenario planning. 55  

Any problem situation that is changing over time lends it-
self to using scenarios. Southern California Edison used this 
technique in planning for new electric production capacity, 
and determining what actions to take as a result." 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Define the problem. 
2. Identify three to five drivers of the firm's future. 
3. Determine impacts of these on five to ten key factors (including 

the drivers). 
4. Write scenarios based on the key drivers and their impacts on 

the key factors. 
5. Prepare a summary chart. 
6. Creativity occurs in writing the scenarios and reacting to them. 

92/28. SIL METHOD 

This technique was developed at the Battelle Institute in 
Frankfurt, Germany. The letters SIL form an acronym in 
German that translates roughly as "successive integration of 
problem elements." 57  This technique is similar to other ver-
sions of brainwriting, many of which were also developed 
at Battelle. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Each participant silently generates responses to a problem state-
ment. 

2. Two group members each read an idea aloud. 
3. The other members try to combine the two ideas into one. 
4. Another member reads his or her idea aloud and the other mem-

bers try to combine it with the previous idea. 
5. This process continues until a workable solution has been found 

or the deadline is reached. 
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93/29. STORYBOARDING 

Storyboarding is a structured exercise based on brainstorm-
ing." It is extremely flexible and can be readily modified. It 
assists in all stages of the problem solving process but espe-
cially in generating and deciding on alternatives. In con-
trast to brainstorming, which is best used with a narrowly 
defined problem, storyboarding is especially useful for solv-
ing complex problems. It can be used not only to provide 
solutions but also to help define the various aspects of a com-
plex problem. A specific format for describing the problem 
and a specific process for solving it are provided. 

Background 

Walt Disney and his staff devised a forerunner of the 
stpryboard technique in 1928. Disney wanted to achieve full 
animation in cartoon features, something no one had been 
able to accomplish previously. To do so, he produced an 
enormous number of drawings—thousands more than the 
then current state of the art required. Approximately four 
times as many frames per second were to be used to pro-
duce high-quality cartoon features, giving his firm a major 
competitive edge. 
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lietore Ion) ,„ however, piles of drawings were star 1,cd up in 
the small studio. It was nearly impossible to keel) tabs on 
what had been completed and what still needed to be done. 
Finally, Disney decided to have his artists pin their draw-
ings on the walls of the studio in sequence. Thereafter any-
one could know at a glance how far along any given project 
was. — The technique saved time; scenes could be discarded 
with ease; fewer meetings were required. The story was told 
on a wall covered with a special kind of board; hence the 
term storyboard.  

Mike Vance joined the Disney organization in the 1960s. 
During his tenure as head of Disney University, the 
company's employee development program, he and mem-
bers of his staff refined the storyboard concept. They recog-
nized that the technique had problem-solving potential be-
yond facilitating the layout of cartoon features. Vance left 
Disney in the late 1970s to consult full time with firms on the 
use of storyboarding. It is from his system, as modified by 
Jerry McNellis and to some extent by me, that the 
storyboarding process described here has evolved. 

An Overview ofThe Process 

Storyboarding is, as it name implies, creating a story on 
boards. You take your thoughts and those of others and 
spread them out on a wall as you work on a project or at-
tempt to solve a problem. When you put ideas on 
storyboards, you begin to see interconnections—you see how 
one idea relates to another, how all the pieces fit together. 

Storyboarding follows the basic processes of brainstorming—
it uses a leader, a secretary, and a group of people working 
openly and following the four rules of brainstorming. How-
ever, storyboarding takes brainstorming several steps further. 
It is more organized and deals with more complex issues. 

Storyboarding demands a high level of participation, but once 
the ideas start flowing, those involved will become immersed 
in the problem. They will begin to "hitchhike on," or embel-
lish, each other's ideas. 



A Story Board on Storyboarding 

A storyboard is organized in columns underneath major el-
ements known as headers. 

The Topic Header. Figure 5.4 portrays the first step in 
storyboarding: identifying the topic. At the top of the 
storyboard, the topic to be defined or the problem to he solved 
is identified. This is referred to as the topic header.  Here the 
topic header is storyboarding. It could just as easily be "re-
cruiting high-quality employees in a low-skill labor market" 
or "differentiating our product from those of our competitors." 

The Purpose Header. Figure 5.5 indicates the second step in 
the process, establishing the purpose header and brainstorm-
ing the purposes for pursuing the topic, which are then listed 
beneath the purpose header. These purposes must be identi-
fied before any other headers are created. Each item placed 
under a header is known as a subber. The purpose header in 
our example has four subbers: solving problems more effec-
tively; raising levels of creativity; improving planning, 
communication, and organization; and increasing participa-
tion. Others may be added later. 

The Miscellaneous Header. Figure 5.5 also contains the 
miscellaneous header. The column beneath this header con-
tains all the items that don't seem to fit in any of the other 
columns. Items are placed under the miscellaneous header as 
the rest of the columns are brainstormed. Later they may be 
placed under another header or may become headers them-
selves if enough similar items appear in the miscellaneous col-
umn. In our example there is only one subber under the mis-
cellaneous header: background. More will be added later. 

The Other Headers. Figure 5.6 portrays the third step in the 
storyboarding process: identification of the other headers—
that is, the major issues and solutions to the problem, 
other than the purpose and miscellaneous headers. Brain-
storming of the major issues involved in storyboarding re-
veals the following headers: Major Uses of Storyboarding, 
Types of Storyboards, Types of Sessions for Each Storyboard, 
The Project Team, Materials Involved in a Storyboard, Rules 
for a Creative-Thinking Session, Rules for a Critical-Think-
ing Session, and The Role of the Leader. 
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Figure 5.4 Step One of Storyboarding 

STORY 

Figure 5.5 Step Two of Storyboarding 

STORY 

Purpose 



BOARDING 

BOARDING 

Miscellaneous 
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Figure 5.6 Step Three of Storyboarding 

STORY 

Purpose Major Uses Types of 
Storyboards 

Types of 
sessions in a 
Storyboard 

The 
Project 
Team 

Solve problems 
more effectively 

Raise levels of 

creativity 

Improve 
planning, 

communication 

Increase 
participation 

Figure 5.7 Step Four of Storyboarding 

STORY 

Purpose Major Uses Types of 

Storyboards 
Types of 
sessions in a 
Storyboard 

The 
Project 
Team 

Solve problems 
more effectively 

Strategic problem 

solving 

Planning Creative thinking 5-8 

Raise levels of 

creativity 

Operational 
problem solving 

Ideas Critical thinking Composition 

of group 

Improve 

planning, 
communication 

Communication 
who, what, when 

Increase 
participation 

Organization 

how, tasks, who 
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BOARDING 

Materials The Rules for 
a Creative 
Thinking Session 

The Rules for 
a Critical 
Thinking Session 

Role of 	Miscellaneous 

the Leader 

BOARDING 

Materials The Rules for 
a Creative 
Thinking Session 

The Rules for 

a Critical 
Thinking Session 

Role of 

the Leader 

Miscellaneous 

Wall boards No criticism Be objective Choose topic, 

team 

Background:: 
Disney, Mike Vance 

Cards: sizes; 
colors; pins; 
tape 

Quantity no 

quality 

Be critical Choose type of 

storyboard, 
brief team 

Visual 

Wide tipped 
markers 

, 

Piggyback ides Attack ideas not 

people 

Warm up, 
review rules 

Flexible 

Post It notes The wilder the 

better 

Topic header 
headers 
subbers 

Use symbols 

Scissors, string Quick and dirty Conduct 
creative thinking 

Table Conduct 

critical thinking 
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At 	%%Hier stage there might have been a column Libeled 
" I 'ffice. , with subbers such as Major Uses of Story Boards, 
Types of Story Boards, and Types of Story Board Sessions. 
But further consideration would have shown the need for 
headers for each of these topics. So in Figure 5.7 headers 
were created for each of them. This action reveals the flex-
ibility of storyboarding, a characteristic that has been added 
to the miscellaneous column in Figure 5.7. 

Sometimes you may question whether an idea is important 
enough to be a header. If in doubt, make it a header; later 
you can make it a subber under another header. 

Major Uses of Story Boards. Two subbers are identified: 
strategic and operational problem solving. Today virtually 
all problems are of one type or the other. There are few tac-
tical problems left because of the time compression caused 
by accelerated rates of change, but they could be listed too. 
These problem-solving efforts can be individual, group, or 
organizational in nature. 

Types of Story Boards. There are four principal types of 
story boards: planning, ideas, organization, and communi-
cation boards. 

The Planning Story Board. The first step in the storyboarding 
process. It contains all the major ideas related to solving the 
problem described by the topic header. It is the blueprint for 
the actions that follow. The storyboarding process evolves 
mostly from the planning board. 

The Ideas Story Board. The second step in the storyboarding 
process. It is an expansion of some of the ideas (hence the 
name) contained in the planning board. Typically, a header 
such as Rules for Creative Thinking, would become a topic 
header in an ideas board, and each of the subbers under that 
header in the planning board would become headers in the 
ideas board. Participants brainstorm the subbers for each of 
these headers and may add headers related to actual solu-
tions of particular problems. Once the ideas board is com-
plete, then the organization board is necessary. 

7 	The Organization Story Board. Answers three questions: 
What are the tasks that need to he done? When do they need 
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STORY BOARD 

Organization 

STORY BOARD 

Communication 

STORY BOARD 

Planning 

STORY BOARD 

Ideas 

to begin .? Who %% III h.. d ► mg them 	It take., the ohjek h\ eti 
and plans estabh..hcd in the planning and ideas hoards and 
breaks them into individtta1 and group objectives and tasks. 
I like to write the organization information on the planning 
and/or ideas boards rather than create a separate board. Your 
preference may vary. Once the storyboarding sessions are 
over, this information will need to he transcribed in a de-
tailed format. For this an organization board is useful. Once 
solutions have been identified and 
tasks created, a communications 
board is used to describe how this in-
formation will be conveyed. 

The Communications Story Board. 
Answers these questions: Who needs 
to know? What do they need to 
know? When d.o they need to know 
it? What media are going to be used 
to convey the information? This board 
can be completed after the tasks have 
been established.. 

Some people prefer to begin work on 
this board early in the creative-think-
ing session. I don't. You have to have 
the tasks established before you can 
communicate them. As with the or-
ganization board, I prefer to simply 
write on the planning and ideas 
boards, saving the separate report of 
this information for later. The beauty 
of storyboarding is that such flexibil-
ity is possible. 

You can use planning and ideas 
boards in all creative-thinking projects---they're the core of 
the story board system. The extent to which you use com-
munication and organization boards depends on the scope 
of the project, the size of your organization, the number of 
people outside the project team who need to know about the 
project and its progress, and the number of people who will 
eventually be involved in implementing the ideas. 
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The Types of Story Board Sessions. There are two types of 
story board sessions: creative-thinking sessions and critical-
thinking sessions. They take place for each of the four types 
of story boards—planning, ideas, organization, and 
communication. 

Rules for a Creative Thinking Session: During the creative-
thinking session the objective is to come up with as many 
ideas and solutions as possible. You follow the basic 
brainstorming rules: Consider all ideas relevant, no matter 
how impractical and farfetched they may seem; the more 
ideas that arise, the better; no criticism is allowed at this point; 
hitchhike on each others' ideas and keep comments short. 
(There will be an evaluation session following the creativity 
session.) Each creative-thinking session should last no longer 
than an hour (ideally thirty to forty minutes) to maintain 
maximum interest and effectiveness. The critical-thinking 
session that follows can be roughly twice as long. 

Rules for a Critical Thinking Session: After the planning 
board has been completed to the group's satisfaction, take a 
break. Now you're ready for a critical-thinking session. 
During the critical-thinking session the ideas and solutions 
generated in the creative-thinking session are evaluated. 
Now is the time to think judgmentally. 
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First look at a header Ask, these questions: Will the itle, 
work? Why is it up there? Is it necessary to our objective? Is 
it feasible? If the header doesn't stand up in the critical-think-
ing session, remove it from the board or move it to another 
position on the board. Then evaluate each subber under the 
headers (keep in mind that if a header is not valid, it does 
not mean that any particular subber under it won't work). If 
a subber no longer seems pertinent or practical, toss it out or 
move it. Then go on to evaluate the next header and group 
of subbers under it, and so on until the entire board has been 
appraised. Your objective is to narrow the list of ideas to 
something more manageable. 

Additional Steps in the Process. The next step is to develop 
the next board in the sequence. If you are on a planning 
board, for example, your next step is a creativity session for 
an ideas board. If you are on an ideas board, you need to 
hold the creativity session for the organization board. 

It is best to schedule the sessions over a few days or weeks, 
recognizing that people are under time constraints. On the 
other hand, a lengthy "grind" session sometimes works well 
and may be necessary if the project is a crisis situation. 

The Project Team. Before you conduct a creative problem- 
solving session using the storyboard system, you must as- 
semble your project team. Normally there are five to eight 
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1).1111( 11),IlitS,1)11( i t is leasible to include up to tweR 
pants. For demonstration purposes, storyboard groups can 
be very large. There may be times when you'll want to put 
together a separate project team to work on a particular ideas 
board. The wider and deeper you can go for ideas, the more 
productivity and creativity will result. 

The members of the group should be chosen carefully. They 
may come from various levels of the organization or from 
the same level. They may come from different organizations. 
They may even be strangers. They may have different or 
similar backgrounds. For example, you might ask a vice 
president and a foreman to join your team. You'll want to 
consider the balance between male and female members and 
include representatives of minority groups where possible. 
If power or authority situations might preclude active par-
ticipation, participants should he drawn from the same level 
of the organizational hierarchy. 

Role of the Leader. The group leader makes sure the team 
meets on time and that the work gets done. He or she may 
facilitate the process as well. Because the facilitator's job is 
so demanding, the group may elect (or the leader may ap-
point) different facilitators from time to time. Before start-
ing any creative problem solving session, the leader should 
describe the topic to the team. The leader should be certain 
everyone understands the subject and why the session is 
being conducted. 

The Role of the Secretary. The secretary records the ideas 
generated in the creative-thinking session and deletes them, 
moves them, combines them, and so on, during the critical-
thinking session. It's a good idea to change secretaries at 
least once during a lengthy session. Secretaries should use 
symbols and drawings occasionally, to save time, and liven 
up the session, and provide visual stimulation. 

Storyboarding Materials. Originally, story boards consisted 
of cork wall boards covering the entire sides of several walls; 
note cards were tacked to this surface. Thus, in addition to a 
facilitator and a secretary, a tacker was also needed. Later, 
people began to use scotch tape to attach the cards to any 
wall; this procedure required a taper. Now most story boards 
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are created on wi II inr, ..iirfoces such as 4 	 ' su l chalkbard!. 
or a series of white ht s inls. On these it is easy to add, delete, 
or move ideas. I prefer to use white boards and different- 
colored markers to differentiate the topic header, the head-
ers, the subbers, and the siders. You can also use different 
colors to distinguish each column from the rest. If you use 
note cards, the topic card should be 8" x 10", the headers 
and subbers 4" x 6" Depending on which system you use, 
be it pushpin cards, taped cards, Post It Notes, erasable wall 
boards or chalkboards, you'll need push pins, scissors, wide 
marking pens for paper or boards, chalk, and a supply of 
cards or Post It Notes. A Polaroid camera comes in handy 
for taking pictures of completed boards. 

Another Example 

Let's say that your creative problem-solving project is to 
improve productivity. The topic card would read "Improve 
Productivity." Then your project team would consider what 
they needed to do to talk about, or think about regarding 
this problem. 

Some major considerations that might arise, to be written up 
on header cards, are the following: Purpose, Productivity 
Defined, Good Examples, Causes of High Productivity, 
Causes of Low Productivity, Educational Theories and Re-
sources, Major Methods, Implementation Concepts, and 
Miscellaneous. Remember always to have a header labeled 
"Purpose" and one labeled "Miscellaneous," and to complete 
the purpose header before brainstorming the other headers. 
Next work with each header in depth to develop the subbers 
under it. 

Miscellaneous: At first we had only "background" as a 
subber on our story board about storyboarding. Now, in Fig-
ure 5.7, three more subbers have been added. Visual - One 
of the most important characteristics of storyboarding is its 
visuality. Not just the artwork which may be added, but the 
very fact that the words are listed so that everyone can see 
them and respond to them. Flexible - One reason I like this 
process is that it is so flexible. You don't have to follow the 
rules exactly. You can change the boards around easily. Sym-
bols - The use of symbols makes it easier to be creative, be- 
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concepts than do words. 

The Personal Story Board 

The personal story board is a form that you can use to copy 
information from a wall story board. It can be carried con-
veniently in a briefcase. It will come in handy if you want to 
work on a project when you're away from your story board 
wall. Figure 5.8 shows a sample personal story board form. 

Suggestions for Putting Storyboarding to Work 

1. To start, choose the walls you'll devote to storyboarding 
and acquire the necessary materials. 

2. Choose your first topic or objective. 
3. Organize your project team. Notify the team members of 

the topic and type of story board. 
4. Choose a facilitator, writer, and pinner /taper, and initiate 

the first creative-thinking session. Review ground rules. 
Do something to warm up the participants and get them 
excited about the project. 

5. After a break, then, hold a critical-thinking session to evalu-
ate the ideas generated in the creative-thinking session. 
Begin by reviewing ground rules. Reorganize your story 
board as you proceed. 

6. Follow up your planning board with an ideas story board. 
Then use an organization story board and, if necessary, a 
communications board or some version thereof. 

Experiences with Storyboarding 

Storyboarding is not nearly as well known or as frequently 
utilized as brainstorming, yet for more complex problems, it 
is the best process to use. For example, a data transactions 
company that was seeking to become more innovative used 
storyboarding to develop a management structure that en-
couraged and systematically approved of innovative projects. 

The process has been used successfully for a wide range of 
complex issues, from helping solve quality problems in the 
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la.. 	 industry dl West 1•41cos Ferry 1 lospititl iii \II,Inta, 
icorgia, to information system project design and 

implementation,"() to writing technical proposals."' It is a 
major part of Frito-Lay's creative problem-solving program." 2  

Noack and Dean Insurance Agency of Sacramento, Califor-
nia uses story boards as the focal point for its planning cen-
ter. 63  Rockwell Hanford Operations of Richland, Virginia, 
used both brainstorming and story-boarding to formulate its 
information resource management plan (IRM), under which 
the business and scientific functions were merged into a 
single information system. 64  

Final Observations on Storyboarding 

The beauty of this technique is that it is flexible and readily 
adaptable to your needs. If you don't like the exact system, 
change it a little to meet your requirements. When you be-
gin using the process, keep it simple. As you become com-
fortable with the system you can expand your applications 
of it. However, you may need to spread story boards over 
several days to maintain the group's energy levels, and sev-
eral boards may be necessary to solve very complex prob-
lems. Personally, I believe it is the best group problem-solv-
ing technique for complex problems. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. A group consisting of eight to twelve people, a leader, and a re-
corder are selected. 

2. The problem is defined and identified as the topic header at the 
top of the story board. 

3. The purpose and miscellaneous headers are written down. The 
purpose header is brainstormed. 

4. The other headers are identified through brainstorming. 
5. Each header's subtopics are identified through brainstorming. 
6. After a break, the critical session occurs, using different rules from 

those used in the creative session. 
7 Ideas, communication, and organization story boards follow, 

using the same steps. 
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94/30. SYNECT ICS 

Synectics is a form ot group brainstorming that relies heavily 
on analogies and metaphors, association, and the excursion 
technique to help the imagination find relationships between 
seemingly unrelated objects, ideas, products, persons, and 
so on.65  The dual purpose of this process is to learn (i.e., 
make the strange familiar) and to innovate (i.e., make the 
familiar strange). 66  The process usually uses seven people: a 
problem owner, a facilitator, and five other members. 

According to its creator, William J.J. Gordon, synectics is 
based on three key assumptions: 
1. Creativity is latent to some degree in everyone. 
2. Creativity is more closely related to the emotional and 

nonrational than to the intellectual and rational. 
3. These emotional elements can be harnessed through train-

ing and practice. 67  

Three mechanisms are used to facilitate such behavior: 68  
1. Direct analogy — finding out how the object is like other 

things that you are familiar with, such as biological 
systems. 

2. Personal analogy — pretending you are the object of your 
study. This is role playing in its broadest sense. 

3. Symbolic analogy — developing a compressed expression 
of the problem at hand—a key word. Then one or two 
analogies related to this are used to brainstorm. 

One of the major differences between synectics and normal 
brainstorming is the addition of criticism to the process. In 
fact, participants are encouraged to criticize, even to be sar-
castic, but only at the right time. (As some versions of the 
criticism process can be quite harsh, the leader's role is made 
more difficult by this step.) These sessions can be highly 
charged emotionally. Synectics seeks to harness the criticism 
and what feelings it evokes. 69  

At any step in the process the facilitator may interject the 
use of free association, analogies and metaphors, or the ex- 
cursion technique. I have found that if you focus on these 
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',pc( 1‘, ( )1 tilt' rock.. 	FIi 	results may enicrric 	It is 
of these processes and criticism that distinguishes 

synectics from brainstorming!" 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. The problem is identified. The owner of the problem defines it, begin-
ning with "How to 

2. The problem is analyzed briefly. The owner of the problem describes 
why it is a problem, what solutions have been attempted, and the ob-
jectives for the session. 

3. Goals and wishes are stated. Participants write down personal goals 
and wishes for the problem. These are the vague, often "wild and crazy" 
beginnings of solutions. 

4. Group goals and wishes are listed. Once individuals have completed 
their lists of goals and wishes, these are listed by the facilitator on a 
board. A round-robin approach such as is used with the nominal group 
technique works well. 

5. The problem owner attempts to identify a possible solution. 
6. The problem owner lists three strengths and three weaknesses of the 

possible solution. 
7. The group critiques the proposed solution. 

95/3 1 . TAKE FIVE 

"Take five" is a game that goes beyond brainstorming in its 
use of the small group. 71  The game takes about forty min-
utes. "Take five" lends itself to all sorts of problem solving, 
from strategic planning and forecasting to construction of 
questionnaires. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. A topic is selected. 
2. The leader describes it to the participants and clarifies issues if neces-

sary. 
3. Participants spend two minutes preparing lists of ideas related to the 

topic. 
4. Dividing into teams of five, they pool their ideas to produce longer lists 

of items, which they rank in order of importance. 
5. All the groups, meeting together, create a short list composed of the 

most important items from each group, limiting the total to ten. 
6. These items are discussed and assessed. 
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96/32. TKJ ME. r HOD 

Developed in 196.1, e k . I  (Kawakita Jim) method is named 
for its originator, Jiro Kawakita, then professor of anthropol-
ogy at the Thkyo Institute of Technology. 72  The original 
"kami -kire ho" or "scrap paper method" was used to gener-
ate new conceptual images from raw data. In its later stages, 
this technique is highly visual and helps link verbal concepts 
with visual representations. The TKJ method builds on the 
KJ method and provides more steps for defining the prob-
lem. There are two parts to the TKJ process: problem defini-
tion and problem solution. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

I. Problem Definition 
1. Participants are given a central theme and asked to write as many 

ideas about the problem as possible on 3 x 5 cards (which have 
replaced the original pieces of scrap paper). Ideas must be stated 
briefly. The point of this step is for each individual to think of as 
many perspectives on the problem as possible. Each participant 
can generate fifteen to twenty ideas in a five- to ten-minute time 
span. 

2. The cards are collected and consensually sorted into very gen-
eral categories. To accomplish this, the leader collects the cards 
and redistributes them so that no person has his or her own cards. 
TKJ encourages the use of humor in sorting the cards and dis-
cussing the ideas. 

3. The leader reads one of the cards aloud. 
4. Participants find cards in their stacks that contain related ideas 

and read these aloud. Alternatively, the leader can stack the cards 
as they are collected without having them read aloud. A collec-
tion of cards, which constitute a set of thoughts, is built in this 
way. 

5. The group gives each set of cards a name that captures the es-
sence of the thoughts represented, that is, the essence of the prob-
lem. 

6. The process continues until all cards are in named sets. 
7. The named sets are combined into an all-inclusive group that is 

named the way the other sets were. This final set represents a 
consensus definition of the problem. The purpose of sorting the 
ideas into groups is to bring new ways of thinking to old catego-
ries of issues. 

Continued 
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II. Problem Solution 

I 	l'articipants write down possible solutions to the problem on I x 5 
cards. These ideas may or may not be related to any that have 
preceded. 

2. The leader collects the cards and redistributes them as in part I. 
The leader then reads one idea aloud. As before, participants find 
cards that are related to it. These are read aloud and a named 
solution set emerges. 

3. As before, all cards are eventually placed in named solution sets. 
4. As before, an all-inclusive solution set is derived and named. 

Variations: Rather than following Step 7 of Part I Problem 
Definition and combining sets into one overall definition, I 
like to use Step II for each of the named sets identified in 
Step 6 of Part I. I find this gives us a better handle on the 
problem than recombining. This approach makes TKJ simi-
lar to the storyboarding technique. 

A graphical representation of the group's ideas may emerge 
as the leader/recorder, when soliciting the ideas, draws a 
conceptual picture of them on a writing surface in front of 
the group. New ideas are then generated and written down 
by participants. These may be derived from the conceptual 
picture itself or from a discussion of it. Eventually these ideas 
may also be shared. 

Like many of the Japanese creativity techniques, the TKJ 
method, which is extremely popular in Japan, uses cards, 
visual maps, and association of thoughts to generate new 
ideas. Some U.S. participants feel that it is too complicated 
and that it restricts creativity. Others like the fact that it guar-
antees anonymity. 

A FINAL NOTE 
Thirty-two techniques are described in this chapter. You may 
find five to ten that you feel comfortable with. But try them 
all, and revisit them all occasionally to avoid getting in a rut. 
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CHOOSING AMONG ALTERNATIVES, 
IMPLEMENTATION, AND CONTROL 

You're going to take funds from my superbly managed division to start 
that harebrained scheme? 

— Richard Foster 
Senior partner, McKinsey & Co., 

commenting on the politics of selling innovations in organizations. 
This represents a typical manager's reaction to a new idea 

in someone else's department. 
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CHOOSING AMONG 
ALTERNATIVES 

Choosing among alternatives is usually de-
scribed as a rational process. Criteria were se-
lected earlier, in the identification stage of the 
creative problem-solving process. Now the 
various alternatives that have been generated 
must be compared to those criteria and a 
choice must be made. (See Figure 2.2.) 

Screening of ideas is carried out in two stages. 
In the first stage, an idea is screened for level 
of creativity and degree of compatibility with 
organizational objectives and constraints. In 
the second stage, the idea is screened for its 
potential impact. For product innovations, this 
would require a market analysis. For process, 
marketing, and management innovations, this 
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would require e\aiiiimilr, the impact Oil the orgaiiiia 	n tio it 
self, and possibly 1)(0(.1111,11 market benefits such as being able 
to reduce prices because of lower costs. 

This chapter reviews two creative techniques designed spe- 
cifically for use in comparing criteria to alternatives: the 
screening matrix for ideas and dot voting. 

97/I. THE SCREENING MATRIX FOR IDEAS 

Innovation consultant Simon Majaro has developed a screen- 
ing matrix for ideas, an excellent way of choosing ideas that 
will pass the first hurdle.' Figure 6.1 is an example of such a 
matrix. Each axis represents summary criteria. The creativ- 
ity axis represents idea attractiveness, which might include 
such qualities as originality and perceived value. The inno- 
vation axis represents the idea's compatibility with organi- 
zational objectives and constraints. 2  This might include such 
issues as availability of financial and human resources. 

Figure 6.1 Screening Matrix for Ideas 
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Source: Simon Majaro, The Creative Gap: Managing ideas for Profit (London: Longman, 
1988), p.44. 
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I 	 I I ( 	\ I I t', 1 S 	I t I been rated as lily, 
01. low in creativity and high, medium, or low in innovation. 
Ihe intersection of those evaluations is indicated by the idea 
number. For example, idea number 30 w valuated low 
in both creativity and innovation. Similarly, idea number 6 
was rated high in creativity and medium in innovation. This 
figure represents an elementary screening matrix in that an 
idea's position is based on an individual's estimates using 
the simple descriptive terms of high, medium  and low. 

To provide more accurate judgments, the idea's position in the 
matrix can be based on more specific criteria and an evaluation 
of their relevance to the situation. Such criteria are presented in 

Figure 6.2 Complex Screening Matrix for Ideas 
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Idea Attractiveness 

Ease of implementation 0.10 

Originality 0.15 

Protectable/sustainable 0.10 

User-friendly 0.10 

Global Acceptability  0.05 __..........._ 
-------:...---- 

Compatibility Criteria 

Available finance 0.20 

-4,----____--- 

Provision of solution to 
specific problem 

O. I 0 

Our image 0.05 

Our ability to protect 
(e.g. patent) 

0.05 

Our marketing 
competence 

0.10 

1.00 - 
Total score 

Source: Simon Majaro, The Creative Gap: Managing Ideas for Profit (London: Longman, 1988), p.49. 
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Figure 6.3 

Table 6.1. The relative values of an idea could be calculated 
using Figure 6.2. The idea would then be placed on a matrix 
like the one portrayed in Figure 6.3. 

The second stage of the screening process can also be accom-
plished using a screening matrix. For a product innovation, 
the two axes would be the company's potential strengths (rela-
tive to this particular innovation) and the idea's market po-
tential. Using a standard General Electric portfolio matrix 
approach, more specific criteria are identified in Table 6.2. 3  A 
process identical to that used in Figure 6.2 would result in the 
placement of the idea on a matrix similar to Figure 6.3. 

SUMMARY OF STEPS 

1. Create a standard four-cell matrix in which one axis represents 
creativity and the other innovation. 

2. Ideas are placed on the matrix according to how well they meet 
established criteria as defined by the axes. 



Product Strength/ 
Competitive Position 

(Examples 0010 
Size 
Growth 
Share 
Position 
Profitability 
Margin 
Technology Dosition 

Image 
Pollution 
People 

Market Potential 

(Examples Only) 
Size 
Market growth, pricing 
Market diversity 
Competitive structure 
Industry profitability 
Technical rate 
Social factors 
Environmental factors 
Legal factors 
Human factors 

Source: Figure frorr Strategic Management: Text and Cases, Fifth ed. by James M. Higgins and Julian W. 
Vincze, copyright g 1993 by Harcourt Brace & Company, reproduced by permission of the publisher. 

Criteria of Attractiveness 

(Examples Oily) 
Originality 
Simplicity 
User friendl) 
Easy to implement 
Elegant 
Difficult to copy 

Criteria of Compatibility 

(Examples Only) 
Compatibility with: 

Available financial resources 
Available human resources 
Corporate image 
Ability to protect (e.g., patent) 
Need to solve problem 

Source: Simon Majwo, The Creative Gap: Managing Ideas for Profit (London: Longman, 1988), p. 46. 

TABLE 6.2 Criteria for Business Unit Evaluation 

TABLE 6.1 Criteria for Idea Evaluation 

98/2. DOT VOTING 

Marv-  standard ways of making choices involve voting. 
There are also some creative ways such as the nominal group 
techrique. Another creative way of choosing among alter-
natives is dot voting. The ideas are written on a large sur-
face Rich as a poster board, flip chart or white board. Par-
ticipnts then indicate their choices with stick-on clots.' Par-
ticipznts may have only one vote or more than one. They 
may )r may not be allowed to vote for their own ideas.5 



IMPLEMENTATION 
Having an idea is not enough. Specific action plans for bring-
ing the innovation to the market, or for incorporating the 
innovation into the organizational process must be deter-
mined. Resources must be obtained to complete these ac-
tion plans. Often, other members of the organization must 
be convinced of the merits of that idea. Selling an idea re-
quires different behavior than creating one. You must mas-
ter both creative and selling processes if your idea is to reach 
fruition. Implementation therefore is largely a matter of 
working within the organization's culture. This chapter ex-
amines creativity techniques designed to help the manager 
within that context. 

9911. HOW-HOW DIAGRAM 

The how-how diagram is similar to the why-why diagram 
described in Chapter 3. 6  It seeks to identify the steps neces-
sary to implement a solution. Instead of asking "Why?" the 
problem solver(s) ask "How?" The agreed-upon solution is 
stated on the left side of a piece of paper, with more detailed 
action plans placed on the right in a decision tree format. 
(See Figure 6.4 for an abbreviated how-how dia- 
gram.) Each time a solution is listed, the 
question "How?" is asked. Problem solv-
ers answer with a more detailed action plan. 

Using the problem suggested in Chap-
ter 3 for the why-why diagram as an 
example, the first solution mentioned 
is "improve product." Asking "how" 
results in four principal ways of im-
proving the product: "improve packaging, 
improve product quality, lengthen shelf 
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HOW? HOW? 

Improve 
Quality 

Use QualitD 
Circles i 

Management 
n 

Use TQM In 
Manufacturing 

Use Focus Groups 
to Help 

Determine Style 

Compare Against 
Similar Trendy Products 

In Other Product 
Markets 

Hire Italian Designer 

Use Computer Assisted 
Design Features to Smooth 

Out Design 

Improve 
Sleekness 

Improve 
Product Design Make More 

Trendy 

Use Cross- 
Functional Work Teams 

for Design 

Figure 6.4 The How-How Diagram 

life, and shorten delivery time." For each of these the ques-
tion "how" is asked, resulting in more detailed actions for 
each. For example, the second-level solution of improving 
quality consists of three more detailed actions: use cross-func-
tional work teams during design, use quality circles for manu-
facturing, use TQM in manufacturing. Once a diagram has 
been completed, the final details for all implementation plans 
may he agreed upon. 

This is an excellent technique for forcing problem solvers to 
think about the details of implementation. 
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When you're turning your resources into new 
ideas, be an ARTIST.  

When you're 
evaluating the 
merits of an idea, be 
a TUDGE. 

When you're carrying 
your idea into action, be a 
WARRIOR." 8  
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1. The agreed %won solution to a problem is placed on the left SILII 
of a piece of paper. 

2. A decision tree of more detailed action plans obtained by asking 
"How?" at each stage of the process is formed to the right of the 
solution. 

3. Beginning with the first solution, each time a solution is listed, 
the question "How?" is asked. The responses are recorded on 
branches of the decision tree. 

4. The question "How?" is asked again. This results in additional 
branches on the decision tree. 

5. The process continues until sufficiently detailed implementation 
plans have been established. 

100/2. BE A WARRIOR WHEN SELLING YOUR 
IDEAS 

Roger von Oech, a noted creativity consultant and author, 
suggests that there are four distinct roles that must be filled 
during the creativity /innovation process: explorer, artist, 
judge, and warrior.' 

"When you're searching for new information, be an 
EXPLORER.  



Mut 	ist in this chapter is in the warrior role I he other 
roles VN , ere discussed in other chapters, although n k 
different names and in different contexts. For example, in 
terms of the creative problem-solving model presented in 
Chapter 2, the explorer and the artist are active in analyz-
ing the environment, recognizing a problem, identifying a 
problem, and generating alternatives, with the artist 
primarily responsible for generating alternatives. The 
judge is active in making assumptions and making a 
choice. The warrior would be active in making a choice 
and in implementing the creative result in the sense of 
getting the organization to adopt it and transform it into 
an innovation. 

Often a person who can be an explorer and artist finds it 
difficult to be a judge or a warrior. Even people who can 
assume the first three roles often find it difficult to be a war-
rior. That is why many firms separate these functions, nor-
mally combining the first two in the role of the creator, and 
asking a group, usually made up of professional staff or 
managers but sometimes a creativity circle, to judge the value 
of the creative result. Then a manager or professional staff 
person may serve as the product champion, moving the prod-
uct through the various stages of the approval process within 
the firm. 9  

Von Oech observes that the individual must move from one 
role to another and that this movement is difficult for many 
people. If you are not able to change roles readily, you must 
either force yourself to assume roles in which you are un-
comfortable or find yourself a champion. Whether you pur-
sue the role of warrior yourself or find a champion, the sell-
ing part of the process must be accomplished. 

101/3. FORCE-FIELD ANALYSIS 

Organizational development is but one type of change man-
agement. Regardless of which program is used to manage 
change, the manager making the changes will invariably be 
faced with resistance. To better manage change, the prob-
lem solver needs to understand force-field analysis, a con-
cept developed by Kurt Lewin, a pioneer in the study of 
change. Lewin suggests that change results from the rela- 



Restraining Forces Pressures for Change 

Need to provide flexibility 

IBM is perceived as superior 
to current vendor 

Demand from customers to be 
more responsive 

Need for networking among PCs 
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Pressures for Change 

Need to provide flexibility 

IBM is perceived as superior 
to current vendor 
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more responsive 

Need for networking among PCs 
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Reduce fear of losing job 
by guaranteeing training 

Reduce fear of unknown 
by providing information 

Reduce fear resulting from recent 
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there won't be any more 
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Source: Reprinted with the permission of Macmillan College Publishing Company from The Management 
Challenge: An Introduction to Management by James M. Higgins. Copyright © 1994 by Macmillan College 
Publishing Company, Inc. 

Fear resulting from recent 
restructuring 

EQUILIBRIUM 

.EQUILIBRIUM 

Figure 6.5 Force - Field Analysis 

tive strengths of competing driving and restraining forces. 1 ° 
The driving forces push the organization toward change; the 
restraining forces push against change. The actual change 
that emerges is a consequence of the interaction of the two 
sets of forces. If you want change, you should push. But the 
natural tendency of those you are pushing is to resist the 
change, to push back. According to Lewin, the driving forces 
activate the restraining forces. He suggests that decreasing 
the restraining forces is a more effective way of encouraging 
change than increasing the driving forces. 

Figure 6.5 portrays the use of force-field analysis to reduce 
resistance to a change from using a single computer vendor, 
UNISYS, to using multiple computer vendors—IBM, Digital 
Equipment Company (DEC), and UNISYS—for the informa-
tion division of a major entertainment company. This is a 
partial analysis of the situation as viewed by that division's 
managers." As you can see, the managers determined that 
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Figure 6.6 Selling Others on Your Creative Ideas 

SELLING OTHERS ON 

Purpose Preparation Who How Ability/ 
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failure. 
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. 
YOUR CREATIVE IDEAS 

►  

Credibility Costs Culture Results Presentation Personality Misc. 
Skills 

How to raise How Innovative or Long term Factual. Innovator vs. 
current level. much. not vs. short 

term. Big picture. 
adaptor. 

Use credible How Receptive to Believe in idea 
descriptions. financed. creativity or 

not. 
Quantifiable. Persuasive. yourself. 

Use 
information to Who are 

Qualitative. Learnable. Persistence. 

support. decision 
makers. 

How do you 
get to them: 

How will 
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strategic 
plan? 
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Self-
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— politics. 

Two-stage 
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the best way to move toward the change was to red MA' em-
ployee fears by providing job guarantees and training, and 
to provide more open communication. 

ADDITIONAL ADVICE ON 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Figure 6.6 is a story board created by a group of twenty up-
per- and middle-level managers from a cross section of firms, 
industries, and functional specialties. This story board indi-
cates the key issues in making a sale, that is, being an effec-
tive champion of your creative ideas. Add to it or create 
your own. 

The Innovative Edge in Action 6.1, on the politics of innova-
tion, does not describe a creativity technique per se. How-
ever, it provides some guidance that can be used creatively. 
A typical idea approval situation is described in The Inno-
vative Edge in Action 6.2. 



THE POLITICS OF 
INNOVATION 

For all their vows to reform, somehow managers 
keep coming up with ways to stifle new ideas. 

See the top executives. See them sit in a circle, on 
the moonlit sands of Lyford Cay, in the bosky groves 
of the Greenbrier, whispering to one another. See 
them beat their naked chests, their hands still dripping with the 
gore of restructuring. Hear their guttural chant: in-no-va-tion, in-
no-va-tion. 

Yes, connoisseurs of trendy corporate-speak, a new buzzword is 
emerging. By now just about everybody has restructured, paring 
down to those so-called core businesses. Nasty surprise: Many of 
these residual enterprises are growing at a mere 1 percent or 2 
percent a year. Acquisitions, anyone? No, no, no, the experts in-
veigh, that's how you got in trouble last time around. So how is a 
self-respecting company supposed to grow? The increasingly 
popular answer: new products, new services, new ways to achieve 
higher quality at lower cost. In short, innovation. 

"Most people give it lip service," says Glenda Keller, a consultant 
with Synectics, a Cambridge, Massachusetts, firm that helps com-
panies tackle the problem of innovation. Indeed, Keller argues, "it 
would be suicide these days not to." The stock market is watch-
ing. But to go beyond uttering the latest pieties, to actually do 
something, ah, there the going gets rough. 

Deep thinkers on the subject distinguish invention, coming up with 
a new idea, from innovation, shepherding that idea through the 
toils of the organization so that it eventually emerges as a new 
product or procedure. Invention, at least commercial grade, is 
surprisingly easy, the experts find. Consultant Thomas D. 
Kuczmarski, author of Managing New Products, asserts that "if you 
and I sat down and brainstormed about a business for a couple of 
hours, we could come up with maybe twenty ideas for new prod-
ucts." A few would probably be worth pursuing. But just try it at 
your average organization. 
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THE POLITICS OF INNOVATION 
Continued from page 199 

The problem, all too often, is politics, defined in this case 
as the competition within a company for limited corpo-
rate resources—money, power, or opportunities for pro-
motion. "One man's innovation is another man's fail-
ure," notes McKinsey consultant Richard Foster, author 
of the 1986 book innovation: The Attacker's Advantage 
Foster notes how managers think, "You're going to take 
funds from my superbly managed division to start that 
harebrained scheme?" 

Veterans of the corporate wars are already wearily famil-
iar with a few innovation-derailing patterns of behavior: 
the not-invented-here syndrome, the tendency to fight 
over turf, the rush to gun down any wild geese who chal-
lenge the system. What folks who have been pushing 
corporate innovation for the past few years have discov-
ered is that organizations, and their denizens, have even 
more ways of resisting change. Some are carefully crafted 
political stratagems, others seemingly automatic re-
sponses of the corporate nervous system. Some examples: 

•The dummy task force. Top management sets up a 
group to spearhead new product development. But, as 
Synectic's Keller observes, the brass betray their under-
lying lack of commitment by not assigning the task force 
any concrete goals, or failing to set a definite beginning, 

200  



middle, and end to 1I effort. Or the higher-ups use the 
group as a place to park good company soldiers who are 
temporarily out of a job, but whom the company doesn't 
want to lose. Over time, the big boys' attention shifts else-
where, and whatever the supposedly special team ends 
up recommending somehow gets lost. 

•The task force as a setup. Ambitious Executive So-and-
So hatches a devilishly clever initiative to hitch her star to. 
But to secure top management's approval, she needs evi-
dence that her idea has merit. So she charters a task force, 
allegedly to study the problem for which she already has 
the solution. The possible rub: If the group is free to make 
up its own mind, it just may recommend a different solu-
tion, which she will have to accept—hmmm—or bury, to 
widespread dismay. On the other hand, if she railroads 
her own idea through, bright underlings may at some point 
divine that they have been had. 

•The ambassador syndrome. This is a high-tech variant 
of the dummy task force, identified by Gifford Pinchot 
a consultant and the author of Intrapreneuring, a treatise 
on how to promote entrepreneurship within a large cor-
poration. The brass get hip to the trendy notion that to 
develop a workable new product quickly, they will have 
to "tear down the walls between departments." They 
form a team with representatives from marketing, manu-
facturing, all the major corporate functions. But instead 
of giving team members real power to innovate, the de-
partments merely send ambassadors, who must check 
back with their bosses before committing to anything. 

•Rock-hard controls. "It's surprisingly tough to simplify 
control systems," Pinchot finds. Yes, we want innovation, 
the company says, but you still have to get the usual four-
teen approvals for any initiative. 

•The business-of-a-certain-size ploy. This goes beyond 
that sure-fire innovation stopper long favored by the brass-. 
"We are a big company; we only want to look at opportu-
nities that will have sales of a couple hundred million 
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THE POLITICS OF INNOVATION 
ontiritteil film/ page 201 

within three years." As professor Robert Burgelman of 
the Stanford business school points out, the more subtle 
threat may be letting the new business go ahead, but set-
ting financial hurdles that require its management to force 
it, as a gardener forces flowers. The venture may meet its 
targets, but when it needs to take the next step—say, to 
introduce a second product—the whole jerry-built struc-
ture collapses. 

•The no-special-treatment reflex. We're serious this time, 
say the corporate Olympians to the would-be innovator. 
We want you to go ahead and act just like an entrepre-
neur. You mean you want me to work unconscionable 
hours, alienate others by my unrelenting pursuit of the 
dream, and perhaps jeopardize my career? Yes. Well, 
how about paying me extra if we hit big, or giving me a 
little piece of the action? What, comes back the outraged 
response, and screw up our artfully crafted compensa-
tion system? 

•They're-not-serious cynicism. After 
enough of the above, the company's middle man- 
agers, the parties most threatened by innovation, adopt 
what Foster calls "cunningly cynical views about top 
management's intentions." By the time the brass finally 
do get serious, the middlings have persuaded everyone 
else not to take the muck-a-mucks at their word. 



I -low to overcome the politics, to give innovation a chance? 
First discard the easy, romantic myths. The innovator as 
creative zealot, for example, championing his idea in the 
face of dragonlike bureaucracy, fighting his way to glory 
in the marketplace. "It happens that way maybe one time 
in thirty," says McKinsey's Foster. Or the perhaps more 
appealing belief that all we need to achieve innovation is 
participative management. Liberating everyone to do his 
job more as he sees fit may be a necessary condition for 
lasting innovation, but it isn't sufficient in itself. The pro-
cess still has to be managed. 

From the top. No way around it, the brass really have to 
send loud and clear signals that they are committed to 
the cause. They may do this by appointing a rising star 
as the corporate czar of new product development. Or 
by spending significant time in the labs and with the in-
novators. Best yet, they can offer even more tangible in-
dications of their backing, like monetary rewards propor-
tionate to the new idea's success. 

It helps to hold up a cause that everyone can rally around. 
Quality, for instance, or a flat-out declaration from the 
top that three years hence, they expect X percent of the 
company's revenues and profits to come from new busi-
nesses. Then write some concrete measure of progress 
toward this goal into the performance each manager is 
appraised on. 

Just about every expert on innovation agrees that to get a 
new business started, you do need one of those multi-
functional teams: maybe four people, one each from de-
sign, manufacturing, marketing, and finance. Top man-
agement should help them find support anywhere they 
can in the organization. A good sponsor high up may be 
crucial: He can locate resources, run political interference, 
and ask questions along the lines of "But have you thought 
about how that might sit with so-and-so?" 

Evaluate the team as a team, and reward them as a team. 
The experts cite a number of intriguing new ways to com- 
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pensate innovators: phantom stock in the venture, even 
special employment contracts to take the folks out of the 
standard pay hierarchy. Won't others in the company be 
envious? They might, except for one wrinkle: At the cut-
ting edge of thinking on the subject, the emerging wis-
dom is that you should require would-be innovators to 
put something of their own at risk in a startup. Like 
money, or maybe even their jobs. For instance, you might 
make them buy in, literally, by paying for that phantom 
stock. 

To be sure, this runs counter to much current thinking 
on innovation, all the stuff that says that only when em-
ployees feel secure about their jobs will they take the risk 
of proposing new ideas. But Foster and Kuczmarski keep 
coming back to a single word in describing what it truly 
takes to get a venture up and running: tough. It's tough; 
you have to be tough. At the very least, tough enough to 
cut through the politics. 

Source: Walter Kiechel III, "The Politics of Innovation," Fortune, (April 11, 1988), pp. 131-
132., 0 1988 Time Inc. All rights reserved. 

CONTROL 
No specific techniques are presented here. Several of the 
approaches described in Chapter 3 are control techniques. 
Traditional control activities overlap with analyzing the en-
vironment and identifying and recognizing the problem. 
Benchmarking and best practices, for example, are control 
activities as well as creative ways of scanning the environ-
ment. Similarly, Camelot fulfills the conceptual model of 
control, that is, set standards, measure performance, com-
pare the two, and then take the necessary corrective actions. 



$ SELLING IDEAS AT AMEX 
Sarah M. Nolan, executive vice-president of the In-
surance and Investment Group at American Express 
Travel Related Services Co., developed the idea of 
Membership Savings, a program that allows cus-
tomers to make contributions to a money-market- 
type account when paying their American Express   
card bills. According to Nolan, three elements that 
can turn ideas into products are homework, advice, and con-
viction. The basis for the Membership Savings idea was a 
product called Privileged Assets, which allowed members 
to save for retirement each month when paying their Ameri-
can Express bill. The success of this product suggested that 
people of all ages were interested in saving. The "homework" 
for Membership Savings consisted of two waves of focus-
group research that introduced the product and defined the 
features desired by card members. The next step was to seek 
advice from senior managers with expertise in marketing to 
American Express card members. The third stage of the 
project was the final request for funding. 

Source: "Selling Your Ideas to Management," Working Woman, (September 1990), pp. 85, 87 
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USING THE TECHNIQUES 
This book closes with two brief discussions: one on the use 
of intuition in innovation, the other on using the techniques 
described in this book. 

USINGYOUR INTUITION 
Intuition can and should be used in all stages of creative prob-
lem solving. Rationality is a major contributor to the prob-
lem-solving process, but rationality alone does not result in 
the best solutions to many problems, especially complex 
problems. If rationality alone sufficed, computers would 
make all the decisions. As problems become more complex, 
the need to use intuition in problem solving becomes more 
critical. Research and experience indicate that complex prob-
lems almost defy rational analysis. They require the ability 
to see connections among numerous variables, connections 
that often are not discernible in the rational approach.' The 
advice offered by many experts is to trust your intuition, to 
let it help you solve problems. To gain skill in using intu-
ition in solving problems, it is necessary to practice doing so 
in real situations as well as decision simulations. The third 
book in this trilogy, Escape From the Maze: Improving Personal 
and Group Creativity, discusses intuition in greater depth. 
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USING THE TECHNIQUES 
Let me close by emphasizing the importance of consciously 
planning to use these techniques. These techniques are ex-
tremely helpful, but only if you use them. Read them first, 
then formulate a plan to use them and integrate them into 
your problem-solving efforts, those of your work group, and 
if possible, those of the rest of your organization. Be com-
mitted to using them. 

REFERENCES 
Weston Agor. "The Logic of Intuition: How Top Executives Make Important Decisions," 

Organizational Dynamics (Winter 1986), pp. 5-18; Dina Ingber, "Inside the Executive Mind," 
Success (January 1984), pp. 33-37; Daniel Coleman, "Success for Executives Relies on Own 
Kind of Intelligence," New York Times (July 13, 1984), pp. C1, C2; and Henry Mintzberg, 
"Planning on the Left Side, Managing on the Right," Harvard Business Review (July-August 
1976), pp. 49-58. 
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APPENDIX I 
A Quick Guide to the Processes 

PROCESS: BRIEF DESCRIPTION 
AND/OR BEST USED FOR: 

STAGE: ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Highly competitive strategic situations 
for finding quality/cost problems 

When an outside view will help, when you 
don't have the manpower or funds for 
internal effort 

Identifying weak signals in the market, 
strategic scanning, strategic issue 

identification 

New situations, new applications of current 
knowledge, strategic situations 

Comparisons against others: 
benchmarking, best practices, 
race against phantom competitors 

Hire futurists, consultants 

Monitor weak signals 

Opportunity searches 

STAGE: PROBLEM RECOGNITION 

To make sure problems haven't been 
overlooked, uses an idealized situation 

Finding problem with existing products/ 
services/operations; developing 
promotional ideas 

When routine techniques haven't suggested 
many problems 

When straightforward approaches haven't 
produced many problems or insights, to 
add humor 

Looking for internal or customer problems 

When someone else offers opportunities 
or problems 

Group, personal insights into simple and 
complex problems, especially good for 
interpersonal and customer relations 

problems 

Systematic problem recognition when 

employee participation is sought 

Complex problems where group inputs 
and team building are important. 
Workouts are best used at a retreat 

Camelot 

Checklists 

Inverse brainstorming 

Limericks and parodies 

Listing complaints 

Responding to someone else 

Role playing 

Suggestion programs 

Workouts and other 
work group/team approaches 

Z09 



STAGE: PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION 

When you want to make sure you 

overlooked anything 

When a group definition of the problem is 
important 

Complex problems use visualization to 
"see" problem 

To get people more personally involved in 
the issue 

Seeks better understanding of causes 

Group definition of problem, a fun activity 

Increased insight into real problem 

For different views of the problem 

For understanding causes of more complex 
problems 

To get started on problems 

For understanding more complex problems 

To better understand the causes of a 
complex problem 

1 
	

Bounce it off someone else 

2 
	

Consensus building 

3 
	

Draw a picture of the problem 

4 
	

Experience kit 

5 
	

Fishbone diagram 

6 
	

"King of the mountain" 

7 
	

Redefining the problem or opportunity 

8 
	

Rewrite objectives several different ways 

9 "Squeeze and stretch" 

10 What do you know? 

What patterns exist? 

12 Why-why diagram 

STAGE: MAKING ASSUMPTIONS 

 

Assumption reversal For understanding assumptions and 
gaining possible solutions 

   

STAGE: ALTERNATIVE GENERATION, INDIVIDUAL BASED 

Analogies and metaphors 
	

When a new perspective is needed 

2 
	

Analysis of past solutions 
	

Applying other people's solutions to your 
problem 

3 
	

Association 
	

When new zest is needed, generates lots 
of ideas 

4 
	

Attribute association chains 
	

Product/service changes 

5 
	

Attribute listing 
	

Product/service changes 

6 
	

Back to the customer 
	

For satisfying customer needs; similar to 
Back to the Sun 
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"Back to the sun Focused association 

I0 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

24 

Circle of opportunity 

Computer programs 

Deadlines 

Direct analogies 

Establish idea sources 

Examine it with the senses 

FCB grid 

Focused-object 

Fresh eye 

Idea bits and racking 

Idea notebook 

Input-Output 

Listening to music 

Mind mapping 

Name possible uses 

The Napoleon technique 

Organized random search 

Changing product or service, when a new 
approach is needed 

Complex problems. Computer programs 
generally lead you through CPS stages, 
offer suggestions. Some enhance 
processes such as brainstorming 

To put pressure on to increase creativity 

To transfer knowledge from one field to 
another 

Find sources which can offer solutions 

New insights, complex or simple problems, 
focused association 

Positioning products 

Similar to association and forced 
relationship techniques 

When insiders are having trouble seeing 
the forest for the trees 

Organizing your ideas, complex problems 

Recording ideas for later reference 

Engineering, operations management; 
generates a number of possible solutions 

Generating alternatives/opportunities 
through subconscious 

Generate new ideas, identify all issues and 
subissues to a problem, develop intuitive 
capacity 

Generating new uses for a product 

Gaining totally new insights, when other 
techinques have failed 

Simple ways to get new thoughts 

12 

I3 

22 

23 
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2S 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

3I 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

Brainstorming 

Brainwriting 

Brainwriting pool 

To get people more personally itivulved in 

the problem 

Uses visualization to improve insight 

Create new products/services, improve 
old ones 

Generating lots of ideas fast, similar to 
association 

Artistic efforts, writing, or product name/ 
development 

Problems you don't seem to be making 
much headway on 

When lots of ideas, concepts are needed 
to produce new insights 

Organizing your ideas, complex problems 

Complex or simple problems, generates 
alternatives/opportunities through 
subconscious 

Simple problems where new insights are 
needed 

Applying many of the above techniques 
with software 

Create new products/services, improve 
existing ones 

When you need to "see" the problem 
better. Can be used with other processes. 
Offers new insights 

Strategic planning; complex or simple 
problems, scenario forecasting 

STAGE:ALTERNATIVE GENERATION, GROUP BASED 

‘iII).11 analogies 

Picture stimulation 

Product improvement checklist (PICL) 

Relatedness 

Relational words 

Reversal—dereversal 

Rolling in the Grass of Ideas 

7 X 7 technique 

Sleeping/dreaming on it 

Two words technique 

Using the computer to stimulate 
creativity 

Verbal checklist for creativity 

Visualization 

What if 

Generating numerous alternatives; simple 
problems 

Alternative to brainstorming 

Alternative to brainstorming 
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10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

Brainwriting 6-3-5 

Creative imaging 

Creative leap 

Creativity circles 

Crawford slip method 

Delphi technique 

Excursion technique 

The gallery method 

The Gordon/Little technique 

Group decision support systems 

Idea board 

Idea triggers 

Innovation committee 

Intercompany innovation groups 

Lions den 

The lotus blossom technique 

The Mitsubishi brainstorming method 

Morphological analysis 

Alternative to brainstorming 

Complex problems, uses visualization 

Complex problems where major results 
are needed, includes imaging 

Complex or simple problems where group 
input is desired, expansion of quality circle 
concept 

Going beyond brainstorming; complex 
problems 

Complex problems to be solved by expert 
opinion 

Problems which other techniques have not 
solved, great for new perspectives 

Using visuals to prompt brainstorming 

Good for stepping back from the problem 

Using computer hardware and software to 
aid group decision process 

Non-urgent problems, similar to gallery 
method without time constraints 

Getting people involved in the issue 

Complex or simple problems, like 
creativity circles 

Where other outside firms can help, 
popular in Europe and gaining popularity in 
U.S. 

Two teams, one presents problems to the 
other to generate solutions 

Complex or simple problems, especially 
good for developing strategic scenarios 

Brainstorming w/mapping for complex 
problems 

Changing product or service 



Complex problems 

Eliminating affect of dominant personality 

in group 

To encourage participation brainstorming 
by breaking larger groups into groups of 
six 

Visual stimulation of brainstorming 

Alternative to brainstorming 

Complex problems, especially strategic 
planning 

Alternative to brainstorming for complex 
problems 

Complex problems, identifying issues, 
generating numerous alternatives 

Complex problems, brainstorming with 
analogies, metaphors, excursion. Heavy on 
critical analysis 

Going beyond brainstorming; complex 
problems 

Complex problems, uses cards, diagrams 
and association 

22 
	

I h. NI IK met hod 

23 Nominal group technique 

24 Phillips 66 

25 Photo-excursion 

26 Pin card technique 

27 Scenario writing 

28 The SIL method 

29 Storyboarding 

30 Synectics 

31 Take five 

32 The TKJ method 

STAGE: CHOICE 

Screening matrix for ideas 

Dot voting 

Choosing solutions to all types of 
problems 

Choosing solutions to all types of 
problems 

2 

STAGE: IMPLEMENTATION 

Determining necessary actions for 
successful implementation 

Getting ideas adopted in company 

Analyzing roadblocks to implementation 

How-how diagram 

2 
	

Be a warrior 

3 
	

Force field analysis 

STAGE: CONTROL 

See Environmental Analysis, 
Problem Recognition and 
Problem Identification 
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